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On the Origins and Definitions of Comparative Method
in the Study of Religion
Isa Muhammad Maishanu
Department of Islamic Studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto
maishanu@gmail.com
Abstract
The academic study of religion started in the Western world around the
1870s with advocates like F. Max Muller, a philologist calling for its
establishment on the basis of Comparative Linguistics. It soon adopted the
comparative method as the main method of expounding the secrets of the
religious realm and the meaning and the mysteries of religious
phenomenon with its ubiquitous nature. The paper revisits those events at
the inception of the discipline, so as to help students and researchers of
religion have a retrospective insight of those early decades for possible
reposition of the field if the need is felt.
Introduction
The academic, objective and ‘dispassionate’ study of the religious
phenomena is believed to have ‘started’ as an academic discipline in
Western scholarship in the second half of the 19th century.1 The field had
many names from its inception, ranging from ‘Religionswissenschaft, to
‘Comparative religion’, to ‘The Science of Religion’ and ‘The History of
Religions’, ‘Religious Studies’ and Religiology. Its establishment as an
academic discipline coincided with the acceptance at the time, of
‘comparative method’ as the main methodological approach to the study of
nature, man, and society. Even before modern times, comparative studies,
which mostly involves revealing the value of something, when brought in
juxtaposition with one, or more other things, has been used. This was
carried out at different epochs and in different ways. The decision of Qabil
to kill Habil as presented in the Qur’an, was as a direct result of the process
See Waardenburg, J. Classical Approaches to the Study of Religion, (The Hague: Mouton, 1973), p. 14,
cp. Sharpe, E. J., Comparative Religion, A History, (New York; Charles Scribner’s, 1975), p. 27 ff and
Wach, J. The Comparative Study of Religion, (New York: Columbia University, 1958), p. 3.
1
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of comparison, when the former saw the fate of the sacrifice he offered to
Allah as compared to the fate of his brother’s.2 Western academic study of
religion came as a result of the socio-intellectual circumstances of the 19th
century Europe. As the level of intellectualism and pursuit of knowledge
of different fields has been enhanced in the West in the period, and even
earlier, the Westerners were accused of Euro-centrism, in interpreting
human history in their favour. This led to the famous, but unscientific
theory of evolution, underlying their interpretation of not only human
anatomy or physiology, but also human history, culture, and religion.
In the religious realm, it is mostly the comparative method that was
employed in trying to establish that evolutionism from the lower to the
higher, and from the most primitive or crude, to the most developed forms
of religion, was a reality. The European, having experienced and
encountered the Christian religion in its different phases, especially in the
conflict between science and the Church, started an earnest and critical
study of religion and its various manifestations independent of the normal
theological framework and institutions. Despite the various findings of
Western researchers on Christianity, which underwent intense and critical
research, some of 19th and early 20th century evolutionists, writing on the
religions of the world, saw Christianity as man’s highest spiritual
attainment, and the final form of man’s religious quest. This was shown to
have been as a result of employing the comparative method in the study of
the discovered religious data from all the different continents. This
valuation or rather a theological categorisation of religions was justified, or
so they believe, due to the Christian belief in the Divine that has taken the
human form, and as such, there will never be any further and better
development in religion beyond that.
We intend to study in this paper the conceptions and definitions of the
comparative method, how it started, what forms it took and its relevance or
otherwise to the study of religion from the inception of the field to the last
decades of the 20th century.
A Brief Outline of the Comparative Method in the Study of Religion in
the Modern West
The comparative method due to which, the so-called scientific study of
religion took its name in the beginning, was seen initially, as the one
adequate, and at the same time appropriate method, by means of which to
2

See Tafsir al-Tabari. Cairo: Dar al-Ma’arif, n.d., exegesis of verse 27 of Surah al-Maidah.
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study the diverse religions of mankind. And this is in order to discover the
possible origins of religion, as well as ‘the purpose that runs through the
religions of mankind’.3
What are the different definitions of that method in the different
phases of the development of this nascent field? Before giving the
subsequent conceptions of this method, and what it has acquired in the
course of its application since the 1870s, let us see first what made the
pioneers in this discipline choose and rely upon it. F. Max Muller, seen
generally as the founder, or one of the founders of Comparative Religion in
the West, in pleading for the establishment of this kind of study as an
academic discipline, has opined that, ‘… all higher knowledge is acquired
by comparison and rests on comparison. If it is said that the character of
scientific research in our age is pre-eminently comparative, this really
means that our researches are now based on the widest evidence that can be
obtained…’4 C. P. Tiele, seen as the only possible contender of Muller in
being the founder of this discipline,5 was ‘ever-persuaded that it is only as
one compares adequately the materials which history affords, that any
permanent progress can be made in the Science of Religion …Hence, he
esteemed and employed the apparatus of Comparative Religion in all his
higher and more complex investigations.’6 So, these two co-founders of
this discipline attest to the necessity of employing the comparative method
for any scientific study of man’s religions, at least in their times. Due to
this, those who came after them followed their footsteps in establishing and
expounding the method even further.
Opinions on the Inception of the Comparative Method
As regards the inception of the comparative method, different persons were
given the honour of founding it. As usual with the Western scholarship, in
tracing the beginning of every intellectual method or field to their Greek
ancestors, S. Cain in The Encyclopedia of Religion, attributed it to Aristotle
in his statement:

Muller, F. Max, Chips from a German Workshop, in Sharpe, Comparative Religion, op., cit., p. 31.
ibid., p. 43.
5
ibid., p. 35, cp. Jordan, L. H., Comparative Religion, its Genesis and Growth, Edinburgh: T. and T.
Clark, 1905, p. 523.
6
ibid., p. 183.
3
4
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Moreover, Aristotle was the founder of the Comparative
method, applied by him primarily to biological studies, but
later extended to many other areas.7
Another scholar of religion saw Auguste Comte (1798-1857), as having
“…laid the foundations of the Comparative Method in the Study of social
and religious institutions…”8 Nevertheless, up to the middle of 19th century,
the West has no other method by which to study other religions, better than
the yardstick of Christian revelation. The different elements of what later
became the comparative method were being composed and arranged at the
same time, by scholars like Comte, Darwin, Muller, Spencer, Tylor and
others.9 A situation described by Sharpe, as a sort of paradigm shift of the
above-mentioned scholars, who were detaching themselves from religion,
in line with a premise of “…the transcendental categories of revelation
being replaced by immanent categories within the temporal process”. This
he saw, as nowhere striking as in the development they discovered from the
lower to the higher, and from the simple to the complex, – or evolution in
all spheres of man’s existence.10 The theory of evolution as applied in the
study of the social sciences including the history of religions gave the
comparative method of that period the pigment of the thought then.
So it appears that, with much material being gathered due to
explorations, colonization and academic inquiries, in the realm of religion,
one thing seems to be lacking – an effective and adequate method with
which to study deeply the data to discover the ‘mysteries’ and wonders
buried in the religious world. As Sharpe opined, Darwin suggested
evolution as a theory pointing to the possibility of that progressive
development. And it was Herbert Spencer, T.H. Huxley and Benjamin
Kidd and others who showed that it had happened even in the religious
sphere.11 Moreover, Jordan has pointed out clearly in his definition of the
field of Comparative Religion, the purely evolutionary terms upon which
the discipline was initially based.12 Carpenter in his book ‘Comparative
Religion’, as quoted by Sharpe, cannot be more categorical when he

Cain, S. (art) ‘Study of Religion, History of Study’, The Encyclopedia of Religion, op., cit., Vol. 14.
James, E. O., Comparative Religion.London: Methuen, 1961), p. 20.
9
Sharpe, (art) ‘Some Problems of Method….’ op., cit., p. 4, cp. Wach, J. The Comparative Study of
Religion (ed.) Kitagawa, J. M., New York: Columbia University, 1958
10
ibid., p. 4.
11
ibid., p. 4.
12
Jordan, Comparative Religion, op., cit., p. 63.
7
8
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declared: It is on this great idea (evolution) that the whole study of the
history of religion is now firmly established.13
Another eminent scholar of religion W. Brede Kristensen (1867-1953)
in his lectures from 1925 published post-humorously in 1960, titled: The
Meaning of Religion, explains that comparative religion has since 1880
compares religions to determine their value. This came as a result of the
discovery of various ancient religions, or the so-called primitive religions.
The Western scholars at that time thought that by means of comparison,
they might know which religion is lower or higher, i.e. to have a general
view of the different degrees of religious evolution and development. 14
The presuppositions of the Western theory of evolution as applied to
history, which we still witness in works like The End of History, have been
succinctly and candidly outlined by Kristensen in the following words:
The basis (sic) conviction (in the evolutionary – historical
theory) is this that history of mankind has had just ourselves
(Westerners) as its goal, and after frightfully great pains it has
generated our civilization, as a result of all that which had
preceded it. History has a meaning: it follows a continuous
line from the primitive through the developed up to the
highest. In religion, as well as, in the rest of our culture, we
stand on the apex of the historical pyramid.15
This particular application of the comparative method by mostly
anthropologists dominated the field of religious study from the 1870s to
1920s or at least up to the beginning of the 21st century.16 Even in that
period of the establishment, and consolidation or emancipation of the
Science of religion, from the philosophy of religion and theology, which
came slowly, the field was considered as an adjunct of theology or even
theology with some qualifications. Muller himself had the two terms of
‘comparative theology’ and ‘theoretic theology’ for the two kinds of
religious study.17 Due to this added feature of theology, which was to be
abandoned later, the issue of value judgement became more pronounced,
13
14

2.

Carpenter, Comparative Religion, (1913) in Sharpe, Comparative Religion, op., cit., p. 95.
Kristensen, W. B., The Meaning of Religion (trans.) Carman. The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1960), p.

ibid., p. 11. (Emphasis mine).
Sharpe, Comparative Religion, op., cit., p. 94, cp. Bianchi, U. (art) ‘History of Religions’ in The
Encyclopedia of Religion, op., cit., Vol. 6, p.404.
17
Jordan, Comparative Religion, op., cit., p. 27 cp. Sharpe, Comparative Religion, op., cit., p. 43.
15
16
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with many writers on world religions showing the uniqueness of
Christianity and its being the highest level of spirituality man can reach. By
this, a rapprochement was reached with Christian theologians who
vehemently opposed this kind of liberal study.18
After these decades of establishment, the two kinds of valuation, i.e.
evolutionary and theological started receiving attacks. This is due to the
increase in knowledge of more religious communities, and the writing of
some important works, like ‘The Idea of the Holy’ by Otto and ‘Adventures
of Ideas’ by Whitehead. With that, scholars were able to penetrate some of
the subjective and inaccurate assumptions of early Comparative
Religionists. This was the shaking of the comparative – evolutionary
method, because of being ‘a priori’ and of having outlived its uses.19 Even
the word ‘comparative’ despite being extolled at the inception of this
discipline as ‘the method’, was viewed later with great suspicion. It came
to be regarded as unscientific, ‘unless, that is, a very clear historical
connection between the areas to be compared can in fact, be demonstrated’.
This may be the reason why in the latest Encyclopaedia of this field
(published in 1987), an entry was given under the title of ‘Comparative –
Historical Method’, which rules out all speculations as regards the
abandonment of the comparative method completely.20 We also see
modern authorities in the History of Religions, upto the middle of 1980s
affirming the application of the comparative method or to be precise the
comparative – historical method, then and even in the future.21 It is also
pertinent here to mention that, F. Whaling, being the editor of
‘Contemporary Approaches to the Study of Religion’ (2 Vols.) has assigned
130 pages for treating Comparative Approaches’ in that work, to show its
relevance and significance in the contemporary study of religion.22

Sharpe, E. J., (art) ‘Comparative Religion’ in The Encyclopedia of Religion, op. cit., Vol. 3, p. 578 cp.
Jordan, op., cit., pp.129, 142, 356-359, he even had an entry in the Index I, under Christianity titled:
‘Superiority to all its rivals’, p. 613. See for example Carpenter’s and Bouquet’s works both entitled
‘Comparative Religion’.
19
Sharpe, (art) ‘Some Problems of Method…op., cit., p. 6.
20
ibid., p. 8, cp., Smart, N. ‘art’ ‘Comparative – Historical Method’ The Encyclopedia of Religion, op.
cit., Vol. 3, pp. 571-574.
21
See Bianchi, U. (art) ‘ Current Methodological Issues in the History of Religions’ and Rudolph, K.
(art) ‘The Foundations of History of Religions and its Future Task’, both in Kitagawa, J. M. (ed.), The
History of Religions, Retrospect and Prospect, (New York: Macmillan 1985) pp. 53-72 and pp. 105120 respectively.
22
Whaling, F., (ed.) Contemporary Approaches to the Study of Religion. Berlin: Mouton, 1983- 84, 2,
pp. 165-295 of Vol. 1 (The Humanities).
18
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The writer of the article on the Comparative – Historical Method’
mentioned above and a well-known authority in the scientific study of
religion today also wrote in the ‘The New Encyclopaedia Britannica’ the
following:
Most students of religion agree, however, that valid
comparisons are possible, though they are difficult to make.
Indeed, one can see the very uniqueness of a religion through
comparison, which includes a contrast….23
Valid comparisons’ are indeed what everyone will claim to be making, but
in real sense very few are able to make them.
Analysis of Definitions of the Comparative Method
When we turn to the vast literature written on the field of Comparative
Religion, to see the various ways by which the comparative method has
been defined, it becomes clear to us, the different shades of meaning and
conceptions of that singular method. Again starting with Max Muller’s
statement introducing or establishing this new discipline, he said:
A Science of Religion, based on an impartial and truly
scientific comparison of all, or at all events, of the most
important, religions of mankind, is now only a question of
time…24
That ‘truly scientific comparison’ has remained, for most part of the
discipline’s history, precisely undefined. It even became a target of attack
after few decades of its use. It is pertinent to point here that, Max Muller
was advocating the establishment of the discipline of Comparative Religion
on foundations similar to those of comparative philology, to which he
initially belongs. In showing how we can reach the origins of religion, he
had recourse to the issue of language. He says:
Yet, as it is essential that we should know the most ancient
forms of every language before we proceed to any
comparisons, it is indispensable also, that we should have a
clear conception of the most primitive form of every religion
before we proceed to determine its value, and to compare it
with other forms of religious faith.25
23
24
25

Smart, N., (art) ‘The Study and Classification of Religions’, The New Encyclopedia
Britannica. Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica Inc., 1985, 26, p. 548.
Muller, Introduction to the Science of Religion (1873), in Sharpe, op., cit., p. xi
Muller, Introduction to the Science of Religion (1873) in Waardenburg, Classical
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From the above statements, it becomes evident that the Western idea in the
study of the religions of the world, at least in the views of the pioneers
cited above, arose out of scientific curiosity, and the desire to know the
heterogeneous nature of religions, and perhaps, to be able to discover some
meaning in the unique phenomenon of religion. This is clear from Muller’s
famous words, ‘He who knows one, knows none’, contrary to what the
Christian clergy were saying that he who knows Christianity, knows all
religions.26
If the desire is to compare all religions, then the method to be
employed must be comprehensive and adequate. The comparative method
is then seen to have those qualities, as explained above. The method has
been defined by Louis H. Jordan, in 1905 as ‘placing numerous religions of
the world side by side, in order that deliberately comparing and contrasting
them, it may frame a reliable estimate of their respective claims and values’
27
It is almost in the same words he defined Comparative Religion.28 So, it
involves the comparison and contrast of various religions of the world,
aiming at estimating ‘their respective claims and values’, i.e. it involves
evaluation of the various (truth) claims and values of the religions being
considered. This seems to differ very clearly from what subsequent
Comparative Religionists said, as we will see.
Another definition of the comparative method, especially as employed
by one of the great contributors to the field of comparative religion who
‘ranges far and wide over the world of religion’ Mircea Eliade especially in
his book – ‘Patterns in Comparative Religion’ of 1958, is:
to draw together all the examples he can find of the sacred
manifesting itself in different types of hierophanies and
symbols, and to lay bare their archetypal structure.29
Here, Eliade is interested more in the different manifestations of the sacred,
taken from their historical contexts and religions, and then compared and
grouped later into types, in order to discover their structures and
significance. This comparison has also been seen as ‘phenomenological
typology’.30
26
27
28
29
30

Approaches, op., cit., p. 94.
Sharpe, Comparative Religion, op., cit., p. 127, cp., pp. 7-13 on the general attitude
of Christian theologians to this issue throughout the Middle ages.
Jordan, Comparative Religion…, op., cit., p. xi (Author’s Introduction).
ibid., p. 63.
See Whaling, F, Contemporary Approaches to the Study of Religion, Berlin:
Mouton, 1983, 1, p. 215.
ibid., pp. 215-216.
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The last definition we will mention is the one given in The
Encyclopedia of Religion in an article, entitled ‘Comparative – Historical
Method’, where Smart stated that this method draws on historical data in
comparing religions. It ‘aims to show not only the interplay of the general
and the particular elements of religion, but also the interplay of influences
between religious phenomena and the secular factors in human culture”.31
It at the same time wants to ‘demonstrate historical connections, and to
point out independent occurrences of similar phenomena’. An added
feature which distinguishes the present concept of comparison from that of
the beginning of this century is the writer’s statement:
The comparative – historical method aims to be as objective
as possible about the nature and power of religion; it is not
concerned with whether a particular faith is true.32
So, at last, Western scholars have outgrown their Euro-Christian-centrism.
From the above definitions, what seems to be apparent is that, the
Comparative Method is chiefly concerned with the placing of different
religions, or aspects of those religions, side by side, so as to see and
discover any meaning or insight as regards religion, which may not be
apparent, if one religion only is treated singly. Another belief of some of
the scholars who initiated comparative study of religions was, as Kitagawa
pointed out, that the original natural religion of reason, and:
…‘truth’ was to be found in the most universal essence of
religion and not in its particular manifestations. The process of
differentiation of the original truth into diverse religions was
seen in much the same way as the Old Testament described
the origin of different languages in the legend of the Tower of
Babel.33
This makes the search for that truth in all the religions of man imperative,
and that will be pursued, by means of comparative approach. Max Muller
demands the authentic knowledge of the various religions to be taken from

31
32
33

Smart, N. (art) ‘Comparative – Historical Method’ The Encyclopedia of Religion, op.,
cit., 3, p. 571.
ibid., p. 572.
Kitagawa, J. M., (art) ‘The History of Religions in America’ in Eliade, M. and
Kitagawa, J. M. (eds.), The History of Religions. Essays in Methodology. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1959, p. 17.
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the original sources available, after due textual criticism, and those ‘that are
still wanting, will be collected and published and translated’.34
The other side of this discipline from its inception is history, for a good
deal of the material used, will have to come from historical researches,
employing the historical method scientifically. Tiele, despite stressing the
inevitable need for the historical method, believes, however, that it is not
enough. He said in his ‘Elements of the Science of Religion,
… nor do I think that the historical method will suffice. I
agree with Professor Flint that by the historical method we
obtain only history. But we want more than that; we wish to
understand and to explain…35
The historical aspect of the study of religion from the beginning, coupled
with the fact that, of all the methods employed in the study of religion, it is
only the historical that emerged from the methodological turmoil the
discipline has gone through relatively unshaken; 36 this led to the
acceptance of and the emphasis on the historical or diachronical study, side
by side with comparative study. This is also in addition to the acceptance,
especially in North America, of the title ‘History of Religions’ for the
field,37 and the subsequent founding of the ‘International Association for
the History of Religions’ in 1950.38
Conclusion
From the discussion above, we have seen the inception and different
conceptions and definitions of the Comparative Method. The benefits and
objections raised against it have also been elucidated. In all, it seems that
the comparative method as employed in the study of religion has had many
supporters and admirers especially at the inception of this academic
discipline, when it was seen as ‘the’ method for the scientific study of
religious traditions of the world.

Muller, Chips from a German Workshop (1876) in Sharpe, Comparative Religions, op., cit., p. 31
Tiele, C. P., Elements of the Science of Religion, in Waardenburg, Classical Approaches, op., cit., p.
100.
36
Sharpe, E.J., (art) ‘Some Problems of method in the Study of Religion’. Religion: A journal of
Religion and Religions), Vol. 1, Part One, Spring 1971, p. 7.
37
Sharpe, Comparative Religions, op., cit., p. 136 cp. Wach, J., Introduction to the History of Religions,
Kitagawa et. al. (eds.) (New York: Macmillan, 1988), p. 19.
38
Sharpe, ibid., pp. 268.
34
35
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Abstract
This study examines the extent of lexical variation and its semantic
implications among three English translations of the Holy Qur’an with
special reference to Chapter of Noah by Marmaduke Pickthall (1930),
Abdullah Yusuf Ali (1962) and Saffarzadeh Tahereh (2007). It uses an
eclectic approach that operationalizes the qualitative instruments of
descriptive content analysis to explain the meaning of alternative lexical
items used by the translators while using Cruse’s (1986) entailment model
as a framework for measuring the nature of semantic differences of the
variations. The paper finds considerable lexical incongruence that yields
three out of four entailment possibilities: mutual entailment, unilateral
entailment and contrariety emanating from poetic, modern, theological and
related stylistic preferences. No instance of contradiction has been
identified though paradigms of lexical surplus and deficit have been
discovered in some of the translations. Generally, however, contexts of the
texts have contributed in mitigating the semantic effects of non-mutual
entailments and other lexical inconsistencies identified.
Introduction
This paper explores lexical semantics using data from three English
translations of the Holy Qur’an on Chapter Noah (Chapter 71) with a view
to finding the extent of their lexical variation and discovering the ‘sense
relations’ that inform the variation as well as its impact on the general
meaning of the selected texts. The term ‘lexical semantics’ (Lyons 1968,
1995; Palmer1976; Cruse 1986, 2000; Badecker and Ernst 2004) has been
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referred to as ‘word semantics’ (Thakur 1999) or even ‘vocabulary
semantics’ (Hatch and Brown 1995). This variation is more in
nomenclature since there is a great deal of similarity in terms of the scope
and approach to the studies. Palmer (1976), drawing largely from Lyons
(1968) for example, treated the aspect of lexical semantics using sub-topics
that border on the definition of the word as well as its collocation and sense
relations. The aspect of sense relations, which is closely related to this
study, sees the meaning of words through their relationship with others in
terms of proximity in meaning (synonymy), oppositeness (antonymy),
extension (polysemy) inclusion (hyponymy).
The concern with the lexical aspect of semantics in this study is
emphasised because words are basic to meaning realisation and studies in
their relationship suggest that no two words are the same. As Lyons
(1968:447) argues, “it is almost a truism that total synonymy is an
extremely rare occurrence, a luxury that language can ill afford”. Yet, a
look at the different translations of the Holy Qur’an reveals variation in the
choice of lexical items from one translator to another which makes the
examination of words and the extent of differences in the nuances of their
meaning in general necessary. This exercise enables one to investigate the
‘substitutability’ of apparently synonymous words in the context in which
they appear so much that the same interpretation is realisable in different
translations.
An Overview of Relevant Studies
Religious texts are divided into two in relation to the sanctity and
translatability of the language in which they were revealed. Some religions,
like Islam and Judaism, consider the original languages of their scriptures
as integral part of their meaning such that they are not translatable to
provide symmetrical meaning in another language. Other religions like
Buddhism and Christianity believe that it is the message of the text that
matters not its language. They, therefore, believe in the translatability of
the text with equal validity to other languages - though at a point in the
history of Catholicism, translation of the Bible assumed a profane status in
Christianity (Simon 1995)
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Despite the above, several translations of the Qur’an are available in
the world by Muslims and non-Muslims alike. Quoting the World
Bibliography of Translations of the Meanings of the Qur’an, Simon (1995)
mentioned 2,668 ‘printed translations of the Koran’ presented in about
seventy languages among which there were 300 versions in Urdu alone.
English is one of the several languages in which Qur’an has been translated
and there exist several scholarly notes critiquing language of these
translations.
The English translators of the Qur’an themselves begin with notes that
constitute a great deal of literature of linguistic relevance in general and
lexico-semantic importance in particular. In fact, hardly is there such a
translation that does not begin with a note that emphasizes the difficulty in
finding the English equivalents of certain lexical nuances, stylistic
variations and cultural mismatch between the language of the Qur’an and
the English language. A sample of this could be found in the introduction
to the translation of Tahereh (2007:1209) who puts “New equivalents of
Qur’anic terms and expressions, which I have found and presented, may
receive sound judgment only by comparing them with other translations”
In a survey of the entire English translations of the Qur’an available,
Kidwai (1987) concludes that no translation can be said to be perfect.
Closely related to Kidwai’s study in survey approach is the work of
Abdelwali (2007) who also made ‘a survey of the existing English versions
of the Qur’an’. In this survey, he highlighted the instances of lexical
challenges which Qur’an poses to an English translator. An example he
gives in this regard is the translation of the word ‘nazzala39’ in 3:3 (chapter
3: verse 3) which stands for the ‘piecemeal’ revelation of the Qur’an that
lasted for 23 years. This word is different from its companion, ‘anzala’ in
the same verse which is to do with a ‘singular revelation of the Torah and
Gospel’ -see Al Faruqi (1986) for a glossary of Islamic words which
translation to English amounts to semantic adulteration of the original.

39

All transliterations are as found from www.islamicbulletin.org
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In addition to the reported surveys, other studies treat the translation
dynamics of specific chapters, translators and themes of the Qur’an. For
example, Abdelaa and Md Rashid (2016) investigated grammatical losses
and the corresponding semantic loss they bear in Qur’anic translations.
They found how loss of grammatical attributes such as conjunctions,
syntactic order, duality and tense in translating the Qur’an from Arabic to
English lead to partial or complete semantic loss in Abdel Haleem’s
English translation of Sūra A’rāf Specific examples of semantic loss found
by the researchers were loss of emphasis with the omission of the
affirmative lexeme ‘Walaqad’ and omission of the pattern of succession in
creation as either immediate or prolonged was omitted with the
corresponding omission of the meaning of ‘thumma’ in its first occurrence
in verse 11. An earlier study by the same authors, Abdelaal and Md Rashid
(2015), examined semantic loss in Abdullahi Yusuf Ali’s translation of
Sūra Wāqi‘a using Baker’s theory of equivalence. They found cultural
mismatch, lack of lexicalisation and semantically complex words as the
basis for semantic loss in translation. One example that represents these
dynamics was the translation of “hoorun AAeen” as “companions with
beautiful, big and lustrous eyes” in verse 22 by Abdullahi Yusuf Ali which
fails to capture the full import of the concept by neglecting other beauties it
encodes.
In another study, Al-Azzam et al. (2015) selected 9 verses of the Holy
Qur’an and compared how three different translators of the Qur’an
approached their translation. They discovered instances of undertranslation and over-translation in words such as “aura tun-nisa” (parts of
women prohibited from exposure), zihar (divorce from statement of
physical comparison between one’s wife and mother), al-mualafa
qulibihum (people inclined towards Islam) and jizyah (tribute) because of
their ‘historical, cultural, social and regional’ undertones.
At a much deeper level of specification, Al-qad et al. (2017)
investigated the translation of pun words in four English translations of the
Qur’an. The study came with interesting deliberations on how pun words
like ‘istawa’ in “al Rahman alal alarish istawa” of Taha verse 5 was
translated as ‘rose over’, ‘who established’, ‘sat himself on’ and ‘firm in
power’. The same polemics also manifest in analysing the pun word
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‘biayd’ in “wal al-sama’a banainaha biayd” of Ad dhariyat verse 47 when
translated as ‘by our authority’, ‘with might’ by two translators and ‘with
power’ as well as how all the translators avoided the literal ‘by our hands’.
In a related direction, Fathi and Nasser (2018) examined how the word
‘zwan’ was translated in 8 different instances in the Qur’an by ten
translators with close attention to its polysemic posture of expressing
hedging and certainty. One of the instances used for illustrating this was in
verse 2:46 (Allatheena ya thunnoona annahum mulaqoo rabbihim
waannahum ilayhi rajiAAoona) where the root ‘than’ was translated as
‘think’, ‘consider’, ‘realise’ and ‘know’ by different translators.
This study aims to add to the literature on the semantics of English
translations of the Holy Qur’an by focussing on the logical relations of
entailment emanating from different lexical items used by three translators
on the Chapter of Noah. Following the literature reviewed, the study
considers its logical approach using entailment frames and the choice of a
chapter that has not been treated in all the literature at the disposal of the
researcher as its major contributions.
Theoretical and Methodological Considerations
An eclectic framework combining the contextual approach to lexical
semantics and componential analysis is used in this study. In the contextual
perspective, it uses Cruse’s (1986) ‘entailment’ frame and its four logical
relations of unilateral entailment, mutual entailment, contrariety and
contradiction. According to Cruse (1986), the above relationships are
capable of explaining the nature of all the variations among lexis in context
and their semantic consequence in the following manner:
i.
Unilateral entailment:
It’s a dog unilaterally entails It’s an animal.
ii.
Mutual entailment, or logical equivalence
The meeting began at 10.00 a.m. entails and is entailed by
The meeting commenced at 10.00 a.m.
iii.
Contrariety:
It’s a cat and It’s a dog stand in contrary relation:
It’s a cat unilaterally entails It’s not a dog.
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Contradiction:
It’s dead and It’s alive stand in contradictory relation:
It’s dead entails and is entailed by It’s not alive (and It’s alive
entails and is entailed by It’s not dead) (Cruse 1986: 15).
Componential approach is used as the content descriptive tool for the
analysis of the individual lexical variations observed in one version of the
translation before correlating them with their counterparts in other versions.
Cruse (2000) asserts that componential approach is ‘earliest’ but ‘most
persistent’ and ‘widespread’ that even ‘prototype theorists’ resort to using
it when it comes to analysing ‘a rich word meaning’. However, for this
study, the Carnap’s (1956) ‘meaning postulate’ of lexical decomposition is
used which, according to Lyons, has more advantages than the classical or
standard version of componential analysis. The former, unlike the latter,
decomposes the ‘sense of a lexeme’ without necessarily claiming the
universality and infinity of the ‘sense-components’.
Dictionaries are used in specifying the meaning of the words and
establishing their ‘semantic alphabets’. In this regard, The Shorter Oxford
English Dictionary on Historical Principles is found most instrumental
because of its affinity to the research – owing to its etymological and
historical coverage as well as institutional affiliation. Thesauruses are also
used to discover the paradigm of words from which the translators made
their choices. This helps in presenting a possible alternative word to the
one which is found seriously wanting in the course of the analysis. In
addition, English-Arabic bilingual dictionaries are used in the discussion of
some Arabic words that require closer examination - considering the way
in which they are handled by the various translators. Furthermore, the
researcher counts listening to Qur’anic exegesis on the meaning of the
chapter in Hausa and basic understanding of Arabic language as resources
for the interpretations of the study.
The choice of the translations for the study was made by considering
the translators’ background relative to their exposure to the English
language. Pickthall is a native speaker of English while Ali is from India
and Tehereh from Iran there by using English as a ‘second’ and ‘foreign’
language respectively. This factor deserves attention considering that an
individual’s conception of meaning may be coloured by his first language
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and the concomitant cultural load (See Kachru 1977). Another
consideration is that all the translations are by Muslim translators to avoid
bias in lexical choice arising through spiritual factors which some critics
associate with the non-Muslim translators of the Qur’an (Kidwai 1987;
Mohammed 2005; and Brakhw and Ismail 2014). Similarly, all the
translations are within the Late Modern English period though with a
considerable variation in publishing dates and they all use few Arabic
terminologies in compensation for English equivalents. Finally, Chapter
Noah, was chosen out 114 other chapters of the Qur’an because it has not
been treated by any study from the literature reviewed through the study;
similarly, the chapter is within a manageable text size for the study purpose
in the sense that it is neither too long nor too short.
Analysis and Discussion of Findings
The discussion in this section is in accordance with the dual goals of the
study: determining the extent of lexical variation and its semantic effects
based on the entailments generated by the sense relations of the variants.
Lexical Variation
In comparing the translations of Chapter Noah among the three translators,
there is no verse in which the translators choose the same words. The
magnitude of the variation across the verses can be categorised into three:
minor, intermediate and major. The minor includes those verses in which
the average range of the lexical variation is from one word to three which
is found in the Opening Verse and verses 2, 8, 15, 16, 19, 23, and 2540. The
intermediate are those verses in which the average range of the variation is
from four to six words which includes verses 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17,
18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26 and 27. The last category, the major variation, is that
with six or more lexical difference as represented in verses 1, 7, 12 and 28.
It is important to note, since the verses are not of equal length, that the
level of the variation is not always caused by the length of the verse in
terms of higher number of the aggregate words. For example, verses 1 and
The Opening Verse (Bismi Allahi arrahmani arraheem) is not counted among the verses of the chapter
by most scripts. The text of the entire chapter is provided as an appendix with all the verses numbered
as referred in the paper.
1
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12 which belong to the major category of variation are not as long as verses
23 and 25 which fall under the minor category nor longer than verses 4, 21,
26 and 27 which are within the intermediate range.
One interpretation that follows from above is that certain senses, do
not allow the possibility of choice of words with different forms as
synonyms from the inventory of English lexicon. In verse 25 for instance,
the words that appear as common factors to the three translators (triple
coincidence) are ‘drowned’, ‘made’, ‘fire’, ‘Allah’, ‘help’ and ‘found’
beside the pronouns and prepositions. In verse 23, the presence of five
proper names (Wadd, Suwa, Yaguth, Yauq and Nasr) which English
alternatives are hard to come by makes the variation less; otherwise, some
of them would have chosen the English words while others maintained the
Arabic as witnessed in the case of the name ‘Noah’ which Pickthall and Ali
choose while Tehereh chooses ‘Nuh’ instead. In the same direction, such
triple coincidence of choice, and its counterpart of triple divergence, can be
used as a translational criterion of determining Cruse’s notion of ‘opacity
level’ of lexical items.
Unilateral Entailment
Unilateral entailment involves the use of a ‘superordinate’ term
interchangeably with any of its hyponyms to mean the same thing in a
context. For example, using animal in place of any of ‘cat’, ‘horse’, ‘snake’
etc. Example of this from the analysis of the chapter is found with two
characteristics: an instance where the use of the general word is found
more appropriate: Lord/Creator and Nurturer (verse 5 and 10),
garment/shirt (verse 7), children/sons (verse 12), made/created (verse 16),
say/pray (verse 26) and earth/land (verse 2). In this case, the words
introduced first on the side of the slash entail the second words but not vice
versa. Out of the six instances, Pickthall gets four correctly; Ali gets five
and Tahereh two.
The second instance is where the use of specific word is most
appropriate as found in the following examples: ‘spoken’ and
converse/appealed (verse 9). The word on the right side of the slash,
‘appealed’ is more specific and is more appropriate in the context of the
verse. In this case, only Pickthall presented it as expected though also the
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choice of the others does not affect the general meaning of their
translations.
Mutual Entailment
In this kind of entailment, the words that distinguish the structures have
synonymous relationship such that the meaning of one serves exactly like
the other in a given context. However, plausible as the Cruses (1986)
example of ‘began’ and ‘commenced’ is, there can be instances in which
the use of these two words interchangeably will sustain the mutual
entailment with a partial meaning consequence. Example: ‘Tim began
crying’ and ‘Tim commenced crying’. In this example, the two sentences
have mutual entailment but certainly not that which is as strong as the one
in Cruse’s. In these examples, the first sentence is semantically more
appropriate considering the context of collocation in the sentences with
‘crying’. On this note, mutual entailments analysed in the verses are
divided into two.
The first category is absolute mutual entailment where the difference
in the lexical items does not affect the general meaning of the text in any
degree on the ground of context dependency. These instances also are subcategorised along certain meaning nuances as follows:
i.
Modern elements: the words which are still in use in daily use:
Beneficent/Most Gracious (Opening Verse), warn/admonish (verse
1), plain/clear (verse 2), stated term/appointed term (verse 4),
add/increase (verse 6), whenever/every time, grown/persist,
refusal/denial, pride/arrogance (verse 7), seek/ask (verse 10),
help/increase/add (verse 12), when/seeing/whereas (verse 14), go
about/travel/thread (verse 20), disobeyed/rebelled , save/but,
loss/ruin (verse 21), leaving/abandon/forsake (verse 23),
error/straying (verse 24), unbeliever/disbeliever (verse 26),
`beget/breed/production (verse 27), lewd/wicked/corrupt (verse
27).The use of the above words brings about a lot of meaning
proximity among the translators and is capable of giving virtually
equal comprehension to a modern reader of the translations of the
Qur’an.
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Archaic words versus words with modern currency: these words
constitute absolute entailment, but the former category is hardly
found in modern usage of English. The instances are: ere/before
(verse 1), thy/your (verse 1, 27), unto/to (verse 1, 2, 7, 8), thou/you
(verse 7), aileth/matter, reason (verse 13), conscious (with the
sense of recognition)/hope, acknowledge (verse 13), ye/you (verse
15, 20). All the words at the left of the slash in the instances above
are considered ‘archaic’ because of their rare occurrence in the
modern usage compared to those on the right. Instances of using
archaic words in the translation are more associated to Pickthall
and Ali and it is more with the former than the latter. In fact, in the
case of Pickthall, even his grammatical affixations are made using
archaic forms as in the case of ‘mayest’ (verse 7), hath (verse 16,
17), maketh (verse 18). There is no example of an archaic word in
Tahereh’s translation.
The use of archaic words by Pickthall reminds of the famous King
James Version of the English translation of the Holy Bible which uses a lot
of such words. The use of these words, therefore, gives the text an
automatic religious identity. This makes the reader to approach it with the
sense of holiness it deserves. The semantic importance of such impression
is that it prepares the mind of the reader towards the content of what he/she
will come across in the text. On the other hand, the use of archaic words
has the disadvantage of obscuring meaning to the modern reader who has
to look up the dictionary for the meaning of such elements introduced. For
example, an average modern reader of English may find it difficult to
understand that ‘ere’ is the same with ‘before’ or ‘oft’ the same with
‘often’. Thus, reading the English translation of Qur’an in this form may
either be done only by people with special training in English, like the
reading of Shakespearian English or with a lot of difficulty by constant
reference to dictionary out of the semantic complexity posed by the words.
iii.
Special usage words versus general usage words: these are
words that are identified with a given association with
special discourse like poetic and theological against those
that are in everyday use of English. Instances of using these
words are in the following: plenteous (poetic)/abundant
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(verse 11), pardon (theological)/forgive, perdition
(theological)/ruin (verse 28).
The use of the special words, like the case of the archaic ones, is found
in the translations of Pickthall and Ali than with Tahereh. The semantic
value of using the special words - especially the theological ones - is more
positive than negative. The reason is that they are part and parcel of
modern English vocabulary only that they assume the form of registers of a
given discourse. As such, they give the discourse a religious identity
without stripping it off its modern undertone; they, therefore, help in
comprehending the text in its proper context. In this situation, as far as the
meaning processing is concerned, the use of special words, particularly
those with theological currency where available, is better than the use of
the general ones.
iv.
Brevity versus verbosity: this is a situation of choosing
between the use of few words to express certain propositions
versus the use of so many words in expressing similar
circumstance. Handling this situation is a very important
aspect of lexical semantics especially in a language like
English which is very rich in vocabulary. Instances of this
albeit with absolute mutual entailment in this study include:
by stages/ in diverse stages/stage by stage (verse 14),
harmony/one above another/top one another (verse 15).
In the above instances, the brief words are used by Pickthall while the
longer phrases by Ali and Tahereh. Absolute mutual entailment was
achieved in all the circumstance. But the point in noting this is to
emphasise the importance of brevity in a translation like that of Qur’an
considering that some readers may like committing it to memory; an effort
which too much words will make difficult.
v. Complex versus simple words: in some instances of the verses,
all the translators use complex words where obviously simple
counterparts
exist.
Instance
of
this
includes:
doom/chastisement/torment (verse 1) instead of a simple word
like ‘punishment’ which can equally serve in the context. Also,
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‘grievous’ by Ali instead of ‘severe’ or ‘painful’ as others use
(verse 1). ‘Expositioning’ by Tahereh against ‘open’.
The second category of mutual entailment is the Non-Absolute Mutual
Entailment. This is the instance in the verses where mutual entailment is
achieved despite the variation in words among the verses but with a slight
variation in meaning which is as a result of the following:
i.
Appeal to context of the verse against the individual words of
the original: in this situation, some translators get obsessed with
the meaning of the individual words of the original in isolation
so much that they work around getting its English equivalent
without necessarily considering its suitability with the English
context so framed. This brings about a slight meaning obstacle to
the reader as a result of odd contextualisation of a given word.
Entailment in the meaning of the text is achieved in this
circumstance but with some adjustments on the English reader’s
part. Instances of these are: accomplish/arrive or cometh,
understand/knew (verse 4), repugnance, detest/flight (verse 6)
publicly/aloud (verse 8), public/secretly (verse 9) where all the
first words, in each case, are more appropriate to the English
context of the verse and the second words more compatible with
the Arabic words used in the original.
In the above situation, the use of lexical items which are in agreement
with the context are considered semantically more appropriate. This is
because translation is expected to, as much as possible, reconcile the
content of the ‘source language’ to suit the context of the ‘target language’
since it is done for the benefits of the people who understand the latter code.
On the other hand, where there is an English word which exactly matches
the Arabic and at the same time rhyme with the English context, it is then
better to use it than use its synonym which may fulfill only one of the
conditions. In this regard, Tahereh handles the situation better than the
other translators. She treats four out of the five instances right while
Pickthall gets two and Ali one.
ii.
Figurative and nonfigurative consideration: some of the words
vary because of the treatment of a certain context as figurative
by one translator and treating it as nonfigurative by the other.
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Yet, mutual entailment is realised with a slight variation of sense
by the translators in their respective ways. These instances are:
made/spread out (verse 19), send rain/let loose sky (verse 11),
growth, plants/earth (verse 17).
All the words at the left side of the slash are used in a nonfigurative
sense in the context of the verses; those in the right of the slash are used in
figurative sense. However, the same meaning nuance is achieved in all the
instances. The use of the figurative sense of the context in the above
situation is found twice with both Pickthall and Tahereh but none with Ali.
This shows that the two other translators are more concerned with the role
which metaphorical language can play in conveying the meaning of the
verses than Ali.
iii.
Normative meaning: this situation involves the use of words
which can be attached certain negative evaluative judgement in a
context where a neutral or positive sense could be used. One
incident was encountered in this regard in worshippers,
devotees/slaves (verse 27).
The word ‘slave’ as used by Pickthall in the verse against the others
will not ordinarily affect the mutual entailment of the verse. But the fact
that the word can generate some negative connotations brings about a slight
variation of sense which requires the attention of a translator. Even if
Pickthall insists in getting the closest word to the original, he should have
used the word ‘servants’ in place of ‘slaves’; the former being with the
lesser tendency of attracting negative evaluative meaning.
iv.
Stylistic effect: in this instance, the words used have similar
denotation that creates mutual entailment among the different
contexts they are used but one gives stylistic effect and the other
does not. Examples (those which give stylistic effect presented
left of the slash): forthbringing/resurrection (verse 18),
made/created (verse 16), use of ‘plot’ (verse 22) and ‘increase’
(verse 23) as both nouns and verbs.
The stylistic implication of each of the above is better appreciated in
the respective context of the translations. The use of ‘forthbringing’ by
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Pickthall in the context emphasises the word ‘bring you forth’ which
precedes it thereby achieving both verbal and semantic repetition. On the
other hand, using ‘made’ stylistically brings about a break to the use of
‘created’ which has already being used in a verse just before the one in
question for similar purpose; this is also following the Arabic pattern which
equally alternates the wordings. Finally, the use of ‘plot’ and ‘increase’ as
both verbs and nouns as used by Pickthall and Tahereh brings about verbal
and semantic repetition which emphasises the meaning. Considering that
the Holy Qur’an prides itself with stylistic power in its original, the same
stylistic effect needs be presented in English with the maximum
possibilities that meaning can allow and lexical awareness is an important
tool towards achieving that.
Contrariety
This is a kind of entailment which exists in a situation that involves the use
of co-hyponyms of the same ‘super ordinate’ term interchangeably; for
example, using ‘oranges’ in place of ‘mangoes’. It can also be the same
with the case of ‘gradable opposites’ interchangeably. In this case, the fact
that it is referent A unilaterally entails that it is not B although it is not B
does not unilaterally entail that it is not A. This is, therefore, a one way
contradiction. Two instances of this kind of entailment are recorded in the
analysis of the chapter: delayed, put back/put forward (Table 5),
streams/rivers (Table 13). There is no sense of the phrasal verb ‘put
forward’ that denotes the expected meaning elements of ‘postponement’ in
the context of this verse; on the contrary, some of its meaning denote the
opposite. On the other hand, ‘delayed’ used by Pickthall and ‘put back’
used by Tahereh carry the expected nuances. On the instance of difference
between ‘river’ and ‘streams’, the dictionary meaning of the two words
presents a river as a ‘copious stream of water’ and a stream as ‘a course of
water flowing continuously along a bed on the earth, forming a river’. The
suitability of the later could be derived from the contextual association of
the two words with ‘garden’ which is more associated with mildly flowing
water. Its appropriateness is further consolidated by considering the Arabic
word used ‘anhar’.
Contradiction
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This is a kind of entailment which applies to the use of strict opposition or
what is usually called ‘binary opposites’ interchangeably in a given context.
In this situation, the fact that it is referent A entails that it is not B and that
it is not B entails that it is A. Cruse exemplifies this using the words ‘dead’
and ‘alive’. In the chapter analysed, no instance of this kind of entailment
was found in the entire analysis of the lexical variation that exists among
the translators. This is a point worthy of noting considering that the logical
relation of contradiction was not found with all the disparity in the English
background of the translators, the publishing date of their translations and
the volume of lexical variation found among them. This shows the level of
alertness of all the translators in adhering to the meaning of the original
with their best respective abilities.
Other Issues of Lexico-semantic Concern
In the process of this analysis and discussion, the phenomena of lexical
surplus and lexical deficit are observed from the lexical variation among
the translations which discussion, though necessary, may not be
accommodated by the frame of entailment. Lexical surplus is found in the
translations where words are used by one translator which neither reflect
words used by other translators nor any word of the original. Words are
given this status when they are not placed in parenthesis. Lexical deficit on
the other hand involves the non-representation of certain lexical items
which have been represented by other translators and can be found in the
original text.
The case of Lexical surplus is specifically associated with the
translation of Tahereh in verses 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 16, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, and 28.
It is only in verse 28 that Tahereh shares this with Ali. The excess ranges
from one word to two and even a whole phrase, as witnessed in verse 6.
The leading factor of this deviation is the inability of the translator to
appreciate the semantic importance of ‘presupposition’ which is engrained
in some lexical items of English and which, with the help of context, do not
need the use of other words to complement them. In other occasions, they
are caused by the lack of realisation of ‘illocutionary’ force of some
contextual frames which do not require a lexical item to reflect the ‘speech
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act’ they perform as witnessed in verse 24 and 26. In those instances, the
context of the verses alone can evoke the act of supplication without
necessarily using the word ‘please’ which does not exist in the original.
Lexical deficit on the other hand is mostly found with Ali as evident
in verse 1, 2, 12, 19, and 24. Pickthall has only one of such cases as
presented in verse 16. Tahereh’s deficit that resembles this is syntactic
because it involves the deletion of a complete noun phrase in the Opening
Verse, “In the name of Allah, the Merciful Beneficent” where ‘merciful’
was used as a qualifier to the ‘head’ (Beneficent) instead of treating it as
the ‘head’ as well like the other translators used with related lexical items.
This circumstance can be attributed to the failure of the translators to
understand the lexical multiplicity of some Arabic words and their
formative intricacies which, in translation to English, require the use of
more than one word to express them. For example, the challenge in verse
16 and 19 have to do with undermining the semantic relevance of the
vowel doublet at the final position of the Arabic words used at the end of
the verses. Others are out of neglecting the additional emphatic meaning
engrained in the Arabic words used like the case of verse 1 where Ali
missed the emphasis captured by Pickthall and Tehereh as “Lo” and
“Verily” to represent the Arabic ‘inna’.
Conclusion
Lexical variation is a manifest trend among the different texts of the
translations examined and is determined by the semantic complexity of the
propositions in view. Analysis of the variations reveal higher instances of
mutual entailments which is characterized by substitutive use of
synonymous words. There were also instances of unilateral entailment
realised in the hyponymic frame of interchangeable use of superordinate
terms and any of its co-hyponyms; occasional cases of contrariety
represented by selection within a set of co-hyponyms also identified. No
instance of contradiction, an entailment represented by interchangeable use
of binary opposites, was found. Outside the entailment frames, the study
identified lexical incongruences leading to semantic surplus and deficit.
The measurement of semantic consequence of the variations on entailment
frames reveals differential senses along the lines of precision, simplicity,
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figurative as well as poetic and theological priorities. However, the
semantic effect of the overall variations has been minimized by the
respective context of the texts to the extent that they do not cause radical
meaning discrepancies. Nevertheless, the trend of lexical surplus and
lexical deficit observed in some of the translations is adjudged to be a
potential semantic flaw that should be avoided in a sensitive translation
endeavor like the one at hand.
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Appendix: English Translation of Chapter Noah (Chapter 71) from
Pickthall (1930), Ali (1962 and Tehereh (2007)

71:1

71:2

Pickthall
In the name of Allah,
the Beneficent, the
Merciful.
Lo! We sent Noah unto
his people (saying):
Warn thy people ere
the painful doom come
unto them.

Ali
In the name of Allah,
Most Gracious, Most
Merciful.
We sent Noah to his
people
(with
the
command) “Do thou
warn thy people before
there comes to them a
grievous chastisement”

He said: “O my
people! Lo! I am a
plain Warner unto you.

He said: “O my
people! I am to you a
Warner, clear and
open:

Tehereh
In the name of Allah,
the
Merciful
Beneficent.
Verily, We sent Nuh
to his people stating:
“Admonish
your
people by way of
warning them before
there comes to them a
painful Torment.
He said: “O my
people! Truly to you
I am a Divine
Expositioning
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71:3

(Bidding you): Serve
Allah and keep your
duty unto Him and
obey me.

That
ye
should
worship Allah, fear
Him and obey me:

71:4

That He may forgive
you somewhat of your
sins and respite you to
an appointed term of
Allah, when it cometh,
cannot be delayed, if
ye but knew.

“So He may forgive
you your sins and give
you respite for a stated
term: for when the
Term given by Allah is
accomplished,
it
cannot be put forward:
if ye only knew”

71:5

He said: My Lord! Lo!
I have called unto my
people night and day

He said: “O my Lord!
I have called to my
people night and day:

71:6

But all my calling doth
but add to their
repugnance;

But my call only
increases (their) flight
(from the Right)

71:7

And Lo! Whenever I
call unto them that
Thou mayest pardon
them they thrust their
fingers in their ears and
cover themselves with
their garments and
persist (in their refusal)
and
magnify

And every time I have
called to them, that
thou might forgive
them, they have (only)
thrust their fingers into
their ears, covered
themselves up with
their garments grown
obstinate, and given
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Warner:
“Worship Allah and
fear
from
the
disobedience of His
commands and obey
me.
“So He may forgive
your sins; and will
bestow a respite on
you till an appointed
Term, but when the
ordained Term of
Allah
arrives
it
cannot be put back if
you
understand,
[what I mean]
Nuh said: “O my
Creator & Nurturer!
Truly I called my
people by night and
day constantly,
“But
my
call
increased only to
their
detest
and
keeping away from
the Truth;
And whenever I
called them to Faith
so That you may
forgive them, they
thrusted their fingers
into their ears [not to
hear my voice] and
they covered their
heads with their shirts
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71:8
71:9

71:10

71:11

71:12

71:13

71:14

themselves in pride.

themselves
arrogance.

up

to

And lo! I have called
unto them aloud
And lo! I have made
public
proclamation
unto them, and I have
appealed to them in
private
And I have said: seek
pardon of your Lord.
Lo! He was ever
Forgiving.

“So I have called to
them aloud”
Further I have spoken
to them in public and
secretly in private,

He will let loose the
sky
for
you
in
plenteous rain,
And will help you with
wealth and sons, and
will assign unto you
Gardens
and
will
assign unto you rivers.
What aileth you that ye
hope not toward Allah
for dignity

“He will send rain to
you in abundance

When He created you
by (diverse) stages?

“Seeing that It is He
that has created you in

Saying
‘Ask
forgiveness from your
Lord, for He is oft
forgiving;

“Give you increase in
wealth and sons; and
bestow on you rivers
(of flowing water)
“What is the matter
with you, that ye are
not
conscious
of
Allah’s majesty

[not to see my face]
and they persisted in
their Denial and
showed
a
grave
arrogance.
“Then I called them
to Faith publicly;
“Then I conversed
with every individual
publicly or privately:

“I said to them: “Ask
your
Creator
&
Nurturer’s
Forgiveness; verily
He is the Highly
Forgiving;
And then He will
send rain to your
lands in abundance,
And will add to your
wealth and children
and will provide for
you Gardens and
flowing streams;
“What is the reason
that you do not
acknowledge
the
Highness of Allah’s
stand?
“Whereas He has
created you stage by
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diverse stages?
“See ye not how Allah
has created the seven
heavens one above
another,

71:15

See ye not how Allah
hath created seven
heavens in harmony,

71:16

And hath made the
moon a light therein,
and made the sun a
lamp

“And has made the
moon a light in their
midst and made the
sun as a (Glorious)
lamp?

71:17

And Allah hath caused
you to grow as a
growth from the earth,

71:18

And afterward He
maketh you return
thereto, and He will
bring you forth again, a
(new) forthbringing.

“And
Allah
has
produced you from the
earth,
growing
(gradually)
“And in the End He
will return you into the
(earth) and raise you
forth (again at the
Resurrection)?

71:19

And Allah hath made
the earth a wide
expanse for you
That ye may thread the
valley-ways therof.

“And Allah has made
the earth for you as a
carpet”
“That ye may go about
therein, in spacious
roads”

Noah said: My lord!
Lo!
they
have
disobeyed me and
followed one whose
wealth and children

Noah said: “O my
Lord!
They
have
disobeyed me, but they
follow (men) whose
wealth and children

71:20

71:21
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stage;
“Do you not see how
Allah has created the
seven Heavens on top
of one another? [with
full adjustment]
“And has created the
moon the light in
them for the night
and the sun a glorious
Light-giving
lamp
[for the day]
“And Allah has
created you from the
earth like plants,
“Then He will return
you to the earth [in
your graves] and then
He will bring you out
on the Resurrection
Day;
And Allah has spread
out the earth for you
as a carpet
“So that you may
travel through its vast
Roads, towards your
destination”
Nuh said: “O, my
Creator & Nurturer!
They have rebelled
against me and they
followed a person
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increase him in naught
save ruin;

give them no increase
but only lose.

71:22

And they have plotted
a mighty plot,

“And
they
have
devised a tremendous
plot.

71:23

And they have said:
Forsake not your gods.
Forsake not Wadd nor
Suwa nor Yaguth and
ya’uq and Nasr

“And they have said
(to
each
other)
“Abandon not your
gods: ‘Abandon not
your gods: abandon
neither Wadd nor
Suwa; neither Yaguth
nor Yauq, nor Nasr’;

71:24

And they have led
many astray, and Thou
incresest the wrongdoers in naught save
error.

71:25

Because of their sins
they were drowned,
then made to enter a
Fire. And they found
they had no helpers in
place of Allah.

“They have already
misled many; and
grant Thou no increase
to the wrong-doers but
in straying (from their
mark)
Because of their sins
they were drowned (in
the flood) and were
made to enter the fire
and they found- in lieu
of Allah- none to help
them

whose wealth and
children
do
not
increase to him but
total loss (because he
is a disbeliever):
“And
they
have
plotted a grave plot
against me and my
mission:
“And the chiefs of
them have enjoined
the people saying:
“You should not
leave your gods, nor
you should leave
Wad
nor
Suwa
neither Yaghuss and
Yauq and Nassr;
“And indeed they
have led astray many
so please do not
increase
for
the
disbelievers but total
astray”
“So [upon Nuh’s
invocation] they were
drowned in the sea
due to their disbelief;
then they were made
to enter the fire, and
they found none to
help
them
but
Allah,[Who
would
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And Noah said: My
Lord! Leave not one of
the disbelievers in the
land.

And Noah said: “O my
Lord! Leave not of the
unbelievers, a single
one on earth!

71:27

If Thou shouldst leave
them, they will mislead
Thy slaves and will
beget none save lewd
ingrates.

71:28

My Lord! Forgive me
and my parents and
him who entereth my
house believing men
and believing women,
and increase not the
wrong-doers in aught
save ruin

“For, if Thou dost
leave (any of) them,
they will but mislead
Thy devotees, and they
will breed none but
wicked
ungrateful
ones.
“O, my Lord! Forgive
me, my parents, all
who enter my house in
faith,
and
(all)
believing men and
believing women: and
to the wrong-doers
grant Thou no increase
but in perdition!”
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not help those whose
respite for repentance
was over]
And Noah prayed:
“O, my Creator &
Nurturer! Please do
not let any of the
disbelievers on the
earth;
“If you do, they will
mislead
your
worshippers and will
have no production
but
corrupt
and
ingrateful offsprings;
“O my Creator &
Nurture! Bestow your
forgiveness on me
and my parents and
the believers who
come to my home
and associate with me
and all the believing
men and women; and
to the disbelievers
and transgressors do
not
give
but
perdition”
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Abstract
The modern scientific study of religion is nearly one and half century old
today, since its inception. The Comparative Method by which the discipline
took its name has been applied differently in line with the two main
understanding of the students of religion of this nascent field. The
historical and the systematic comparative approaches have been the
dominant ways of employing it, in analyzing religious data from the
religious world. This paper is a review of the various approaches to the
method, with the intention of giving the reader an idea of the method and
its conception and application by some of leading experts in the field. It is,
however, not meant to be exhaustive. Merits of the method, as well as its
critique were also discussed at the end.
Introduction
The comparative method due to which the modern Western scientific study
of religion took its name, was seen at the inception of the discipline, as the
one adequate, and at the same time appropriate method. It is, by means of
which the diverse religions of mankind are studied, in order to discover the
possible origin , as well as ‘the purpose that runs through the religions of
mankind’.41Defined as an approach that draws on historical data in
comparing religions, the comparative method aims to show not only the
interplay of the general and the particular elements of religion, but also the
interplay of influences between religious phenomena and the secular
factors in human culture (The Encyclopedia of Religion, 1987). It is an
41

Muller, F. Max, Chips from a German Workshop, in Sharpe, Comparative Religion, op., cit., p. 31.
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approach that seeks to demonstrate historical connections of, and
independent occurrences of similar phenomena. Smart (1987) notes that
the comparative – historical method aims to be as objective as possible
about the nature and power of religion; it is not concerned with whether a
particular faith is true. There are two main kinds of comparative method.
The comparative – evolutionary one, which has almost been completely
abandoned now, due to its value judgements and positivistic temper
inherited from Comte, who believes, according to his ‘Law of Three
Stages’, ‘that evolution must mean an evolution out of religion into
science’. The other kind of comparative method even though it took
another name, evolved gradually and as a reaction to the misgivings of the
first method. It is the Phenomenological Approach.
We begin our discussion by presenting some models of the application
of the comparative method in the modern Western scholarship. It focuses
on the models developed by Joachim Wach (1898-1955) and Mircea Eliade
(1907-1986), both of the Chicago tradition of the History of Religions.
After presenting merits of these approaches, we critique the models
discussed. The paper concludes by positing that notwithstanding the
criticism, the comparative models of the study of religion can be employed
to help in bringing the world community closer, and also minimise tension
between different contending religious groups.
Phenomenology of Religion as a Model of Application of the
Comparative Method
This method of the study of religion even though it is basically
comparative, it came to be known with the name ‘Phenomenology of
Religion’, i.e. especially as conceived by the earlier phenomenologists. On
explaining this kind of comparison, which is completely different from the
first and better characterized by the name ‘Phenomenology’. Kristensen 42
says:
Phenomenology…… takes out of their historical setting
the similar facts and phenomena which it encounters in
different religions, brings them together, and studies
Kristensen’s The Meaning of Religion’s appearance and another work by van der Leeuw, were seen
by Whaling as heralding the first appearance of phenomenology of religion in continental Europe,
which means he is among the chief exponents of that method.
42
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them in groups. The corresponding data, which are
nearly identical, bring us almost automatically to
comparative study. The purpose of such study is to
become acquainted with the religions, idea or need which
underlies the group of corresponding data.
The
comparative consideration of corresponding data often
gives a deeper and more accurate insight than the
consideration of each datum by itself…43
This same idea of a second kind of ‘Comparative’ method known as
phenomenology of religion, was explained by Sharpe in his history of the
discipline, even though he qualified it with the phrase, ‘in its earliest form’.
He says:
...the phenomenology of religion’ was meant to be no
more than a systematic counterpart to the history of
religion, an elementary method of cross-cultural
comparison of the constituent elements of religious belief
and practice as opposed to their treatment in cultural
isolation and chronological sequence.44
The same division of the two main methods by which religious
phenomena are studied was given by Wach, when he saw that these
phenomena would be studied lengthwise in time (diachronically) and in
cross-sections – or comparatively (synchronically).45
It is pertinent in our view to mention here, that the comparative evolutionary method seen earlier, despite its being attacked and challenged,
continued to be employed till as recent as the 1940s. However, it was from
the years between the two World Wars that new need was seriously felt for
another approach to the study of religion. Sharpe saw the turn of the tide
Kristensen, The Meaning of Religion, op., cit., pp. 2-6, where a lot of emphasis has been laid on the
necessity of comparison in this kind of study, cp. Allen, D. (art) ‘Phenomenology of Religion’ in The
Encyclopedia of Religion, op., cit., Vol. II, p. 280.
44
Sharpe, Comparative Religion, op., cit., p. 223.
45
Wach, J. Introduction to the History or Religions, (ed.) Kitagawa, et. al., op., cit., p. 19. cp. Rudolph, K.
‘The Foundations of the History of Religions….’ The History of Religions, Restrospect and Prospect, op.,
cit., p. 105 and 113, where he saw the interdependence’ of the two methods as recent as 1985.  cp. also
Smart, N., (art) ‘Scientific Phenomenology and Wilfred Cantwell Smith’s misgiving, in Whaling, F. (ed.)
The World’s Religious Traditions, Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1984, p. 257.
43
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as coming due to a number of factors, including, the general feeling of
living in an insecure world, especially after the Ist World War; the
challenge from the New World with its peculiar experience; the ideas of
the Psychologists of Religion, like William James and others; and the new
wave of writings on the spiritual life by Wundt, Otto and others.46 Of great
importance in this regard is Otto’s work ‘The Idea of the Holy’ (1917),
showing the complexity of the religious realm and the irrational side of
religion, thus calling for a deeper understanding of religion. Whitehead’s
Adventures Of Ideas (1955) attempts to show that, religion: “…cuts into
every aspect of human existence. So far as concerns religious problems,
simple solutions are bogus solutions”.47
The phenomenology of religion is seen by many as occupying a
similar position as the expression ‘Comparative Religion’, and as Sharpe
believes this similarity is both ‘in potential scope and undeniable
ambiguity.’48 ‘Comparative Religion’ as a term is not commonly used in
America, as is well known, preferring instead the name ‘History of
Religions’, and so we see Wach, explaining that ‘Religionswissenschaft’ is
the same as the phenomenology of religion or the systematic study of
religion as explained by Max Scheler, in his notion of ‘concrete
phenomenology of religious objects and acts’, as distinguished to
‘Religionsgeschichte’ i.e. the historical study of religion.49 The two form
the general history of religion or the science of religion in the broader
sense..
The phenomenological method, which some scholars saw as
essentially historical, and comparative, intends a sympathetic study of the
religion of the other. In fact, it means many things to many people.
Douglas Allen in his article on this method in The Encyclopedia of

Sharpe, (art) ‘ Some Problems of Method…’ op., cit., pp. 6-11, cp. his Comparative Religion, op., cit.,
pp. 97-188 and pp. 195-219.
47
Whitehead, Adventures of ideas, (1955), p. 165 as in Sharpe, (art) Some Problems of Method……’
op., cit., pp. 7-8.
48
ibid., p. 11, cp. Kristensen, The Meaning of Religion, op., cit., p. 1, Allen, D., ‘Phenomenology of
Religion’ in The Encyclopedia of Religion, op., cit., Vol. 11, p. 276, Smart even said that the difference
between the two methods ‘cannot be put always so clearly’. See Smart, N. (art) ‘Comparative –
Historical Method’. The Encyclopedia of Religion, op., cit., Vol. 3, p. 571.
49
Wach, Introduction to the History of Religions, op., cit., pp. 92-96 and pp. 128-132.
46
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Religion has given four different uses of the term by scholars.50 In the
Dutch tradition of the study of religion alone, five different definitions can
be discerned for the phenomenological method.51 The major aspects of that
method have been expounded by scholars. They include:
a. Empathy – or the power of entering into another’s personality and
imaginatively experiencing his experiences. On this Kristensen
says:
By means of empathy he tries to relive in his own experience
that which is ‘alien’ and that, too, he can only approximate.
This imaginative re-experiencing of a situation strange to us,
is a form of representation…52
b. The belief in the absolute character of all faiths and the limited
validity of historical research, and due to that, the believer should
be allowed to speak for himself, so that the researcher’s ideas and
values are not imposed on the data studied. Kristensen says on this
issue:
If the historian tries to understand the religious data from a
different viewpoint than that of the believers, he negates the
religious reality, for there is no religious reality other than
the faith of the believers.53
Other aspects of this approach include:
c. Descriptive nature – This approach to the study of religion aims at
a
rigorous description of the phenomena as they appear. Hence the
word ‘phenomenon’ is a total description of the phenomena in its
diversity, complexity and richness.54
d. This approach is also opposed to all kinds of reduction – which

50

Allen, D. (art) ‘Phenomenology of Religion’ The Encyclopedia of Religion, op., cit., Vol. 11, p.73.

Kristensen, The Meaning of Religion, op. cit., p. 7.
ibid., p. 13.
54
Allen, D. (art) ‘Phenomenology of Religion’ op., cit., Vol. 11, p. 274.
52
53
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Means ‘freeing us from uncritical preconceptions that prevent us
from becoming aware of the specificity and diversity of
phenomena’.55 This reduction of religious phenomena can be in
the form of psychologism or the ‘over-simplications of traditional
empiricism’ etc.56
e. Intentionality – as all acts of conscious beings are aimed at, and
directed toward something, trying to know this will help in the
description, as intentionality is part of the phenomena described.57
f. ‘Epoche’ –which derives from Greek, it means ‘stoppage’ and
suspension of judgement, the exclusion from one’s mind of every
possible presupposition’58
This is also known as bracketing, in explaining this term Wach says:
Historians of religions have studied and described very
different religions,...and they have still avoided discussing the
claims to truth that these religions naturally make. This does
not mean, of course, that they deny the truth of a given
religion.59
Another aspect has also been mentioned by Sharpe, which is the task of
clarifying and comprehending or understanding the religious phenomena,
which will take us to the areas of ‘hermeneutics’ - ‘the intellectual
discipline concerned with the nature and presuppositions of the
interpretation of human expressions.”60 In this connection, Wach explains
that, as ‘… there is always a possibility of a misunderstanding, there has
arisen a concern, to guarantee that understanding is adequate.’61 He later
added:
The history of religions, for example, seeks to understand
foreign religions….Its ultimate goal is to comprehend the
spirit that is active in the totality of religions’

ibid.
ibid., pp. 274-275.
57
ibid., p. 275.
58
ibid., p. 224.
59
Wach, Introduction to the History of Religions, op., cit., pp. 22-23.
60
Harvey, V.A., (art) ‘Hermeneutics’ The Encyclopedia of Religion, op., cit., Vol. 6, p. 279.
61
Wach, Introduction to the History of Religions, op., cit., pp. 156-157.
55
56
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manifestations….The hermeneutics of religious documents,
should make such understanding possible.”
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Comparative Aspect of the Phenomenology of Religion
As mentioned above, many scholars have pointed to the importance of the
comparative approach under the phenomenology of religion, and yet others
have seen the comparative aspect as essential in that approach to the
religious data.
Starting with Kristensen, whom we have quoted above, in his only
book published in English – ‘The Meaning of Religion’, with a sub-title:
‘Lectures in the Phenomenology of Religion’, he tried to explain the
essential need for comparison, if one wants to employ the
phenomenological method with illustrations. For instance, on discussing
the religious significance of ‘ritual purification’, which he says occurs in
most religions, he opined that, it is:
...only on the basis of comparative study of corresponding
data is it possible to ascertain whether the purification has the
positive effect of strengthening the one purified, or whether it
has the negative aim of washing off spiritual stains.’62
Any similar inquiry, taking religion as a whole or an aspect of it, will
undoubtedly necessitate comparison. It is clear that this kind of comparison
does not involve value judgements. Through such comparative analysis,
we are able, according to Kristensen:
…to penetrate to the thoughts which lie deeper, and more or
less, be able exactly, to determine the religious (not that of a
particular religion) significance or value of each separate form
of worship.’63
He further explains the helpful relationship between phenomenology
and comparison in another chapter, saying:
Phenomenology does not aim to give a comparative
evaluation; it uses comparative observation or study only as
means towards better understanding of the distinctive nature
and value of the various religions.64
This means that, comparative study of religious data under
phenomenology is so as to facilitate understanding of the phenomenon in
62
63
64

Kristensen, The Meaning of Religion, op., cit., p. 4.
ibid., p. 6.
ibid., p. 268.
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question, as it is taken from different religions and then compared, to
discover any hidden facts. Kristensen, like many scholars, has his own
reservations and words of caution, as regards the use of the comparative
method. He said in the ‘General Introduction’ to his work:
Comparative Study is in numerous instances a quite necessary
aid to the understanding of alien religious ideas, but it is
certainly not an ideal means. Every religion ought to be
understood from its own standpoint…. The result of
comparative research, and every kind of historical research is
likewise less than ideal; only approximate knowledge is
possible.65
He also maintained that, as every believer looks upon his religion as
unique and incomparable, so also individual beliefs or rites are also
claimed to be so. It is very evident then, from points raised above, that
anyone who wants to employ the phenomenological method in studying
particular phenomena from the different religions, will have to use the
comparative approach so as to arrive at general insights as regards prayer,
sacrifice, religious festivals, for example, in the religions of the world.
The second scholar whose views as regards the position of comparison
in systematic (as he prefers to call it) study of religion is Joachim Wach
(1898-1955). In his work edited by Kitagawa and others – ‘Introduction to
the History of Religions’ – being Wach’s habilitation thesis in 1924, he
pointed to the kind of comparison that is accepted in the systematic
(phenomenological) study of religious phenomena, after having delineated
some of the dangers associated with comparison in his views. He seems to
start from where Kristensen has stopped. He says:
To be useful, a comparison must work within its own limits.
One must remember that for a comparison to be successful,
certain points must be established as the “bearers of the
comparison….What is peripheral in one instance may be of
decisive significance in another.66
65
66

ibid., p. 6.
Wach, J., Introduction to the History of Religions, op., cit., p. 136.
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In a somewhat similar statement to that of Kristensen, he continues:
The integrity of an individual phenomenon unique in itself,
whose elements cannot be eliminated or regrouped arbitrarily,
is of utmost importance.70
Wach believes in the use of comparison as a tool in the discipline, but
that has to be guided by an important principle of ‘careful criticism’: as
similarity of form does not always imply similarity of meaning. It should
be of help to see not only what is common but also what is distinct and that
no evaluation should follow, otherwise one may fall into apologetics.67 As
for his criticisms, we will mention them together with other criticisms
against the method at the end of this part.
It has been stated in the only article the researcher was able to lay his
hands on, speaking specifically on the comparative method, and that also in
French, by Geo Widengren, that the phenomenology of religion has its
basis in philology and the comparative method’68 Thus buttressing what
we have been trying to establish on the comparative nature of the
phenomenological method. We see another indication of the use of
comparative approach in the phenomenology of religion in The
Encyclopedia of Religion. In the second usage of the term phenomenology
of religion, Allen says that it ‘indicates the comparative study and the
classification of different types of religious phenomena’. This is the
concept of P.D. Chantepie de la Saussaye, and to some extent Kristensen,
whose many statements in this connection we have seen, so also that of
contemporary Scandinavian scholars of religion like Geo Widengren and
Ake Hultkrantz.69
This very idea of the comparative nature of
phenomenology of religion was further elucidated by Allen, when he
declares that there is ‘a widespread agreement that his discipline
(phenomenology of religion) uses a comparative approach’.70 Not only this,
but various phenomenologists have defined their phenomenology of
religion as equivalent to comparative religion, as we have shown above.
ibid., pp. 162-163.
See Pummer, R. (art) ‘Recent Publications on the Methodology of the Science of Religion’ in Numen,
Vol. 22, Fasc. 3, p. 171.
69
Allen, D. (art) ‘Phenomenology of Religion’ in The Encyclopedia of Religion, op., cit., Vol. 11, p.
273.
70
ibid., p. 280.
67
68
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Allen believes that even those who rejected such simple equation, have
admitted the fact that they can ‘gain insight into essential structures and
meaning only after comparing a large number of (religious) documents.’74
Another modern scholar of religion, M. Pye opines that the comparative
method phenomenologically conceived is ‘the’ method of studying
religions.71
So, from all that has preceded, we will not be exaggerating when we
say that the present ‘phenomenology of religion’ may be a refined form of
the earlier comparative method conceived at the inception of the discipline
as the main, or almost the main method by which to study religious data
scientifically. It is only that it is no more being labeled ‘Comparative’ but
phenomenological. The comparative has therefore metamorphosed to the
phenomenological method.
Another modern scholar of religion, in explaining the dialectic between
phenomenological, historical and comparative aspects of the science of
religion and in attempting to find an adequate, and comprehensive method,
mentions an approach called ‘historical phenomenology’ used earlier by
Bianchi, Smart and others, and shows his satisfaction with it, and its
meaning, as the most appropriate method by which to study religion. This
is a sort of an integral approach to the study, which scholars have been
searching for, for some time and by means of which religion is studied in
all its complexity. It ‘is perhaps the most appropriate to describe a strong
historically grounded, but systematically and comparatively oriented study
of religious phenomena’.72 The reason of its appropriateness is its
combining the historical and the phenomenological approaches together
with a comparative study of the religious material. It emphasizes on
empirical and non-normative research, which makes it come closer to the
earlier positivistic meaning of the comparative study of religions. This will
also appear as a combination of the two kinds of study in this discipline –
the historical and the systematic or the diachronic and the synchronic.73
See Whaling (art) ‘Comparative Approaches’, op., cit., vol., 1, p.269.
King, U. (art) Historical and Phenomenological Approaches to the Study of Religion in Whaling (ed.)
Contemporary Approaches to the Study of Religion, op., cit., Vol. 1, p. 88.
73
ibid., p. 39, cp. Wach, Introduction to the History of Religions, op., cit., pp. 161-162.
71
72
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The systematic or the synchronic approach always involves comparison,
grouping and typologies, so as to reach the essence and structure of
religious phenomena, out of the vast data in the religious world. In
concluding his article, King says:
To some extent there will always exist a dialectical tension
between historical and systematic approaches to the study
of religions….The study of religion will of necessity be
comparative, for it is not only concerned with research into
one religious tradition but examines phenomena across
traditions and cultures, using cross-cultural data.74
Smart, in his survey of the methods of the scientific study of religion in its
plurality summarised those methods in the following words:
Thus the study of religion contains among other things the
histories of various traditions…… but it also contains
attempts at comparative treatment, which is necessarily
cross – cultural…
Earlier he has said that the comparative study comes in and out of vogue,
adding that:
… yet in vogue in so far as we wish the study of religions
to make use of the opportunities for comparison and
contrast, opportunities which are useful in testing various
hypotheses about religion…75
This further strengthens our thesis above that the comparative method has
not been completely abandoned, but continued to be employed in the study
of religion as in other fields, though differently. What distinguishes one
kind of comparison from another, or makes it being declared as unscientific
or abandoned, are the presuppositions and values that are associated with
the application of that kind of comparison.
The Comparative Method in the Study of Religion in the 1980’s and
Beyond
As some people may surmise that the comparative method or approach is
no more used in the modern scientific study of religion in the West, and
King, (art) ‘Historical and Phenomenological Approaches…’, op., cit., p. 149.
Smart, N. (art) ‘The Scientific Study of Religion in its Plurality’ in Whaling (ed.) Contemporary
Approaches, op., cit., Vol. I, p. 371.
74
75
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that it has been completely abandoned, we would like to mention some few
Western scholars of religion, known for their standing in the field, and their
views on the issue in the recent past. In a conference on the history of
religions, with the theme: “The History of Religions, Past, Present and
Future” held in the University of Chicago – known for its old and sustained
interest in the study of religion – in May 1983, Ugo Bianchi presented a
paper titled ‘Current Methodological Issues in the History of Religions’, 76
in which he clearly emphasises on the issue of comparison but within
historical contexts. In that paper he saw two issues ‘as standing out, the
problem of definition and the problem of historical comparison’77 Bianchi,
true to his Italian tradition of the study of religion, leans strongly towards
the historical comparative-method. He even agreed with some scholars,
who expressed the commitment of the History of Religions to its being
comparative, using terms like ‘systematic’ or ‘nomothetic’, but he added
that, that should not be thought to be non-historical. He expressed his
belief in the discipline’s essential requirement to be comparative and
historical.78 Having started as a historical study of religion, which
appropriated historical methods of research, the discipline will always have
a historical aspect, side by side with the comparative. This being the
contention of Bianchi, we see that perhaps as a result of that, many scholars
today accept the dual aspects of the History of Religions or Comparative
Religion, i.e., the two trends taken to be the historical, and the systematic
or comparative studies of religious data.79 The article in The Encyclopedia
of Religion, on one of the main method in the field of science of religion
proper, took the title ‘Comparative – Historical Method’. This method
presupposes ‘pure history’ which ‘supplies the facts upon which
comparisons depend.’80 As for the rationale for this method and its
Bianchi, U. (art) ‘Current methodological Issues in the History of Religions’ in Kitagawa, J. M., (ed.)
The History of Religions, Retrospect and Prospect. New York: Macmillan, 1985, pp. 53-72.
77
ibid., p. 156.
78
ibid., p. 56.
79
See above, cp. Rudolph, K., (art), “The Foundations of the History of Religions and Its Future Task”,
in Kitagawa, The History of Religions, op., cit., p. 105.
80
Smart, N. (art) ‘Comparative – Historical Method’ in The Encyclopedia of Religion, op., cit., Vol. 3,
p. 571.
76
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application by students of religion, Smart (1986) believes that to be partly,
due to religion being considered (especially in the West) as an aspect of
human culture, which need to be interpreted and explained. He saw the
importance of this method in its giving eminence to the exploration of the
‘recurrent patterns of religious thought, symbolism, ritual, and
experience’.81 Rudolph, quoted above was cited by Bianchi in connection
with, the former’s belief that the proper method for ‘the comparative
science of religion is the comparative historical method.’82 Bianchi stated
his position clearly, as regards what he believes is the right or most
appropriate method by means of which to study religious data. He states:
Only historical comparison, a comparison not limited to
‘facts’ arbitrarily isolated from the historical contexts and
processes that give them meaning and life, will avoid killing
those ‘facts‘, that is, will avoid transforming them into
‘phenomena’, fascinating and repelling phantasms in a lodge
of disincarnate ghosts … only a comparison that is historical
and holistic, will be creative and scientifically sound.83
This shows clearly that comparison is taken as an undisputed method
in this discipline. The bone of contention is which comparison. It is worth
mentioning here, that Bianchi believes, comparison can be creative and
scientific, as long as it is also historical. In his own paper at the same
conference in Chicago (1983), titled ‘The Foundations of the History of
Religions and its Future Task’, even though he could not attend, Rudolph
articulates his view on the nature of this discipline and what he anticipates
in its future. In summarizing his view of the method(s) of this academic
field he says:
The special character of the History of Religions, however,
lies in its combination of philology, history and comparison.
Being synchronic, the comparative or systematic method
supplements the diachronic (historical) method.84

ibid., p. 572.
Bianchi, (art) ‘Current Methodological Issues, op., cit., pp. 60-61.
83
ibid., p. 62
84
ibid., p. 105.
81
82
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He believes it is their interdependence that determines the relative
autonomy and integrity of this field. Both methods also make their specific
contributions to the discipline’s hermeneutics. Rudolph also considered
‘comparison’ as one of the unique contributions of the History of Religions
as a field.85 Even in the future, he saw a special role for comparison or the
comparative method in this discipline. He foresees the continuation of the
use of religio – historical methods which bracket the religious claim to
truth, by ‘recourse to philological – historical and comparative
procedures.’86
Merits of the Comparative Method as Employed in the Study of
Religion
After what we have seen above, on the importance given to comparison,
most especially the historical comparison, we will now see some of the
general benefits discovered by Western scholars in their application of this
method. After that, we will also mention the general criticisms of these
scholars of the Comparative Method.
One of the modern scholars of religion has expressed the position of
the act of comparison viz-a-viz, man and his sciences in these words:
Man cannot desist from making comparisons. To compare is
one of the elementary processes of the human mind, and it is
an essential procedure of all sciences of the human mind, it
must have some benefit and use for man.
And as knowledge is gained partly by means of the various processes
of the mind, comparison being one of them – we will definitely gain some
knowledge by means of this process. But what are the different merits and
benefits of this method? The pioneers of this discipline established it on the
basis of the usefulness of the comparative method as discovered in science
with its different branches. From Max Muller’s emphasis on its
fruitfulness in the comparative philology and in other sciences, in fact in

85
86

ibid., p. 111.
ibid., p. 113.
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his times and in all ages, we can see why they decided to depend on
comparative method. He said:
…The comparative spirit is the truly scientific spirit of our age,
nay of all ages. An empirical acquaintance with single fact
does not constitute knowledge in the true sense of the
word…87
Jordan explains extensively the usefulness of this method in almost all the
branches of human intellectual endeavour. 88 He mentions that some
scholars do believe that the real significance of any religion is never firmly
grasped unless it is compared with others!89Kristensen in his
phenomenological lectures also alluded to the benefits of comparison,
when he opined that the comparative consideration of corresponding data
(say, in an act of worship from different religions) often gives a deeper and
more accurate insight than the consideration of each datum by itself.90 The
writer of the article on ‘Religion’ in Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics,
writing in the 1920s, has seen the comparative method as the brain behind
the present globalisation we are witnessing now in all fields, like political,
economic, cultural, communicational, religious and ideological.91 He also
shows that comparison does not only reveals similarities, but also subtle
differences. The comparative method also emphasized the necessity of
constructing conceptions of religion upon a wide basis of data.”113 The use
of this method can lead to typology, which as a classification, tells more of
the differences than the similarities. The methodological functions and
significance of typology are important, especially in the social sciences,
codification and prediction.92 It ‘creates order out of the potential chaos of
discreet, discontinuous, or heterogeneous observations’114 In
phenomenology of religion also, typology is used after the necessary
See Arapura, J. G., Religion as Anxiety and Tranquility (The Hague: Mouton, 1972) p. 29, cp.
Muller’s statements in the Introduction to the Science of Religion in Waardenburg, Classical
Approaches to the Study of Religion, op., cit., p. 94.
88
See Jordan, L. H., Comparative Religion, op., cit., pp. 30-51.
89
ibid., p. 59.
90
Kristensen, The Meaning of Religion, op., cit., p. 2.
91
Cook, S. A. (art) ‘Religion’ Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, (ed.) Hastings, J. (Edinburgh: T.
and T. Clark, 1956) 4th Impr., Vol. 10, p. 664.
92
Tiryakian, E. A., (art) ‘Typologies’ International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (ed.) Sills, D.
L., (New York: Macmillan, 1972) Reprint Ed. Vol. 16, p. 178.
87
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comparison, with the intention of better understanding of the vast material
in the religious realm.93 Comparative study can be helpful also in the study
of a literary or historical problem, when it is compared with analogous data
or situations. It can also be employed to prove or disprove ‘absolutist
pretensions’ of one religion, when compared with others.94 On another
plane, the impartial and sympathetic comparative study of world religions
had led to the general appreciation of the religion of the ‘other’, thus
facilitating interreligious dialogue, or at least minimizing acrimony
between different religions.
These are some of the general benefits found in employing the
comparative method, which seem to speak against its total abandonment.
Criticism of the Comparative method
The comparative method in the study of religion has got its own share of
criticisms from many quarters, with some people disliking even the word –
‘comparative’. Is it due to increase in knowledge or change in
presuppositions or something else that led to this complete turn as regards
the usefulness of this method in today’s scholarship, after having been
seen as the main scientific method in almost all fields, including religious
studies?95 It might not be unlikely that the misuse of this method by some
scholars, theologians and so on, coupled with the abandonment of the
evolutionary categories, and also the ardent calls by some historians of
religion, reminding others that their discipline has to stick to the historical
approach to research, it may not be unlikely that all these led to that change
of attitude in connection with the comparative method. We have seen
Sharpe’s and Kristensen’s statements showing that the method was
considered as unscientific, and this, we supposed was due to some sort of
self-criticisms on the part of students of religions, most particularly on the
issue of objectivity and value judgements. When some of them thought it
Wach, J. The Comparative Study of Religion, (ed.) Kitagawa (ed.), New York: Columbia University,
1958), p. 25.
94
See Waardenburg, Classical Approaches to the Study of Religion, op., cit., p. 52.
95
See Pummer, R. (art) ‘Recent Publications on the Methodology of the Science of Religion’ in Numen,
Vol. xxii, Fasc. 3 (Dec. 1975), p. 170, stating that, it is almost generally assumed that the Science of
Religion is essentially a comparative discipline, citing many recent works on that.
93
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right to come out of the slough of Euro-centrism, especially after the
Second World War, they questioned their numerous explicit and implicit
presuppositions when it comes to the study of other people’s religion or
culture. The researcher sees sometimes very clear statements on this issue
like the statement of Widengren in a foreword to Bianchi’s work of 1966:
As a feeling and reflecting individual, I may approve of some
religious phenomena and disapprove most strongly of others,
but as a historian of religion it is impossible for me to provide
an objective motivation for my sympathies and antipathies,
and therefore, I have no right as a scholar to make my private
opinions public.96
These rules of objectivity will automatically disqualify many derogatory
descriptions or valuations of some religions as we see in many Western
writings. Some of the earlier criticisms of this method came as early as the
beginning of 1920s. We saw Wach, for instance, objecting to the field
being called ‘comparative religion’, as by that, scholars are unjustifiably
emphasizing a single method which is also shared with other disciplines, as
if the very aim of the field is only to compare, adding that ‘methods can
only be means never end in themselves’.97 He also pointed to the dangers
that threaten any comparison like errors, premature conclusions and
mistaken theories, so also exaggeration, and lack of caution on the part of
some scholars.98
The evolutionary – comparative method, as we have shown was proved
to be unscientific, due to its value judgement and other flaws as a result of
its application by different sets of scholars in the general study of religion,
from reductionism to evolutionism, to theological value judgements etc.
One general objection being raised by many scholars in this regard, is
the fact that religion resembles an organism, with different parts, and that
‘the meaning of each of the particular elements woven together into a
whole, is affected by the meanings of all the other elements in the whole.
This tends to give each religion or an aspect of religion uniqueness of its
own. To compare that element with other ‘similar’ elements will be to
96
97
98
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neglect the uniqueness of each element. Likewise is the case of the
different historical contexts and backgrounds.99 In our view, this is not to
invalidate all comparisons in religion, as we still can see similar elements
or phenomena from different religions e.g. prayer, the difference is only in
some details which will not make it a completely different thing like, say,
sacrifice. The comparison here is always associated with contrast, which
must be explained. Comparisons are also considered to be odious
especially in matters of religion. Those carried out by some scholars could
be ‘redolent of whiffs of Western imperialism’ and Christian superiority.100
We also see that in many cases of comparison, evaluative principles are
built into the very act of description.101 There has to be caution in the
comparative process, lest one jumps to ‘concocting facile similarities and
analogies’ or completely neglect the differences.102 Another problem with
some comparisons is that they are done on a large scale, which tends to
result ‘in catalogues and collections of mere heuristic interests’.103 The
other points raised include the claim that, even if the method supports or
suggests some theories, it does not prove that others are excluded. So, also
the suggestion that confusion can result due ‘to naïve comparison and rash
inferences’, which will have to be tested by means of other methods, is also
likely.104
Another subtle criticism of the application of the comparative method
made by Wiebe, is his accusing scholars of usually or (all too often)
(making) ‘evaluative comparisons between the ideal conception of one
religion and the (distorted or corrupted) empirical embodiment of
another.’105
See Kristensen, The Meaning of Religion, op., cit., p. 6 cp. Smart, N. (art) ‘Comparative-Historical
Method’, The Encyclopedia of Religion, op. cit., Vol. 3, p. 573. cp. Sharpe, (art) ‘The Comparative
Study of Religion in Historical Perspective’ in Foy, W. (ed.) Man’s Religious Quest, A
Reader .London: Croom Helm, p. 14.
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As for the criticisms of some kind, of comparative approaches, like
phenomenological typology of Eliade for instance, it has been seen as
being concerned with typology and not with historical contexts. This kind
of approach also tends to select material from say, primal religions, with
minimal reference to contemporary living religions. This approach also
minimises the importance of the religious apprehensions of particular
persons or specific traditions, as the emphasis is only on the phenomenon
and the structure. So also the point that, this kind of comparison depends
not so much on objective empirical criteria, but rather upon the
researcher’s own underlying presuppositions’, as has the phenomenological
method been generally criticised of subjectivism. 106
The other kind of comparison seen above – the thematic comparison is
seen to have presuppositions that are not necessarily self-evident, like the
selection of themes, the de-contextualisation of material, and so on. It is
also being argued that no one can master in a specialist sense all religions,
so it seems to be a second-order activity that depends on primary
researches. There is also the problem of language particularities.107
Conclusion
In this paper, we have attempted to show that the comparative method can
be very useful in the study of religion in plurality. The method was
conceived as the method of studying religions of the world and comparing
them. With time many models of it evolved to enrich the scientific
dispassionate study of the ubiquitous phenomenon of religion. The merits
and critique of the method were also analysed and brought forth for further
researches.
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“As the Struggle Continues, Victory is Certain!”: A
Synopsis of the History of Students’ Struggle in Nigeria
Buhari Bello Kware
Cabinet Office, Sokoto

Abstract
The history of students’ struggle in Nigeria has been a long and dynamic
one. It started under the colonial period when it possessed all the basic
necessities to be revolutionary, partly resulting to the country’s
independence. It continued to exist with such spirit even after independence,
but was soon forced to go down, but more drastically especially from the
1990s to date, by a number of factors. The basic argument of this paper is
that, if there will be a renaissance in students struggle in the 21st century
Nigeria, then hopefully indiscipline and lack of patriotism, one of the major
challenges hindering the nation’s development and prosperity, would be
overcome. And also, students’ rights will be taken into serious
consideration by the affected authorities from campuses to national levels,
thereby, enhancing the country’s educational system.
Introduction
The resurgence of a true and sincere students’ struggle in Nigeria is pivotal
to the need for inculcating self discipline and patriotism in the minds of the
teaming youths, a requirement for the development of the country,
especially in the 21st century. Indeed, students’ struggle is a worldwide
phenomenon. However, over the years, it has proved to be realizable in a
formal manner, only through the agency of student unions. A Student union
on its own side, is an association of students in a particular place of
education with stipulated modus operandi of the association, purposely and
primarily to protect and defend not only their interests but also the entire
society.108 Student unionism all over the globe is as old as the beginning of
tertiary education. 109
Hence, the historical progress of tertiary institutions around the globe
witnessed the emanation of several student unions. Examples of these
I. M. Abbass, “On Responsible Students Unionism”. A paper presented at the Orientation,
matriculation and Opening Ceremony of Kaduna State Polytechnic, Zaria, 30th May to June 1st 1991, p.
1.
109
B. B. Kware, Students’ Struggle in the History of Education in Nigeria, Zaria, Gaskiya Corporation
Ltd, 2014, p. 3.
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include among others, St. Andrews, founded in United Kingdom in 1864;
Association d Etudiants, founded in France in 1877; Union National des
Etudiants de France, founded in 1907 in France; Association des Anciens
de Sadiki, founded in Tunusia in 1905; Association des Etudiants
Musulmans Nord-Africains, founded in Algeria in 1919; and the Union of
African Descent (1917), the Gold Coast Students Union (1924), Nigerian
Progress Union (1924), as well as the West African Students Union (1925),
all founded in London.110 Today, there are hundreds of thousands students
unions around the globe. While some of these are based on political and
religious affiliations, others are basically non-religious and non-political,
but solely working in the interest of the students first, and the society at
large.
From the beginning, student unions and the struggles undertaken
under their aegis drew inspiration from worldwide trending struggles for
social justice such as the struggle for women’s right, sexual equality, social
justice for students, as well as racial equality,111 a struggle over which the
influence of individuals like Edward Wilmot Blyden and Marcus Garvey,
etc., was overwhelming. It could, therefore, be understood that from
inception, students struggle was a struggle in search of justice, specifically,
to protect the interest of the subalterns especially against highhandedness
of the authorities affected. It was with this style that students’ struggle was
invented in Nigeria under the colonial period, as a milestone in the history
of tertiary education in the country. However, other vital happenings
produced by historical processes such as the World Wars and the rise of
labor unionism became factors that informed students with consciousness
to pursue their struggles with more vigor.
Students struggle continued to be very active in Nigeria, although
with some deficiencies through the post colonial periods down to the 1990s.
However, from the dawn of the 21st century to date, student activism in
Nigeria has witnessed a downfall more than ever before. This was
invariably, inherent from the changing patterns of the nature of the
education system of the country, the nature of its leadership and what its
economic system dictates.112 Nevertheless, with students unions still
operating in all the tertiary education campuses in Nigeria up to date, the
Ibid, pp. 3-8.
Ibid, p. 5.
112
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challenges facing students struggle cannot be deemed a failure.
Optimistically, as the struggle continues, victory is certain. What is
seriously needed is a revolutionary resurgence that will give a new impetus
to the struggle. The argument of this paper is that with resurgence in active
and sincere students’ struggle, quite a number of the challenges that have
been crippling Nigeria’s nation building project since 1960 will be
hopefully overcome, the central concern here, being the presence of
undisciplined and unpatriotic youths.
Against this backdrop, this paper aims to bring to the fore, a brief
summary of the major trends in the history of students struggle in Nigeria.
For this reason, it is structured into parts. This introduction is followed by a
sub section titled “Students Struggle in Nigeria during the Colonial Period”.
This in turn is followed by another sub section entitled “Dimensions of
Students Struggle in the Post Colonial Period”, after which Conclusion
follows. However, before going into the main discourse, a sub section will
be dedicated to discuss very briefly on who the students are, only for the
purpose of clarity.
The Students
As advanced by Abbass, a simple definition of student shows that he is a
person who is undergoing a course of study in a particular and recognized
place of training.113 Put differently, a student is a person who studies or
learns a particular academic subject. Students, as observed by Momoh do
not constitute a social class. They are rather a transitory social category
whose members usually enter the labour market in various capacities. They
come from families belonging to different classes in the social strata.114
However, as the dominated classes of every society have the higher
number in terms of population than the dominant class, most of the
students are also members of the dominated class.
Students’ Struggle in Nigeria during the Colonial Period
It has earlier been mentioned that students’ struggle are usually pursued
through the agencies of students unions. In Nigeria, before any student
union was created in the country, Nigerian students studying in London
championed the formation of the West African Students Union in 1925. Its
Ibid, p. 1.
A. Momoh, “Popular Struggles in Nigeria, 1960-1982”, African Association of Political Science,
1996, p. 154.
113
114
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pioneer President, Ladipo Solanke was a Nigerian. Later in 1948, when the
University College Ibadan was established, student unionism was launched
in the University of Ibadan with Kunle Adepoju as one of its founding
fathers. This later resulted to the rise of various student unions across the
country precipitating the eventual formation of the National Union of
Nigerian Students (NUNS) in 1956, with late Ambassador Emmanuel Obe
as its first National President.115 Indeed, student activism during the
colonial period was characterized by militancy, diplomacy, and violent
actions.116
The first generation of student activists was richly resourceful and
seriously committed to the struggle. In fact, quite a number of them
transformed to become nationalist who fought for Nigeria’s independence.
No wonder, at independence, most of the members of the emergent
political elites were once student activists- for instance, Nmandi Azikwe,
Samuel Akintola, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa, and Kingslewy Mbadiwe.117
To sum up what students struggle looked like during the colonial period,
Peter and Ebimbowei noted that:
Student unionism in the early days in Nigeria was feared and
respected by the government, students and various
managements (authorities) across the country’s tertiary
institutions. These pressure groups were ideology based with a
high sense of intellectual debates and resisted oppressive
tendencies and policies of government and administrators of
institutions of higher learning. They make bold to express
their views to authorities when they erred and generally
enjoyed the patriotic support of the student community.118
This is despite the fact that Nigeria’s educational system was a byproduct
of colonialism which was basically introduced to serve the interest of the
dominant class in the State, and therefore, not directed towards imparting
knowledge that will infuse revolutionary ideas and radicalism into the

Z. E Peter and S. T. Ebimbowei, “Leadership and Students Unionism, Challenges and Solution in
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students’ minds.119 Notwithstanding, Nigerian students, especially due to
the high level of consciousness in them as they are informed by various
factors as discussed above, were able to rise against certain inconsistencies
caused by the authorities, especially through protests. For instance, from
the 1940s to 1960 when independence was granted, the following protests
were recorded:
1. The Kings College Strike of 1944;
2. The protest against the Western Regional Housing bill (May 1959);
3. The Protest against the Eastern Regional Pension Bill (1959);
4. The protest against Harold Macmillan’s government’s attitude to
Africans’ condition in Southern Africa;
5. The protest over Sharpville shooting (1960);
6. And the protest against the French for testing atomic weapons in
the Sahara (February 1960).120
Dimensions of Students Struggle in the Post Colonial Period
Just as during the colonial period, students’ struggle in the period
immediately following Nigeria’s independence was very active. It had
remnants of nationalist ideas and was very revolutionary in nature. This is
observable in at least six major happenings that followed immediately after
independence. These include:
1. the students protest against the proposed Anglo-Nigerian Defense
pact in November 1960;
2. the protest against the murder of Patrice Lumumba in February
1961;
3. the protest against the press law;
4. the protest against the proposed Preventive Detention Law in 1963;
5. the protest against the census manipulations of national population
figures 1962-963;
6. And the various protests preceding and during the Nigerian civil
war 1967-1970.121
All these protests were basically championed by Nigerian students
from different higher institutions of learning across the country. One
interesting feature that cut across all the above mentioned protests,
however, is this- they all displayed the high level of consciousness among
the Nigerian students and their commitment towards the defense of not
119
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only the territorial integrity and sovereignty of their country, but also the
search for social justice and human rights in favour of themselves and the
masses at large. This is more so because, to take the students protest
against the Anglo-Nigerian Defense pact as an example, the Nigerian
students considered the pact as an attempt to mortgage the sovereignty of
the Federal Republic of Nigeria, and that was why they protested against
it.122 They gave it such consideration, having it at the back of their minds
that a crucial aspect of the Defense pact is an undertaking by both
governments to afford one another with mutual defense assistance and to
consult each other on measures to be taken jointly or separately to ensure
fullest cooperation between them for such purpose.123 And this is
synonymous to Nigeria’s continuity to be under the erstwhile colonialist’s
influence despite the so called independence, especially considering the
huge gap between the two nations in terms of economic development as
well as the asymmetrical nature of their relationship from the beginning of
colonialism down to the period of independence, always at the cost of
Nigeria.124
Meanwhile, as early as 1963, as observed by Momoh, religious
organizations and some moral re-armament crusaders had started appearing
in various campuses of tertiary education institutions all over the country.
This was with the view to lower the radicalism of students’ movements and
direct their energies from politics.125 This, however, was not much a
success, as students even beyond the 1960s, continued to engage
themselves in various sorts of struggles concerning inconsistencies created
by not only their institutions’ administrators at the lower level, but also the
administrators of the country at large. Some of the protests undertaken by
the students include:
1. The protest over the murder of Adepujo in 1971;
2. The protest over the introduction of National YouthService in 1973;
3. The protest over police disturbance of Adepeju’s memorial
processions in February 1974;
4. The protest against Gowon’s detention of critics (1974-1975);
B. B. Kware, Students’ Struggle in the History of Education in Nigeria…, p. 11.
Ibid, p. 12.
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5. Students protests against the February 1976 attempted coup d’etat,
led by Colonel Dimka;126
6. The “Ali Must Go” protest of April 1978;127
7. The protest over Technical Education Programme (1978-1979);
8. The protest over university admissions in 1979;
9. The Ahmadu Bello University (ABU) Zaria rice revolt of 1981;
10. The Ife Massacre of 1981;128
11. And the protest against the IMF/World Bank loan due to be taken
by Nigeria under the Leadership of General Ibrahim Babangida in
December 1985, etc.129
Unfortunately, for the students’ movers however, amidst these protests
and peaceful demonstrations, it became apparent that the state and the
ruling class (at most times, the military dictators) were ready to suppress
the students’ movements. The strategies adopted by the various military
governments, and sometimes civilian governments in so doing were
succinctly presented by Momoh to include:
First, they made conditions of study unbearable and costly to
students through the withdrawal of subsidy on basic teaching
and research infrastructure as well as feeding. The second was
the rationalization of courses being taught at universities, and
the reduction in students’ admissions. Third was the
militarization of Nigeria’s tertiary institutions and high
handedness of university administrators. Hence, whenever
students made legitimate demand on the state, they were
brutally suppressed. For instance when the university of
Ibadan students, in 1971, demanded campus reforms and
improved welfare, the university authorities invited police
who unleashed terror on the students, leaving one student
Kunde Adepoju, dead…130
There are many more examples on the ways through which the government
or school authorities used the instrumentality of the Nigeria Police Force to
coercively suppress students’ movements. But for the purpose of this paper,
two more examples will be cited. First, with regards to the “Ali Must Go”
Saga, which broke out in Nigerian higher institutions of learning
Ibid, p. 159.
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specifically against the increase in feeding and boarding fees by the Federal
Military Government, in 1978. The government reacted by deploying antiriot policemen to the nation’s University campuses, leading to the death of
another student Akintunde Ojo, via police gunshot.131 The second example
was in ABU Zaria, in 1986, where at the invitation of the Vice Chancellor
of the day, Professor Ango Abdullahi, police fired many protesting
students who were commemorating the 8th anniversary of the Ali Must Go
crises, to death.132
With the above few examples, one cannot agree less with Adebayo
who posited that the relationship between students and police in Nigeria
has developed into what could be called a Mephistophelian relation
characterized by fiendishness.133 The university authorities on their own
side had variously rusticated and expelled many student activists.134 Indeed,
it was the attitude of the Nigerian military leaders towards students’
unionism that led to the ban of the National Union of Nigerian Students
(NUNS). The ban was, however, lifted by the Shagari led administratio in
1980, and consequently, there was the eventual formation of the present
National Association of Nigerian Students at Lagos in 1983.135
In essence, the above discussed measures taken by the governments
and the authorities of various institutions of higher learning in Nigeria,
coupled with the changing nature of the educational system, leadership, as
well as the economic management of the country, all of which are
increasingly being affected by the continuously spreading menace of
corruption, in the recent times have severely affected student unionism in
many negative ways. Thus, despite the creation of NANS in the 1980s,
from 1990s to date, students’ unionism in Nigerian tertiary institutions is
increasingly being characterized by the prevalence of cultism, corruption,
misappropriation of funds, regional and ethnic politics, as well as undue
support of politicians, all for the selfish benefit and interest of the union
leaders.136
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Obviously for the above reason, the politics of acquiring a position of
leadership in the contemporary students unions in the Nigerian universities
is increasingly becoming a dirty one. For instance, a recent study in the
university of Calabar has revealed that the quest for money, power and
influence is the main contributing factors of acquiring political power on
campus at all cost. And that it was the decadence of the larger Nigerian
society that swept into the university campus to such an extent that, just
like the mainstream politicians, only a handful of greedy die-hards are
attracted to this politics of power, influence, and money, amidst violence
and strife.137 This singular example cited with the University of Calabar is
just a depiction of what is obtainable in most of the campuses all over the
country.
The Recent Trend
Moreover, the overall followership of the student activists has also gone
down. It was indeed for this reason that in recent times, many unjust
practices were undertaken by the government but the students remained
silent. There were for instance debates and counter debates concerning the
appropriateness or otherwise of the removal of fuel subsidy by the federal
government in recent times but the students were virtually silent about it.
At campuses level, for example, in May 2013, the students of Usmanu
[anfodiyo University Sokoto tried to stage a protest against the school’s
authorities over lack of electricity and water supply. It was few days to the
examinations, but the students were forced to leave the school before 12pm
on May 28th, and on their resumption were forced to pay 1000 Naira each
for the damages caused during the protest. Unfortunately, due to the lack of
sound leadership and followership as well as solidarity in the contemporary
students’ unionism in Nigeria, no students from other universities were
there to launch nationwide protests in support of their fellows in UDUS,
just as it was done in 1986 to show solidarity to the ABU students who
were attacked by police while on protest in 1986.
All these shows the extent to which students who were once known for
their high level of consciousness and dedication to the development of
Nigeria, as well as uncompromising patriotism, have unfortunately turned
into something else. One has to call for resurgence in students’ unionism.
Not only a usual type of unionism, but responsible unionism. For a
R. D. Uche and O. E. Ogar, “Leadership Conflicts Among Students on Nigerian University
Campuses: The Experience of the University of Calabar, Calabar Nigeria”, British Journal of
Education, Vol. 5, No. 3, March 2017, p. 6.
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responsible student unionism, the readers can be referred back to the
suggestions forwarded by Abbass twenty seven years ago.138
Conclusion
This paper attempted to give a synopsis of the history of students’ struggle
in Nigeria. This was done with the view to highlight the major milestones
in the history of students struggle. It has been discussed that during the
colonial period, students struggle in Nigeria was very sound with an
ideological base. Also, even after independence, it continued with even
more vigour. However, it was soon suppressed by a combined effort of the
successive military governments, the higher institutions of learning
authorities, as well as the overall decadence in the Nigerian societies.
These factors eventually resulted to the overall demoralization of students
struggle in Nigeria. As a result, from the 1990s to date, students’ activism
in Nigeria has been witnessing a serious downfall. However, since the
struggle is still on, and student unions are still operating all over the
country, then hopefully, Aluta Continua, Vitoria e certa! The contention of
the paper has remained this. With resurgence in true and patriotic students
struggle, Nigeria shall be able to overcome some developmental challenges,
especially the lack of self discipline and patriotism among the youths.
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Abstract
In his work “Trends in Food Crops Production and Dimensions of Food
Insecurity in Nigeria”, Haggai has clearly pointed out that Nigeria’s
agricultural production is usually associated with little productivity which
underscores the slow growing pace and declining output of food crops due
to limited use of farm inputs, agricultural machinery and inconsistency in
policy implementation. Haggai is very correct because there is still
predominance of subsistent small scale farmers using low technology for
production, processing, storage and marketing in Nigeria. Indeed, the use
of biological and mechanical inputs such as high yielding seeds, chemical
fertilizers and pesticides and agricultural machines for processing and
storage that could boost and sustain food production as well as post
harvesting are very minimal in the country. It is in line of the above that
this paper examines the conceptual and theoretical issues on sustainable
agricultural production in contemporary Nigeria. The paper reviews
relevant theories on sustainable agricultural production. It also adopts an
approach that could be more effective for sustainable productivity. Finally,
the paper concludes that some key areas have to be identify and prioritize
in order to increase farmers’ productivity particularly small scale ones by
policy makers.
Introduction
This paper examines the conceptual and theoretical issues of sustainable
agricultural production. The paper reviews relevant theories such as
classical growth theory, linear-stages growth, neoclassical growth and farm
production theory. It further adopts an approach that could be more
effective for agricultural productivity in the contemporary in Nigeria. It
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begins with conceptual clarification of agriculture, production and
agricultural production as a background.

The Concepts of Agriculture, Production and Agricultural Production
Agriculture is defined in the Agricultural Act of 1947 as “horticulture,
fruit growing, seed growing, dairy farming and livestock breeding and
keeping, the use of land as grazing land, meadow land, osier land, market
gardens and nursery grounds, and the use of land for woodlands that use
ancillary to farming of land for agricultural purposes.”139 Yusuf defined
agriculture as purposeful work through which elements in nature are
harnessed to produce plants and animals to meet the human needs. He also
added that agriculture is a way of life that involves production of animals,
fishes, crops, forest resources for the consumption of man and supplying
the agro-allied products required by all sectors of the economy.140 In other
words, agriculture means production of food, feed, fiber, fuel and other
goods through systematic raising of plants and animals. It encompasses
farming, tending of orchards, vine yards and ranching. Ordinarily,
agriculture means the cultivation and tillage of the soil of a field in order to
prepare a suitable seedbed, eliminate weed growth and improve the
physical condition of the soil, eventually for production of crops.141
Production on the other hand, could be defined as the process whereby
the various factors concerned such as land, labour and capital are brought
together and transformed using available technology into output. The
output can take various forms. It can be goods or services. In the former
case, it is a tangible commodity, in the latter, it is intangible output (service)
provided to consumers.142 Viewed from another perspective, production
could be defined as the transformation of raw materials into finished goods
and the distribution and provision of goods and services in order to satisfy
human wants.143 In other words, production is defined as the process of
combining and coordinating inputs (resources or factors of production) in
B. Chanderasekaran, et al, A Textbook of Agronomy, New Delhi: New Age International Limited,
2010, p. 1
140
S. A. Yusuf, “Role of Agriculture in Economic Growth and Development: Nigeria Perspective”,
Lagos: University of Lagos, 2014, p. 5
141
National Open University of Nigeria, Module 1, 2009, p. 4
142
Ibid
143
J. Slowman and Allison Wride, Economics, England: Seven Edition, Prentice Hall, 2009, p. 12
139
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the creation of goods and services. This is predicated on the belief that
producing tons or bundles of food and cash crops, for example, require, in
addition to suitable climatic conditions, some amount of arable land, seed,
fertilizer, as well as the services of equipment such as ploughs, harvesters
and human labour.144
Drawing from above, there are different views among scholars about
the concept of agriculture and production depending on the perspective
from which one looked at it. Ojo defined agricultural production as all
output from crops, livestock, fishery and forestry.145 In spite of the varying
concepts of agricultural production, the word here is taken to mean the
production of crops which comprises of cereal, root and tuber, grain
legumes, and oil seed crops by farmers either through traditional farming
tools or modern farming implements.146 The cereal crops include millet,
bulrush millet, sorghum, maize, rice and wheat. Root and tuber crops
comprises of cassava, yam, sweet potatoes and cocoyam. Grain legumes
crops are cowpeas, beans and pigeon. Other oil seed crops include soya
beans, groundnut, sesame and oil palms. Still other crops referred to in the
study are cotton, kenaf, sugar cane, tobacco, gourd, tomatoes, pepper,
onion and indigo. In a synthesis, agricultural production here means
production of crops as a means of livelihood or for cash by considerable
number of big, medium and small scale farmers.
Agricultural Productivity Theories
The role of agricultural productivity in achieving sustainable and inclusive
growth has been the major objective of most of the economies of the world.
This perhaps, explains why many shades of opinion about the
interpretations on the idea of productivity in agriculture are prevalent.
Productivity in agriculture in the words of Colman and Young is necessary
not only to increase food availability and raise nutrition levels of the
population but also essential to the development process. This is based on
the fact that channeling of agricultural surplus (production in excess of own
D. Colman and T. Young, Principles of Agricultural Economics Markets and Prices in Less
Developed Countries, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989, p. 6
145
M. O. Ojo, Food Policy and Economic Development in Nigeria, Central Bank of Nigeria, Publishers
Service Limited, 1991, p. 59
146
For more discussion on the concepts and classification of crops see I. C. Onwueme and T. D. Shina,
Field Crop Production in Tropical Africa, England: Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural
Cooperation, 1991, pp. 157- 456
144
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consumption) is a pre-requisite for rapid economic growth.147 Providing a
support for the above assertion, is a statement by Nurkse “everyone knows
that the spectacular industrial revolution would not have been possible
without the agricultural revolution that preceded it.”148 Rostow argues that
“revolutionary changes in agricultural productivity are essential conditions
for successful take off.”149 Thus this has generated a lot of attention among
the various schools of thought ranging from Classical Growth Theory to
Linear-Stages Growth; to Neoclassical Growth; to Farm Production Theory
and Food and Agricultural Organization Framework.
The Classical Growth Theory
The Classical Growth Theory is one of the earliest schools of thought that
have contributed to the discussion of growth in output related model. The
Classical Growth Theory tries to explain the achievement of sustainable
growth in output based on some factors: size of labour force, availability of
land (economically useful resources), stock of capital, proportions in which
these factors of production are combined, and level of technology.150
Smiths, Malthus and Mill dominate the Classical Theory.They
unanimously argue that when population is relatively small, return on land
will be high, perhaps even increasing; but as population grows people
encounter more and more rapidly diminishing returns. They also recognise
that technological progress takes place at a steady rate provided enough
capital is forthcoming to maximise opportunities for full employment of
resources. The assumption of full employment is predicted on the belief
that land is a fixed factor of production. Therefore an increase in labour
size related to size of the land will result into diminishing returns of factors.
Therefore at full employment level, most especially in an advanced or
‘mature’ economy, diminishing returns, and the consequent rise in factor
costs, will outrun effective technological progress. This situation becomes
reoccurring resulting into falling profit, declining trend of investment,
technological progress becomes retarded, the wages fund ceases to grow,
and so population also ceases to grow. The Classical Theory concludes that
D. Colman and T. Young, Principles of Agricultural Economics...,
R. Nurkse, Problems of Capital Formation in Underdeveloped Countries, Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1953, p.
149
W. W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth: A Non-Communist Manifesto, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1953, p.
150
C. N. O. Mordi, et al, (eds.), The Changing Structure of the Nigerian Economy, Lagos: Artisele
Venessa Cards Co., 2010, pp. 35-36, see also A. Smith, The Wealth of Nations, New York: Bantam
Dell, Bantam Classic Edition, 2003, p
147
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the end result of capitalist development including agricultural output is
stagnation.151
The Linear-Stages Growth Theory
The Linear-Stages Growth Theory contributes to the school of thought in
the discussion of growth in output using saving and investment approach.
The Linear Stages Theory Model explains how lack of domestic savings
and investment retarded Africa’s economic growth in output. The
proponents of this theory noted that implementation of a programme that
will inject massive capital, coupled with public sector intervention
designed to accelerate the pace of economic development, could
compensate for the lack of savings and investment in developing countries.
The Theory supports the view that economic growth, including agricultural
production, could only be achieved through industrialization. The
proponents of this theory conclude that developing countries’ retarded
growth was attributed mostly to internal issues as growth was restricted by
local institutions and social attitudes.152
The Rostowian Stages of Growth Model dominates the Linear-Stages
Theory. It argues that advanced countries had all passed through a series
of stages. He designated five stages: (i) traditional society, (ii) precondition to take off, (iii) take off into self sustaining growth, (iv) drive to
maturity, and (v) age of high mass-consumption. In his view, the advanced
countries had all passed the stages of take-off before achieving selfsustaining growth including productivity in agriculture. The developing
countries were either in the “traditional” or “pre-condition” stage. The
theory maintains that the take off stage could only be reached if a set of
three criteria is satisfied: the country increases its investment rate, to at
least 10 percent of its national income through domestic savings, foreign
aid or foreign investment, develop a more substantial manufacturing
sector(s) with a high rate of growth; and improved political, social and
institutional framework for expansion of the new modern sector.153
According to them, all the above are necessary and sufficient conditions to
reach the take off stage.
The Issue of Efficiency and Cost-Effectiveness
Ibid,
Ibid
153
Ibid
151
152
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Providing further explanation of production theory very different from the
Rostow’s stages of growth is the Neoclassical Growth Model, a further
development of Classical Growth Theory. This school of thought is
concerned primarily with the efficient and cost effective allocation of
scarce resources and with optimal growth of those resources overtime. The
proponents of this theory hold that countries develop economically
including agricultural production via the market. This was because in a
market economy, economic benefits flow to participants as individuals or
countries, from self-interested and voluntary acts. The Neoclassical theory
purports that private market, not government intervention, was critical for
economic development.154
The proponents of this theory argue that economic stagnation including
agriculture in developing countries was a by-product of poorly designed
economic policies and excessive state interference in the economy. They
further argue that in order to stimulate the domestic economy including
agricultural production and promote the creation of an efficient market,
developing country governments had to eliminate market restrictions and
limit government intervention. They conclude that this could be
accomplished through the privatization of state-owned enterprises,
promotion of free trade, reduction or elimination of restrictions on foreign
investment and a reduction or elimination of government regulations
affecting market. Indeed, these reform measures collectively were called
“the Washington Consensus”. They also point to a thorough-based
capitalist control of the economy.155
On Technical Progress and Growth of Labour Forces
The Neo-Classical Exogenous Growth Theory is yet another dominant
school of thought in the discussion of growth in output related theory for
decades. The Solow-Swan Neo-Classical Model explains the long run
growth rate of output based on two exogenous variables namely, technical
progress and the growth of labour force. The technical progress is
exogenous, independent of the economic system and labour augmenting act
as an increasing function of output ratio. The theory concludes that growth
in output including agriculture is determined by technical progress and
growth in capital and labour inputs.156 This model provided some factors
Ibid, p. 38, see also D. M. Galadanci, Introduction to Theories of Development, Zaria: Ahmadu
Bello University, Zaria, 2009, p. 63
155
Ibid
156
J. Ros, Rethinking Economic Development, Growth and Institutions, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2013, pp. 40-42
154
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and method for agricultural productivity influences. Thus, technical
progress is assumed to be exogenous and most empirical studies did not
demonstrate the source of this exogenous factor as it affects labour and
capital in agricultural production.157 It should be noted that a reaction to
shortcomings inherent in Solow-Swan Neo-Classical Growth Model led to
the development of new Endogenous Growth Theory by Romer and Lucas.
The Endogenous Growth Theory attempts to explain the achievement
of sustainable or steady growth in output based on endogenous factors
namely: research and development. Romer, the proponent of this theory,
shows how private rate of returns on knowledge-intensive investment in
research and development can be well below their social rate of returns,
because the return on private investments in new technologies are only
partially appropriable given the nature of technology that is partially
excludable. According to him, as firms develop new technologies through
research and development, results in discoveries, that many other firms can
benefit from. That is, the information generated its non rival unlike
ordinary inputs which are rival (their use by one firm prevents others from
using them simultaneously).158 He adds that returns to capital may be
diminishing for the individual farmer; they may be increasing for the
economy as a whole due to positive impact of the spillover effects from
these investments in research and development. Romer further concludes
that these spillovers generate externalities which, in turn, lead to
suboptimal levels of investment and growth in output. They are due to
inappropriability and serves as the source of aggregate increasing returns to
capital. Capital accumulation then feeds itself, and generates a self
sustained expansion at increasing growth rate in output over time.159
The Farm Production Model
More related to agricultural production is the Neoclassical Farm Production.
The Ellis Neoclassical Farm Production Model explains how a farmer, as
an individual decision maker, is concerned with questions such as how
much labour to devote to the cultivation of each crop, whether or not to use
purchased inputs, which crops to grow in which fields and so on. The Ellis
Theory recognised three kinds of relationship between farm inputs and
157
158
159

Ibid,
Ibid, p. 53
Ibid
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outputs surrounding economic decision making capacity of the farmer that
could lead to growth in output. The three kinds of relationship are
discussed below:
i. The varying level of output corresponding to different levels of
variables inputs (example, variations in maize output resulting
from different levels of nitrogen fertilizer). This is called the
factor-product or input-output relations. It is also called production
function-that is, physical relationship between inputs and outputs
to which all other aspects of the production process are ultimately
related.
ii. The varying combination of two or more inputs required to
produce a specified output (example, different amount of land and
labour which could result in the same quantity of paddy
production). This is called the factor-factor relationship. It is also
often referred to as the method or technique of production.
iii. The varying outputs which could be obtained from a given set of
farm resources (for example, different quantities of cassava or
beans which could be obtained from the same area of land). This is
called the product-product relationship. It is also termed enterprise
choice.160
The above threefold capacity stated by Ellis for varying the way in
which farm production is organised only attains analytical relevance when
placed in the context of the goals of the farm family and the resource
constraints of the individual farm. Indeed, in practice farm families may
have different goals: long term income stability, family food security,
achievement of certain preference in consumption, fulfillment of
community obligations and so on. The farm may also face constraints of
varying severity which limit the capacity to vary the organization of
production. An evident constraint is the land area of the farm which is
fixed over considerable periods of time.
Ellis concludes that for peasant farmers in the tropics, this may be the
least of their problems: labour may not be available for seasonal peaks in
activity; working capital may be unavailable or expensive; purchased
inputs may be variable in availability, quality and price; security of tenure

F. Ellis, Peasant Economics Farm Households and Agrarian Development, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1988, pp. 17-18
160
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on the land may be low; the capability to market alternative crops may be
variable and some time non-existent.161
How to Produce
The Agricultural Production Theory by Colman and Young is another
important school of thought in the discussion of growth in output. The
Production Theory explicitly explains that the main choices centre upon
what to produce (which product or combination of products) how much to
produce (level of output), and how to produce (combination of inputs to
use). The production theory argues that the decision making is the firm
which is defined as ‘a distinct agent specialized in the conversion of inputs
into desired goods as outputs’.162
In the theory, it has been shown that agricultural sectors of developing
and developed countries, there are farms producing cash crops for domestic
or foreign markets, which fall within the definition of a firm. In the
developing countries there may also be a number of subsistence farms in
which all production is consumed and none passes through the market.
Also, the theory discusses the technical aspects of production in terms of
three relationships: (i) factor-product relationship, where there is one
variable input in a production process creating a single output, (ii) factorfactor relationship, where there are two or more variable inputs, and (iii)
product-product relationship in which more than one product may be
produced from the available stock of inputs.163
Explaining Agricultural Production Theory from the point of view of
comparing peasant farmer with a capitalist farmer is the Chayanov’s
Theory of Peasant Household. The Peasant Household Model explains that
the peasant farmer was fundamentally different from the capitalist farmer,
so different that it could be said that peasant mode of production existed for
centuries. The peasant farming could be as efficient as capitalist farming.
This is because the peasant household is family, which hires no labour and
attempts to provide its own consumption needs. The family derived income
not only from agriculture, but from crafts; for much of the year family
labour is unemployed because of the seasonal nature of agricultural

Ibid,
D. Colman and T. Young, Principles of Agricultural Economics..., pp. 5-7
163
Ibid,
161
162
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production.164 He argues that there was a correlation between family size
and farm size, and that this changed with the life-cycle of the family. He
also argues that as the peasant family grew, so the ratio between the
number of consumers and producers changed; children as adult equivalent
both as consumers and workers, and showed how this ratio changed as
children grew up, became workers and finally left home when they married.
Thus the labour supply changes over time, but is fixed in any one year; the
peasant seeks to acquire land to fit this given labour supply, either by
renting, by purchase or by redistribution.165
Chayanov explains that the peasant seeks to employ fully his given
uncosted labour supply, and to even out the work-load throughout the year.
The two further determinants of peasant behaviour are family needs and
increasing drudgery. Labour inputs are increased until the family’s needs
are met; beyond that increasing irksomeness of work outweighs the
advantages of further production, unless the family wishes to increase its
accustomed consumption level, or to improve the farm equipment. He
recognized that this model might not be applicable to peasants in Western
and Central Europe, where hired labour was more common than in
Russia.166
The FAO Framework
The Food and Agriculture Organization’s Framework explained that for
any effective agricultural development (i.e. productivity) leading to selfsufficiency the following broad areas have to be prioritized and satisfied: (i)
there must be a political will; (ii) clearly defined objectives and targets; (iii)
supply of inputs such as seeds, fertilizer, herbicides, insecticides and
equipments (iv) supply of credit facilities;(v) market and market prices; (vi)
effective storage facilities; and (vii) sound farmer education.167 Indeed,
satisfaction of these areas increased agricultural productivity of most of the
economies of the world to a larger extent.
The greatest political will demonstrated by economies of the world
with a clearly defined objectives and targets in the areas of agricultural
Quoted in D. Grigg, The Dynamics of Agricultural Change the Historical Experience, London:
Hutchinson &Co. (Publishers Ltd.), 1982, pp. 92-94
165
Ibid,
166
Ibid,
167
Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, Rome, 1968, pp. 100-108, In support of
this framework see I. Yazid, “The Road to Consistent Policy and Sustained Agricultural Development”
in The Barewa Lectures Series: Selected Annual Lectures of the Barewa Old Boys Association,
November 2013, p. 8
164
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implementation policy; agricultural research; provision of higher yielding
crop varieties; better livestock practices; more effective fertilizers and
pesticide and better farm management not only increased their agricultural
productivity, but keep productivity from falling over the years. For
example, yield gains for a particular plant variety tend to be lost overtime
because pests and diseases evolve that make the variety susceptible to
attack. Thus a large share of agricultural research expenditure should
always be devoted to maintenance research.168
Credit Facilities, Price, Storage and Other Issues
The supply of credit facilities to farmer increases productivity in
agriculture. This is because adoption of modern technology inevitably
involves the purchase of inputs such as fertilizers, pesticides, improved
seeds and investment in irrigation equipment, implements agricultural
machinery and so on. In some cases, farmers may be involved in the
construction of minor irrigation channels or drainage ditches as a result of
major irrigation, or flood protection schemes. It is worth mentioning that
even in developed countries only few farmers are able to find adequate
fund for this type of investment from their own savings.169
The guarantee market price and marketing policies provided to farmers
increase agricultural production. Also, the assurance of a market for
increased output should not only exit but could be reached at an economic
cost. According to Food and Agriculture Organization, this cannot be taken
for granted in developing countries. In areas of predominantly subsistence
farming there may be no established marketing channels to deficit areas. A
long journey to market may cause direct loss through spoilage, and this
weakens still further the farmer’s bargaining position. An extensive
program of feeder road construction is often needed to link potential
producers with potential markets.170
Furthermore, the market may be dominated by a single buyer, or by a
small number acting in concert. Prices fluctuate widely not only from week
to week but from day to day and even from hour to hour exhibiting a
behavior that can be likened to that of stock market, most especially during
Ibid, see also K. Fuglie, et al. “Agricultural Research and Development: Public and Private
Investment under Alternative Markets and Institution, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Economic
Research Service, No. (AER-735), 1996, pp. 1-88
169
Food and Agriculture...,
170
Ibid, p. 109
168
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harvesting period. Dependability of markets and a remunerative prices
level are the primary incentives for farmers to undertake the expenditures
on inputs needed to produce and market more. They may not be
immediately effective in persuading subsistence farmers to enter the market
economy, since traditional modes of life and thought are hard to alter, but
with increasing urbanization and improvement in transport and
communication the number of such farmers decline rapidly.171
The storage facilities provided to farmers of the world economies not
only increased their productivity to a considerable level, but keep
productivity from falling over the years. Considering the fact that staple
food requirement of a country remains more or less constant throughout the
year, regardless of price of the availability of other products. The supply of
staple foods on the other hand, is subject to numerous variations, of which
the largest is in the seasonal availability of local crops. According to Food
and Agriculture Organisation changes in yield, area planted, regional
production, and the proportion of harvest actually sold all introduce
elements of uncertainty and alter the conditions of supply. Therefore,
effective storage could absorb these variations in supply, so that produce
may be channeled to consumers as they require it and at a reasonable
price.172 This process is inherent in normal trading practice.
Farmer’s education increases agricultural productivity to a great extent.
This is because of the fact that education provides individuals (i.e farmers)
with general skills to solve problems. Providing support to the above
assertion, is a statement by Ahearn “education is an investment in ‘human
capital’ analogous to a farmer’s investment in physical capital.” Also,
education hastens to the rate of development of new technologies by
training scientists. Education speeds the rate of adoption of new
technologies by farmers.173 In addition, farmer could take full advantage
of technological progress if he receives regular technical, economic
guidance and training. And that is why effective agricultural extension
service, adequate trained staff, sufficient equipment and facilities for
mobility are essential ingredients for achieving agricultural productivity.174
Indeed, farmers who have more education may be better able to assess the
Ibid
Ibid, p.116
173
For a detailed discussion on how education speeds the rate of adoption of new technologies by
farmers see
M. Ahearn, et al, “Agricultural Productivity in the United States”, in Agricultural
Information Bulletin, U. S Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service, No. (AIB-740),
1998, pp. 1-25
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merits of successfully adapt a new technology to their particular situations.
The current measure of labour input accounts for changing educational
attainment of the farm workforce over times.
It is clear from the foregoing that there is no unanimous and acceptable
theory regarding agricultural production among economists and other
scholars. Distancing themselves from the above theories developed by
different schools of thought is a framework by Food and Agricultural
Organisation of the United Nations. This framework spells out
prioritisation and satisfaction of certain areas for effective agricultural
development (as stated above). Hence, this framework is adopted in this
paper. This is in addition to a number of reasons: First, agricultural
production is regarded as volume of crops (food and cash) produced by
farmers of any nation as a result of political will. Second, most of the
crops produced in large quantities by farmers of any country must have
clearly defined objectives and targets. Third, farmers have to be supplied
with improved farm inputs such as seeds, fertilisers, herbicides. And finally
farmers have to be provided with modern farming implements and
techniques as well as guaranteed better prices by their countries. This has
largely increased farmers’ productivity in many developed countires.
Conclusion
Looking at the above theories of economic growth presented, the paper
concludes that for any nation or country to achieve effective and
sustainable agricultural production some certain critical areas such as
political will, provision of inputs (improved seeds, fertilisers,
agrochemicals and farm implements), credit facilities, ready markets and
better guaranteed minimum prices of crops have to be prioritize. Indeed,
no amount of designed or drafted agricultural policies could increase
farmers’ productivity without identifying and prioritising certain critical
areas (as stated above) by policy makers.
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Abstract
This paper examines the integration of the Shuwa Arabs, one of the
nomadic groups found in Borno, into the politics and administration of the
Kingdom in historical perspective. It observes that the Shuwa Arabs had
been tangentially related to power under the Sayfawa dynasty on the one
hand. El-kanemi's period, on the other hand, had been a milestone for them
having been fully integrated into the political system. During the reigns of
the later Shehus however, the power and influence of the Shuwa Arab
courtiers waned following the economic and political crisis, which
engulfed the Kingdom. And when Rabeh Fadl Allah emerged in the midst of
this crisis in the last decade of the 191b century, a considerable number of
Shuwa Arabs supported his cause. For this reason, Rabeh appointed the
leading Shuwa military commanders into his regime. In addition, he
accorded them a privileged status, which survived his regime from 18931900. Finally, the paper concludes that although the Shuwa did not found a
state of their own, they were instrumental in the birth and indeed the
consolidation of the EI-kanemi dynasty which rules Borno to present day.
Introduction
The Shuwa Arab out-movement from the states of Wadai, Kanem and
Baghirmi to Borno was in response to the environmental push and Pull
factors theory of migration. The adverse conditions in these states pushed
the Shuwa Arabs to relocate their lot to the relatively peaceful and fertile
land of Borno west of Lake Chad. But, there were intervening obstacles
such as the crisis of integration and adjustment into the government and
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society of Borno. The Salamat and Baniset Shuwa Arabs who suffered
most from cattle epidemics before the 191h century, abandoned cattle
husbandry for agro pastoralism. The Qawalme Shuwa Arabs were those
who arrived late into Borno (in the 191h century), on the other hand,
supported EI-kanemi in his rise to power and were fully integrated into the
government signifying their vertical mobility in society. Generally
speaking, therefore, the Shuwa Arabs by the 19'h century had been fully
integrated into the politics and administration of Borno. We must add that
their long stay in Borno had fully indigenised them in every aspect of
human endeavor.
A Brief Historical Background of the Shuwa Arabs
Sources at our disposal suggest that the Shuwa Arabs, first appeared in the
territory of Kanem-Borno as early as the late 141h century when they first
entered the kingdom from Egypt possibly as a spillover of the wars of
Islamic expansion in the 7th century AD'175. It is, however pertinent to note
that the Shuwa Arabs followed several routes and at different points in time
to reach Kanem-Borno. Urich Braukamper, writing on the immigration of
the Baggara (cattle) Arabs into Kanem Borno, for example, suggested that
the ancestors of the Shuwa Arabs followed three routes to reach Kanem
these routes listed below as follows:
a. The first route followed by the Arabs started from the Arabian
Peninsula directly across the Red Sea to Northeast African Coast.
b. The second route followed by the Arabs was through the Sahara
from the Gulf of Sirte.
c. And, the third route was through the Nile Valley.176 There is
evidence to suggest that an infiltration of Arabs across' the Red Sea
into Bilad Al-sudan started in the pre-Islamic times and perhaps the
momentum increased following the wars of Islamic expansion
leading to the opening up of Egypt and North Africa by the
Muslim Arabs177. It appears that each Arab group preserves its
tradition of immigration into Kanem-Borno at different points in
time. The Tunjur Arabs for example, claim to have immigrated
Kyari Tijjani the Shuwa Arabs, in A/11/M/ Kirk Greene and Mahdi Adamu (eds) Pastoralist of the
Savanna, Manchester, 1986, p.62; Yakubu Mukhtar, Musa Daggash: the story of a Shuwa Arab boy,
Ibandan, 2002. Pp. 1-8, Al-Qalgashandi, Subh Al-Asha, Cairo, 1913, p. 1919; Bake Usman Ans M.Nur
Alkali, eds, Studies in the History of the Pre-colonial Borno, Zaria, 1983, see appendix 1 of the book.
176
Ulrich Braukamper “notes on the Orgin of the Baggara Arab culture with special reference to the
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into Kanem-Borno from Tunis al-Khadra, from the region of
Southern Tunisia.178 The Tunjur claim to be a section of Banu
Hilal Arabs who, like many other Arabs are associated with the
general wars of Islamic expansion of the 7th Century AD.179 Again,
the Judham, the supposed ancestors of the Shuwa Arabs, claim
ancestry from Djuhayna Arabs who originated from Yemen and
later invaded Egypt in 7th C.5 The Judham Arabs were the first
Arab group to invade Kanem and cause intense destruction.180
Broadly speaking three waves of Arab immigration into Kanem-Borno can
be discerned as follows:
(a) The first Arab group was the Judham who came in the late 14th
century.
(b) This group was followed by five other groups who followed the
Sayfawa into Borno. These groups included the Ma'in, Jawama,
Sarajiyye Bakariyye and Bani-Malik.181 J. E. Lavers, maintains
that these groups are today indistinguishable from their Kanuri
neighbours having taken to sedentarised life and spoke little or no
Arabic.182
(c) The third momentous immigration of the Shuwa Arabs into Borno
was in the 19th century at the invitation of Sheikh Muhammad AIamin AI-Kanemi.183
Insofar as the demography of the Shuwa Arabs is concerned, it seems
difficult to obtain the exact population of the people. This is because of the
conflicting data presented in various sources on the people. Barth for
instance, gave an estimate of 200,000 - 250,000 in the 1830's. Gustav
Nachtigal's estimate stood at 100,000 in 1850 and by 1920's, Temple gave
an estimate of 40,000 for Shuwa Arabs of Borno.184 Mukhtar gave an
estimate of 150,000, which is a mid-way figure between the estimates of
Barth and Nachtigal. A recent estimation refers to one million Arabs in
Nigeria.185
Yakubu Mukhtar, Musa Daggash;…p. 8; Ulrich Braukamper, ‘Notes on the Origin of the Baggash
Arab culture. P.18.
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The Social Organization and Political Structure of the Shuwa Arabs
The basic social organization among the Shuwu, like many other African
peoples, is centered on the household usually made up of a man and
members of his family. According to Tijani, the Shuwa household attains a
fully recognised status when the head of the household reaches the age of
forty when he could participate in all deliberations affecting the community
as a whole.186 One may suggest here that the Shuwa, like all other Muslim
communities, consider a man at the age of forty to have been fully matured
and hence could participate in decision-making as he could be relied upon.
The political system of the Shuwa is essentially gerontocracy in nature
i.e government led by elders in the community. The highest political office
is that of the Sheikh and in some Shuwa communities the jauro leader of
Fulani group. The Sheikh served as a father and a law giver. This is only in
theory. In practice, he was only an adviser and acted in this capacity with
the approval of or in consonance with the Shurra i.e (council) of elders in
the Shuwa community.187 Some of the qualifications of a Sheikh include
wealth, bravery, generosity and if he had a sound knowledge of history or
the genealogy of his people, this made him a dependable and elegant
leader.188
The Shuwa Arabs, being a nomadic group usually took decisions
concerning their preoccupations. In this regard therefore, they took
decisions on pastoral matters such as the timing of migratory movements,
the direction of migration and of course, settling of disputes arising out of
pastoral issues or social matters among members of the community.189
Apart from the political office of the Sheikh, the Shuwa, in addition
evolved a special military office called Kaftara (Koptara). The Kaftara
was a military commander who defended his people from external
aggression.190
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The Integration of the Shuwa into Politics and Administration under
the Sayfawa Dynasty
The Oxford Dictionary of current English defined integration as "to bring
or come into equal membership of a society, a school, etc.191 To integrate,
is to bring a part into other parts to make for a whole. How were the Shuwa
Arabs brought into the politics and administration of Borno under the
Sayfawa dynasty?
It is recorded that the first reference to the history of the Shuwa as
indicated at the beginning of this paper was in the late 14'" century when
they invaded Kanem from Egypt. What brought about this invasion? In
order to understand this phenomenon, we have to understand the interests
of the Arabs and the nature of the political structure of the Sayfawa itself.
The interest of the Judham Arabs and indeed all the Baggara cattle Arabs
for that matter was primarily centered on the acquisition of land on which
these nomads could graze their livestock. This, they found in Kanem by
the late 141h century when they newly immigrated into the region. But the
land, grazing right, cattle passages (turbo), the need for free mobility etc,
were not to be solely determined by the .Judham nomads themselves. This
is because of the fact that this new comers found themselves in a land
controlled by the Sayfawa Mais who in turn needed these nomads for their
economic importance.
The nomads as a matter of policy had to pay tax to the central
government of the Sayfawa just as they satisfied the dairy requirement of
the settled population by exchanging their bovine products with grains and
other luxury items produced by the sedentarised populace. This symbiotic
relationship worked well and for the interest of both groups. But the
Shuwa nomads had a habit of evading tax, wanted freedom or some sort of
autonomy and tried to defy assimilation by the host community. Perhaps
their nomadic adherents made it difficult for the Sayfawa mais to
meaningfully absorb them into the civil society of Kanem. And because
the Sayfawa government was a closed one, the nomads naturally had no
place in it.
Sayfawa Encounter with the Bulala
Consequently, the Judham became indifferent to the Sayfawa and,
therefore, looked for political allies. This, it seems, they found in the
191
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Bulala. The Shuwa as records indicate openly sided with the Bulala
against the Sayfawa when a civil war broke out in Kanem and caused
intense destruction in the land.192 We can therefore tentatively suggest that
the first contact between the Sayfawa and the Judham Arabs started and
ended in conflict implying that there had been no meaningful political
integration at this early period of their contact. But, we can at this juncture
make some general assumptions on the Judham-Bulala alliance as follows:
(a) The Bulala were the traditional enemies of the Sayfawa having laid
claims to the Sayfawa throne and perhaps to achieve this objective
enlisted the support of the Judham Arabs in the late 14th century.
(b) Lake Fitiri, which was located in the Bulala territory under the
Bulala Sultan with its good grazing sites, might have attracted the
Judham who consequently entered into alliance with the Bulala.
(c) The camels and horses of the Judham might have provided transport
and raids conducted by the Bulala on the Sayfawa.
All these are, however, assumptions since we do not have direct
evidence to document them. It is perhaps safe to suggest that the early
contact of the Judham with the Sayfawa proved to be antagonistic. But, the
Bulala who had allied with the Judham against the Sayfawa naturally
accepted the later into their fold. This could perhaps be referred to as a subregional petty integration as it had been outside the Sayfawa Scheme and
structure at least by the 14th century.
New Level of Integration
By about the 16th century, however, the Shuwa Arabs seems to have
witnessed a higher level of political integration. Unlike the initial contact
of the Judham which proved antagonistic to the Sayfawa authorities, this
time, five Shuwa Arab groups namely Ma'in, Sarayiyye, Jawama,
Bakariyye and Bani Malik not only cooperated with the Sayfawa Mais and
became loyal to government but also followed them from Kanem to Borno
when the Sayfawa abandoned Kanem in the late 141h century and moved
westwards and settled in Borno. One is therefore not surprised to learn that
these Shuwa groups completely got transformed or integrated.
We can therefore tentatively argue that by the 16th century, the Shuwa
Arabs had been fairly integrated with the Sayfawa. They had by this period
become Sedentarized perhaps as a result of lost of their cattle due to
ecological condition, environmental or human factors and had to integrate
M.N Alkali, Borno under the Sayfawa, A Study of the Origin, Growth and Collapse of A Dynasty,
Maiduguri, 1978. P. 145
192
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with the host community to the extent of almost losing their cultural
identity. But even by about this period, one cannot speak of a complete
integration of all the Shuwa groups to the Sayfawa as some of the groups
still remain nomads and try to maintain their separate identity. For instance,
the Baggara cattle Shuwa, who according to reports, had, by the 16th
century, still found it difficult to integrate with the host community and
managed to maintain the separate identity as distinct nomads.193 Generally
speaking therefore, whether in Kanem or Borno, the Shuwa Arabs came
and settled under an established political order. What then was the nature
and extent of their integration into the political system? The Shuwa Arabs,
like other nomadic groups, had been at the periphery of power. This is
partly because of the nature of the Sayfawa government which according to
Sa'ad Abubakar was solidified and ultra conservative, not only was it large
and inefficient but by the 18thcentury upward mobility i.e. entry of common
men into the ruling elites was very difficult except through enslavement
and subsequent assimilation.194
Because of the characteristics traits of the Shuwa nomads to maintain
their identity autonomy and defying assimilation, it probably became
difficult for the Sayfawa Mais to integrate them into the mainstream of the
political system of territorial administration.195 This was largely true for the
Sayfawa period. Under this system, the Shuwa were assigned to their
nobles known as Sheikh who lived in the capital. These Sheikhs were
referred to as Chima jilibe kura meaning a senior representative of a tribe.
The duties of these officers include collection of tax, gifts and tribute
from the central government. The Chima jilibe kura also raised military
contingent in the name of the Mai.196 The Chima jilibe kura delegated his
authority to the Chima jilibe kura who normally resided in the territories of
the Shuwa. Some of his duties included settling minor cases such as
disputes between members but serious cases such as land disputes am]
murder were the exclusive prerogative of the Chima jilibe kura who
resided in the capital.197 The system of territorial administration worked
well. It provided for the channeling of the Shuwa pastoral interests from
Urich Braukamper, “Notes on the Origin of the Baggara Arab Culture…. Op cit,. p.22.
S, Abubakar “Borno in the 19th Century”, in Obaro Ikime, ed, Groundwork of Nigerian history,
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their respective communities to the centre or capital in Birni Gazargamo on
the one hand and it also enabled the central government to control the
people on the other hand. The problem however was that Shuwa loyalty to
the central government depended on the ability of the government to
protect their pastoral interests. On a general note therefore, the Shuwa
Arabs were integrated into the political system of the state through their
representatives; the Chima jilibe kura and Chima jilibe Gana who served
as gateway between the Shuwa and the central authority. The Shuwa
remained a distinct community under this arrangement but that they
participated in managing their own affairs at a level which satisfied them
and which proved politically expedient to the central government of the
Sayfawa. This probably is the sense in which one can appreciate the
integration of the Shuwa Arabs into the politics of Kanem Borno under the
Sayfawa. They did not hold high offices but were tangentially related to
power under a political arrangement which catered for their interests and
gave them some sort of participation in government affairs especially on
matters concerning their pastoral interest in their various communities.
Political and Administrative Integration of the Shuwa Arabs under the
EI-Kanemi Dynasty
In the history of Borno, it is generally accepted that the 19th century was a
revolutionary period. Borno witnessed a political revolution in the 19th
century following the overthrow of the age-long Saifawa dynasty by the
Kanemi Shehus. Shaykh Muhammad al-Amin el-Kanemi, the founder of
the el-Kanemi dynasty, is a Kanembu scholar who recaptured the capital of
Birni Gazargamo from the jihadists. This episode occurred during the reign
of Mai Ahmad Alimi 1793-1810 CE / 1206 – 1225 AH, who was said to
have been an old and blind ruler. His weakness had reduced the supremacy
of the leadership of the Sayfawa dynasty and, therefore, rendered KanemBorno vulnerable to attack. The renowned formidable armies of KanemBorno were weak under the leadership of Kaigama, the eastward of
Kanem-Borno was in turmoil as the state of Baghirmi was trying to assert
its independence from Borno and above all there was a natural disaster
caused by drought and famine. These convey to weaken Kanem-Borno. In
view of this, Shaykh Muhammad El-Kanemi was invited to intervene and
assist in recapturing the lost territory of Kanem-Borno.198
M, Kyari, (1992), The History of Imam-ship in Borno under El-Kanemi from 1902, M. A,
Dissertation Submitted to the Department of History Bayero University Kano, P: 81. See also J.R.
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E1-Kanemi, as a matter of fact, was an Islamic Scholar of high
standing who had traveled far and wide seeking for knowledge he had
studied widely in Marzuk, Egypt, Mecca and Medina. It was in Medina that
he lost his father. When he finally returned to Borno through Wadai and
Baghirmi and first settled at Ngala in the closing years of the 18th century,
the Sayfawa were on the brinks of collapse. The Sayfawa became
vulnerable to the Fulani jihadists who were bent on taking over the
Kingdom. EI-Kanemi and his followers were invited by the Sayfawa to
ward off the Fulani menace, which they successfully did. His involvement
in wars with the Fulani brought in his close associates who happened to be
Shuwa Arab Scholars and leaders in their own right. After defeating the
Fulani, EI-Kanemi became the most powerful individual in Borno setting
in a new government with a new group of people, the Shuwa Arabs, who
had hitherto been offside the corridor of power and jointly ruled Borno
from 1808 up to the end of his rule in 1837.199 When El-Kanemi became
the undisputed leader in Borno, he founded a state capital i.e. Majlis which
became the highest decision making body of the state. El-Kanemi made his
Shuwn Arabs Scholars members of the council. They were three in number
namely; Muhammad Tirab from Wulad SaraI' branch of the Shuwa,
Ahmed Goninu from Wulad Salim branch of the Shuwa and Ibrahim
Wadaima from the Wulad Himet branch of the Shuwa. The administrative
structure or hierarchy therefore had EI-Kanemi at the apex with the Shuwa
Arab leaders immediately followed by the Shuwa Arab Sheikhs and their
commoners looking up to them.200 Alkali, also added that EI-Kanemi
invited his friends who were exceptional in various fields of Islamic
scholarship such as Malam Ibrahim Wadaima, Malam Terab, Malam
Gonimi and Hajj Sudan to assist him in his administration and also in reshaping and empowering educational institutions.201 This was no doubt a
change in the status of the Shuwa for the first time in the long history of
Willis (1979), Studies in West African Islamic History; Vol: 1 The Cultivators of Islam, Frank Cass,
London, P: 167
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Borno's dependent people; the Shuwa Arabs were given a stake in the
central government. We can therefore, with some measure of confidence
suggest that the Shuwa involvement in political affairs had reached the
highest level at the time of EI-Kanemi. It is therefore not surprising that
about thirty groups of Shuwa Arabs immigrated into Borno because of and
at the invitation of EI-Kanemi. The Shuwa Arab groups in Borno before
EI-Kanemi according to Archival sources were few in number as only four
groups were found in the South of the Lake Chad.202
As could be expected, the Shuwa councillors were given specific
territories as .fiefs and each councilor used his position and influences to
ensure the loyalty of his group or the various localities under his control.
Ahmed Gonimi for instance, controlled the area running from Monguno
Marte, Kauwu and Ele. Ibrahim Wadaima was given the Ngumati region
and Muhammad Tirab was in charge of the Firki areas of Borno, Ngala
Kala and Rann.203
Muhammad Tirab who emerged the leader of the advisers founded a
dynasty of Shuwa Arab, Waziris, i.e., Viziers in Borno who exercised a
very strong influence in Borno politics throughout the 19th century. This
marked the climax of integration of the Shuwa Arabs into politics and
administration of Borno.
These councilors were referred to as Shawariwu by the Kanuri nobility
and it became a tiny political elite but with a significant Shuwa
followership at the bottom. This group occupied the office of the Waziri
from time to time as it rotated among them. They also retained their titles,
which had been institutionalized in Borno as Tirab, Gonimi and
Wadaima.204
The integration of the Shuwn Arabs into the Politics and
Administration of Borno under Rabeh Fadl Allah's Regime 1893-1900
When EI-Kanemi died in 1837, he was succeeded by his son Umar as the
new Shehu. It was the Shehu who appointed Haji Bashir Ibn Muhammad
Tirab as his Waziri i.e. prime minister. Shehu Umar ruled for 44 years i.e.
1837-1881 and his reign seem to have been a golden age for the Shuwa in
the governance of Borno. The successors of Shehu Umar inherited a weak
kingdom. Borno in the later part of the 19th century was politically and
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economically weak and this state of affairs had adverse effects on the
people including nomadic groups such as the Shuwa, Fulata and Koyam.
These nomadic groups as well as the peasants were made to pay heavy tax
by Shehu Sukar when he introduced the kumoreji in 1883/1844. This was a
kind of tax or an appropriation of half of the peasant's wealth to redeem the
economic problems of the state. Perhaps as a result of this economic
hardship, a considerable number of Shewa Arabs led by Shuwa Arab
nobles shifted their allegiance from the Shehus to Rabeh Fadi Allah. This
situation is summed up by Alhaji Ibrahim Imam, when he remarked:
The Shuwa Arabs who were thirty years previously stalwarts
bull marks of Muhammad EI-Kanemi power deserted the
Borno troops to the last man and swung over to Rabeh and
that with their aid Rabeh conquered Borno without much
opposition.205
Why did the Shuwa shift their allegiance from the Shehus to Rabeh
Fadl Allah? We may suggest that the political and economic crises of the
19'h century Borno undoubtedly affected the Shuwa Arabs in a number of
ways which determined their political behaviour in the period covered by
this study. The political trouble in the court affected the Shuwa Arab
nobility while the economic crunch affected the Shuwa peasantry. The
Shuwa peasantry bore the brunt of economic hardship towards the end of
the 19th century. The enforcement of a very harsh tax called the Kumoreji
by Shehu Bukar in 1883 brought about appropriation of half of the peasants
property; cattle, horses and slaves. The tax was paid to the government in
order to redeem the economic hardship. This had a direct impact on the
Shuwa in the sense that the Shuwa hitherto had been exempted from
paying tax because they were the most favoured group under EI-Kanemi.206
They were accorded a privilege positions in EI-Kanemi's government
because they had provided early support for him in his rise to power. It is
on record that even the Jangal, a tax levied on all nomadic groups which
was collected yearly at the rate of one in every ten head of cattle is
remembered as having been paid by the Shuwa Arabs once during the reign
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of EI-Kanemi dynasty in 1865.207 This privileged status of the Shuwa
Arabs did not survive the 1880's. The imposition of Kumoreji in 1883-1884
by Shehu Bukar could spare no one including the Shuwa Arabs. Thus it
took away the privileges extended to the Shuwa communities in the days of
Muhammad EI-Kanemi. The loss of status along the Shuwa obliged them
to think that their rulers were more of Kanuri than Shuwas and this line of
thinking adequately explains the rallying of the Shuwa Arabs around
Rabeh whom they aided and abetted in his wars and subsequent
consolidation of his power. However, while the Shuwa looked upon Rabeh
as a brother, Rabeh, on the other hand, considered them merely as useful
agents for his conquest of Borno.208 Though most of the Shuwa had either
joined Rabeh or remained aloof to await the outcome, some Shuwa groups
did in fact remain on the side of the Shehu.209 It is important to note that
most of the Shuwa Sheikhs who supported Rabeh early in his career in
Borno were appointed military commanders; they were thus integrated into
Rabeh's regime. Some of these commanders include, for instance, Sheikh
Nur, Sheikh Mandilga Manuilga, Sheikh Imar Abu-Gawiye, Dalii WalNgurdoli, Abba Shaib and a few others who featured prominently in the
military campaigns of Borno.210 Another person of great significance of
Shuwa tradition of Rabeh's activities is one Dagal AI-Hagar of the Wulad
Sarar. He served as the Chief Informant of Rabeh as regards the geography
and military strength and tactics of Borno.211
How did the Shuwa Arabs feature in Rabeh’s Administration?
Rabeh divided Borno into consolidated fiefs or districts thus modifying in
the EI-Kanemi system of fragmented fiefs and he ruled the Shuwa through
their Sheikhs. As usual, the Shuwa were placed under their Sheikhs who
were responsible to the Lawans who were resident at Dikwa. In the Balge
and Woloji regions, for instance, where most of the Shuwa lived, there
Abba Ali Umar, “The South eastern Frontiers of Borno and the Establishment of the Sheikdom of
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were four family groups each under their own Sheikhs. These were the
Salamat, Baniset, Bani Hassan and Jaite. Similarly, in Ngala region,
Sheriff Muhammad Ijele Shuwa, one of the military commanders of Rabeh
was to hold the area from Shehuri to Bulabutu.212 Although Rabeh created
the title Nadir, the Shuwa preferred the title Lawan. He therefore appointed
Lawans to represent the groups and clans found in Borno. Thus the Shuwa
Arabs were grouped under their Lawan as follows:
S/NO

TRIBEL GROUP

LAWAN

1

Qawalme

AI-Dalil

2

Wulad Himet

Sheikh Nur

3

Salamat

Mandilga

4

Daniset

Kalama

5

Yesiye

Abu Kordo

6

Ma'ayin

Ngurdoli

Apart from appointing the Shuwa Arab Sheikhs as Lawan over their
peoples, it is reported that from 1893 to 1895, Rabeh levied Jangal of I
cow and 2 dollars on every twenty head of cattle. And that from 1895 to
end of his occupation of Borno 1900, he levied a collective tax Jangal in
cash on I the Shuwa the highest ever paid in a single year being 41,000
dollars a tax on the whole Shuwa population in Bono.213 This is, according
to Muhammad Adam, was an insignificant figure when compared to the
days of the Kumoreji under Shehu Bukar (1881-1884) and successive
Shehus after him.214
'
Rabeh also adopted the policy of bringing nearer those Shuwa Arabs
who had supported the EJ-Kanemi dynasty against him in his early
struggles.215 This policy of bringing the Shuwa Sheikhs closer to him
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enhanced safety and security for Rabeh.216 As each one of these Sheikhs
had a large following and large herds of cattle. No sensible leader could
dispose off a wealthy group and Rabeh acted wisely in this regard. We can
therefore suggest that the Shuwa Arabs identification with Rabeh's
administration paid off handsomely as evidenced by the elevation of their
status to a privilege group, which survived the Rabch period 1893-1900.
Conclusion
The Shuwa Arabs, a nomadic group found in Kanem Barno had been fairly
integrated into the political structure under the Saifawa Mais. With the
advent of E1-Kanemi in the opening years of 19 century, the Shuwa openly
participated in EI-Kanemi's wars in the defence of Borno and eventually
got fully integrated into the politics anti governance of the state.
Although they did not found slates of their own, they were
instrumental in the birth and consolidation of the El-Kanemi dynasty which
rules to this day. We can therefore conclude that they were instrumental in
forging the political destiny of Borno especially in the 19th century.
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Abstract
Hausa popular prose fiction, is a distinct indigenous romantic genre in
Hausa language which in recent times has defied all criticisms and has
remained a form of entertainment for the public in northern Nigeria.
Hausa Literature like other forms of African literature until recently has
been dominated by men; written in the Hausa language, Hausa popular
prose fiction has for over two decades contributed to the growing body of
indigenous African literatures. The women writers who now form the
majority are the unheard voices, rarely discussed and hardly recognized in
the literary circle. Their writings arose out of their yearning to contribute
their views/thoughts to discourse on women. We shall therefore, through a
synopsis of, and analysis of Sa’adatu Sa’ar Mata by Balkisu Salisu Ahmad,
view how she has used her literary work to revisit the female question by
projecting female characters that break away from the dogma of culture,
tradition, and suppressed potentials in a male dominated society. Using a
textual analysis and the womanist literary theory, we argue that, Ahmad
has through her writings revisited the portrayal of the female character in
contemporary popular African narrative in a positive light to establish a
new angle to female discourse.
Introduction
The woman writer has two responsibilities: first to tell about being a
woman; secondly, to describe reality from a woman's view, a woman's
perspective. (Omolara Ogundipe-Leslie, 1994)
Hausa popular prose fiction, a distinctive indigenous form of writing in
the Hausa language which has remained a form of entertainment for the
public in northern Nigeria over the years. like other forms of literary genres,
has before now been dominated by men; written in the Hausa language,
Hausa popular prose fiction has for almost three decades contributed to the
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growing body of indigenous African literatures. “The women writers of
Africa are the other voices, the unheard voices rarely discussed and seldom
accorded space in the repetitive anthologies and the predictably maleoriented studies in this field” (Brown 1981, p. 3).
Frank (1984, p. 39) once remarked that before women ventured into
the art of creative writing:
Most African novels have been written by men, and they tend
to focus on social, historical, and political issues, rather than
personal or domestic themes…. female relations to men define
them in these novels as someone’s daughter, wife or mother.
This assertion is also true of creative writings in Hausa society because,
the emergence of popular Hausa Fictional writings was heralded by the
emergence of titles mainly by male authors like: Kogin Soyayya 1988), by
Ahmed Mahmood Zahraddeen Yakasai; Garin Masoyi (1989), by Ahmed
Mahmood Zahraddeen Yakasai; Wataran Sai Labari (1990) by Ahmed
Mahmood Zahraddeen Yakasai; Amintacciyar Soyayya (1991), by
Dan'azumi Baba Chediyar 'Yan Gurasa; Da Ko Jika? (1992) by Bala Anas
Babinlata; Kyan Alkawari (1992) by Dan'azumi Baba Chediyar 'Yan
Gurasa; Idan Ungulu Ta Biya Bukata (1993) by Dan Azumi Baba; Allah Ya
Hada Kowa Da Rabonsa (1993), by Dan'azumi Baba Chediyar 'Yan
Gurasa; Son Maso Wani (No date) by Balarabe Abdullahi Sani Yakasai;
Rai Dai (No date), by Balarabe Abdullahi Sani Yakasai. Ilmi Ribar
Rayuwa (1996), by Zayyanu Muhammad Kaura; Kaico! (1996) by Ado
Ahmad etc which flooded the market and the visibility of female writers
was minimal. Not only were these authors at home in their cultural and
traditional setting, their works provoked immediate aesthetic response
because they effectively addressed issues that matter in the society. But
despite the popularity enjoyed by these male writers, the invisibility of very
strong and effective female writers, characters and presence was apparent
in their works and there was an unbalanced picture of Hausa women and
the important roles that women have played and continue to play in Hausa
society. Women characters were cast in marginal roles and portrayed
variously as weakling, as mere objects of sexual gratification, procreation
and idle gossips.
Thus, by the late 1980s when works by African female authors began
to increase and to generate a great deal of critical interest, Hausa women
writers also joined the race. As a result from the late 1990’s, female Hausa
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literary writers broke their silence to take over the literary arena. They
seem to be obeying Adebayo (1996, pp.1-10) who keeps encouraging
African female writers to start writing and portraying female characters as
having a destiny of their own and to explore themes that embrace the
solution of a theoretical world without men. They have therefore taken up
the challenge to “return to their historic position of power as the creators
and carriers of classical literature of African descent"(Oculli 1976, p. 23).
Today women writers like Balaraba Ramat Yakubu, Balkisu Salisu Ahmad,
Saliha Abubakar Zaria, Sa’adatu Saminu Turaki, Habiba Imam Ikara,
Fauziya D. Sulaiman, Aziza Idris Gombe and many others have forcefully
anchored into the African literary scene and their writings are today subject
to various researches, critical discourse and academic studies.
Wildly recognized as a leading female voice in contemporary Hausa
prose fiction, Balkisu Salisu Ahmad has attracted national attention for her
compelling depiction of the female experience in Hausa society. One can
categorically say that she is the leading icon of the Hausa literary writers
due to the many books she has written and her unique style in writing.
Balkisu has a total of 21 books published between the years 1994 when she
published her first book “Allura Cikin Ruwa” to 2010 when she wrote her
last book, Sakacin na Waye. Most of her books have love, family life,
matrimonial upheaval, emancipation of the female child, female identity,
girl-child education etc as themes. Most importantly, her writings dwell so
much on the theme of womanhood which among other things portray the
experiences of women in a phallocentric, patriarchal and male-dominated
society, the challenges they face and how they struggle to overcome such
challenges without trampling on the tradition, culture or religion. In fact,
almost all her novels see women characters as very resourceful, successful
and have unique ways of solving challenges that may affect them directly
or indirectly without necessarily undermining themselves.
We shall therefore, through a synopsis of Sa’adatu Sa’ar Mata
(Sa’adatu the Shining Star) (1997), by Balkisu Salisu Ahmad Funtua view
how she has used her literary work to break away from the dogma of
culture, tradition, and suppressed potentials in a male dominated society.
We argue that, she has through her writing revisited the portrayal of the
female character in contemporary popular African narrative in a positive
light away from what Chukwuma (1989, p 2) once described “the facile
lack-lustre human being, the quiet member of a household, content only to
bear children, unfulfilled if she does not, and handicapped if she bears only
daughters”.
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Approach
This paper explores Sa’adatu Sa’ar Mata (Sa’adatu the Shining Star)
through a textual analysis. A textual analysis is an appropriate
methodology for this paper because rather than looking at the frequency of
audience reception, it is instead interested in the themes and underlying
messages of the content. It is important to understand that what is of
interest is not the text itself, but what the text signifies (Curtin, 1995). This
is accomplished through the identification of the most salient themes, and
then linking those themes together (Bernard, 2000). A womanist reading,
which is a strand of feminist theory of the selected texts, is also used to
complement the textual analysis. Walker’s (1983, p.10) term “womanist” is
the referent for what is attempted in this study. Womanist theory is by
definition committed to the survival and the wholeness of all people,
females and males, as well as to the braveness of women’s works in all
their varieties. To Ogunyemi (1988), womanism serves as the rallyingpoint of the women of African ancestry in their struggle to effectively
assert their humanity in the face of the malevolent attitude of the men folk
towards their self-fulfillment in life.
Womanism as an ideology therefore, is a literary outlook which is
grounded in African culture and focuses on the unique experiences,
struggles, needs and desires of the African woman. It is grounded on
family-centered values and the fact that the womanist desires positive male
companionship which is supportive and an integral part of positive African
family values (Weems, 1998). The traditional family is so important to the
African womanist who recognizes the need for a genuine connection
between women. The kind of family gives them support in their search for
solace in their time of need and can offer them insight in their time of
confusion.
It is a struggle which involves commitment to issues affecting women
and other wider social concerns. Ogundipe (1989, p. 10-11) therefore
believes that:
Delineating the experience of women as women, telling what
it is to be a woman, destroying male stereotypes of women.
But many African women writers like to declare that they are
not feminist, as if it were a crime to be a feminist. . . . Yet,
nothing could be more feminist than the writings of these
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women writers in their concern for and deep understanding of
the experience and fates of women in society.
Thus reading Sa’adatu Sa’ar Mata {Sa’adatu the Shining Star} through the
womanist lens will explain how popular-culture texts provide an
understanding to the challenges women face in society.
Synopsis of Sa’adatu Sa’ar Mata (Sa’adatu the Shining Star)
Sa’adatu who is in love with Junaid for several years is denied the
realization of her dreams of being his life partner due to a long standing
misunderstanding between their grandparents. In desperation Junaid feels
the only way out is to elope when he says, “I want you to brace up to the
challenge. Take to my advice; let us leave here for good. I will take you to
a religious leader’s house in Sokoto where you can live with his family.
We won’t come back home until our parents accept our wish to marry” (7).
Though educated, Sa’adatu does not defy society’s expectations and
remains focused, and her reply is; “I cannot do that to my parents Junaid.
Do you know the evil that will befall anyone who goes against his/her
parents”? (7). Sa’adatu is subsequently forced on her father’s mentor’s son
Habib. In protest, she laments to her father thus; “Baba, please! Don’t force
me to a path that may lead me astray. My marriage to Habib would only
lead to my destruction. Things would have been better if I love him. I do
not love him” (33). Her father is quick to say, “How old are you Sa’adatu
to dare tell me what will happen if you get married to my choice?
Remember, whatever you do will be copied by your younger siblings” (33).
This explanation by Baba is a proof of his identification with traditional
culture despite his long time experience of modern culture. And as
expected, tradition and culture gain the upper hand and she obeys her father
and marries Habib. Though the marriage is not an ideal one, she remains
in it to obey tradition. Her early pregnancy in Habib’s house and her
father’s sudden death from a fatal auto crash disrupts her dream of getting a
university degree. After three years in a loveless marriage, Habib divorces
Sa’adatu irrevocably after an insignificant disagreement. With the freedom
she gets from her divorce, Sa’adatu braces up to the challenges ahead of
her and goes back to the university to complete her disrupted education.
After her university degree, she gets a job with a communication company
where she rises to one of the highest positions in the firm. During one of
her visits for a course in the United Kingdom, her friend Cinvia introduces
her to a business project which she starts without hesitation. Though still
unmarried, she gets rich beyond everyone’s expectation within a short time.
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She uses the money she gets to establish and train her siblings.
Unexpectedly in the course of national assignment, she meets Junaid her
old sweetheart who is at the peak of his career as an Assistant
commissioner in the police force. They renew their love despite the many
challenges they face in society especially from Junaid’s first wife. Never
the less, they get married and have kids.
Discussion
From the synopsis given, it is clear that Ahmad produces her story from the
womanist angle; her fictional writings show the true nature of the woman,
her role, and her contribution to the development of her society, which are
played down or neglected in the works of male writers. In her bid to revisit
the female question, Ahmad creates credible Hausa women characters in
her fictional works. In fact, she gives a matter-of-fact and almost positive
representation of female reality in Hausa society and this according to
Eziegbo (1990, p.155) is not to make excuses for them “but to validate
their humanity and right to self determination and self actualization.
Ahmad’s new image is of a Hausa woman character who seeks self
identity by redefining herself, doing what she wants, and seeking how best
she can to achieve her dreams without necessarily defying the religious,
traditional and cultural roles assigned her first as a daughter, later as a wife
and finally as a mother. In general, Ahmad portrays her female characters
as hardworking, industrious, business-like and economically independent.
When Sa’adatu goes for a course in the United Kingdom, she uses the little
money she earns in her spare time to start a business. This business later
becomes a partnership with a colleague Cinvia. When the business
becomes too immense for them to handle:
Cinvia suggested that Sa’adatu should invite her brother
Buhari from Nigeria to London to help out and he arrived
London within 48 hours of receiving the information and it
was then Sa’adatu briefed him about her business proposal. A
name for a shopping complex to be opened in Nigeria was
suggested and accepted by all; Lucky women shopping center.
Within four months, the business had bloomed to become a
huge success and within that time, Buhari had made about five
trips to London (88).
Sa'adatu’s success and rise to fame are not without serious challenges.
Upon her arrival back to Nigeria after a successful career mission in
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London, traditional pressures mounts on her to get married, her thoughts of
getting Mr. Right are crushed by tradition and culture because, in Hausa
society like in other African societies, a woman could be successful in life
only if she rises through her father, brother, husband or son; otherwise she
is labeled a prostitute and a disgrace to her society. Therefore, Abubakar,
her fiancé’s request to marry Sa’adatu is not granted him by his mother
who startles him with the following questions;
Who is her father? Is she a young girl or a divorcee?
Abubakar bent his head down and replied. Mama she is a
divorcee and she is from Kano. We work in the same office.
His mother looked at him in disgust and said; ‘just tell me you
are going to marry a prostitute. Get this right, you will never
get my blessing if you go ahead to marry a woman who has
lived alone with no male guardian outside the country (92).
This pronunciation by his mother ends his dream and hopes of making
Sa’adatu his wife. Days after his absence, Sa’adatu:
Wondered what had stopped Abubakar from coming as
promised. She knew without being told that Abubakar had not
received his mother’s blessing to marry her. It then occurred
to her that an educated and rich woman without a husband was
in for troubles. Here was she Sa’adatu with education, beauty,
and riches but without a man to call husband. She wished she
had not been born (92).
So great and serious is this tradition that no matter how educated the
Hausa woman is, she has to contend with the powers of religion and
tradition.
The determination of the woman to find and uphold her identity by
means of economic independence and education are the focal points that
dominate the novel. To Ahmad, these constitute the unifying forces that
could liberate women from the clutches of tradition. As a writer, Ahmad
like other “African women have brought new angles and insights into
fiction rejecting portrayals of women as self-effacing, docile and passive
observers in a world of men” (Austen-Peters, 1989. p.33). She strongly
advocates the role of education as the tool guiding women toward identity.
Sa’adatu’s education sees her taking up an occupation that is believed to be
the domain of men. She becomes a renowned reporter in a reputable
communication company. When she goes out desperately after a particular
information, even her former boyfriend “Junaid wondered what kind of
important story/ information Sa’adatu was out to get because she was so
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apprehensive over it, believing inability to get the story she desperately
wanted might cost her the job she so much cherished”(12). Her good job
and salary makes her live above her peers and every member of her family
depend on her for their livelihood; and she is able to cater for them after
her father’s death. She wears the best outfit and rides one of the best and
most expensive cars in town. No wonder; “Everyone turned to look at
Sa’adatu’s elegant car in surprise and most people were shocked and
surprised to see that such a car belonged to a woman”(37).
Even Uwani, Junaid’s wife could not hide her fears and concerns after
seeing Sa’adatu and she laments to her friend, “Really Maman Isa I cannot
hide my fears from you, did you notice how elegant and educated that
woman looked yesterday. I could neither sleep nor eat throughout the
day.”(39). She fears that her husband’s love for Sa’adatu would be ignited
upon seeing Sa’adatu again and her fears are confirmed not long after.
Education and economic autonomy become avenues for survival for
the oppressed woman. These sometimes create harmony that sustains
compassionate union. Therefore, Ahmad advocates that women should be
educated to change and transcend those negative effects of segregation and
denial of rights. Ahmad illustrates the value of education and self
determination of aspiring women like Sa’adatu who struggle against sexual
discrimination and unhappy marital life to achieve individuality and
independence and according to Ahmad: “Sa’adatu became very dedicated
to her marriage and work which she was really enjoying. Sa’adatu was
indeed a star. Though she was only a woman” (86). Through education
Sa’adatu emancipated herself and became a force to reckon with in her
community.
The new woman depicted by Ahmad as we see in Sa’adatu’s character
is the assertive traditional woman who breaks out of the subordinate and
dependant stereotype and not too radical in her quest for new and different
ideas. As a womanist, she is positive in her outlook and accommodating;
she is optimistic and hopes to have full freedom from male subjugation,
economic dependence and societal injustice. No wonder, when Junaid has
doubts about Sa’adatu and demands, “I want to know what you did to
Habib to deserve an irrevocable divorce” (42). She aptly replies
Let me get this right Junaid, what do you want to arrive at by
getting my answer? I believe you want answers from me
because you have shown your interest to marry me, I want to
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pronounce out rightly right now that I am no more interested
in the relationship. Get out of my house right now (42).
Upon realizing that this is a new Sa’adatu, one that would not allow
herself be pushed about any longer, he succumbs to her terms and marries
her thereby fulfilling their age long wish of becoming husband and wife.
Though, the main focus of Ahmad’s portrayal of her female characters
is the heroine’s quest for emancipation, selfhood and identity through
education, every female character's destiny is seemingly linked to that of a
man and vice versa. This ideology is the basic principle that sustains
womanism in literature. We see Saadatu tied to Habib; and then Junaid. For
the womanist, the vital unity of the people evolving a philosophy of life
acceptable to both men and women is better than a "debilitating and
devastating political struggle for women's liberation, independence, and
equality against men, to prove a feminist point" (Ogunyemi 1996, p. 121).
Conclusion
Today, we can categorically say that Balkisu Salisu Ahmad is a leading
writer of Hausa fiction, considering the quantity and quality of her writings,
and the numerical strength of her readership. Through writing, Ahmad
creates a new vision of the emancipated female character who seeks self
identity; one who struggles against cultural and traditional impediments
that affect her in society to come out better than she is at the beginning the
story.
Most importantly, Ahmad’s female characters are not weaklings but
ones with strength of character, flexible, reliable and upright, revolutionary
in a positive way and resist any form of subjugation that may deter them
from developing. Ahmad does not portray women characters that are
reflexive, adamant, submissive or implicit. In her writing, Ahmad believes
that a truly liberated Hausa woman is one who is not totally dependent on
her husband for everything. She is generally an educated person who is
also strong–willed and stubbornly determined to carve out a perfect place
for herself in a patriarchal society. To Ahmad, education is the only thing
that can provide social security for the woman.
Baird (1997.p. 56) strongly believes that the neglect of female artists
in literature has been an unfortunate omission, because females offer selfimages, patterns of self-analysis, and enormous general insights into the
female situation which are ignored by, or are inaccessible to, male writers
in general. Finally, it is fitting to conclude with these words by Elaine
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Showalter as cited by Chukwuma (1987, p. 19) “In women’s hands—in
women writers hands—lies the regeneration of the world. Let us go with
our tongues of fire consecrated to an entirely holy work, cleansing,
repairing, beautifying as we go, the page of the world’s history which lies
before us now”.
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Abstract
This paper examines the manifestation of existential nihilism in Arthur
Miller’s Death of a Salesman. The paper focuses on the travails of the
Loman family as they navigate the difficult and often hostile terrain of the
American Capitalist System. The paper does this by highlighting the
mythomanic tendencies of Willy Loman that eventually result in the
fragmentation and disintegration of his family. The paper argues that this
propensity to fantasize is fostered on Loman by the virtue of his precarious
position as a salesman within the American Capitalist economy. The paper
also argues that the Loman family seems to have lost density and solidity
as a result of investing their time in wrong dreams of success based on
physical appearance or personality rather than hard work and pragmatic
approach to existential realities. The paper further observes that the
tragedy of the entire Loman family is in equal measure the result of false
idealization especially in terms of individual as well as collective goals and
aspirations. This fact is traced more deeply to the irremediably poisoned
relationship between Loman and his family which culminated into his
eventual self-annihilation. The paper concludes that Loman’s estrangement
is largely engendered by the dissolution of traditional values and beliefs
occasioned by intense competition in the economic arena. Existential
nihilism is a philosophical theory that sees human existence as
insignificant without purpose. Filial relationship and self annihilation on
the other hand imply a generation following the parental lineage and self
destruction in mystic contemplation of or union with God respectively.
Introduction
The concern for the individual feelings of anguish and despair is central to
the dramaturgy of Arthur Miller. In this sense, Miller’s drama is
quintessentially personal in that it is an attempt to mirror the struggles of
ordinary people in an ordinary environment. Indeed Miller attempts
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through his drama to invent imaginary forms for expressing anxieties,
doubts, and fears that are unconsciously buried deep inside the psyche of
individuals. More significantly, he stylizes human conflict and despair in
an idiom that transcends any particular epoch or period. His choice of
characters is also a compelling demonstration of his valorization of the
ordinary and the commonplace. Hence the characters that dominate his
plays are by no means extraordinary. If anything, they are ordinary people
whose horizon of significance is located in their trenchant attempts to cope
with the exigencies of modern mode of living. A people that are
courageous in their own ways and who despite all the uncertainties,
heedlessness, and the disorder of their society, conduct their lives with
sturdy resilience and patience.
It is at least arguable that Miller’s characters are by no means a
shining example of the American Dream. If anything, they symbolize the
failure of that dream. They are a people that are simply overwhelmed with
anger and melancholy brought about by a society that cherishes and
encourages stiff competition in every sphere of human endeavor. At yet
another level, their souls and minds become permeated with an apocalyptic
vision of hopelessness brought about by an ambiguous false consciousness
(Marx). Beginning from his first major theoretical success All My Sons
(1947) in which the central character Joe Keller becomes alienated from his
society by selling defective military parts to the Air force of his country
(USA) during the Second World War, right through to John Procter in The
Crucible (1953), his choice of characters further reinforced the anger and
despair that suffused most part of the 20th Century. Specifically what these
characters share in common is a psyche bruised by irremediable guilt of
failure and betrayal. This feeling of individual guilt is also seen in After the
Fall (1967), a play according to Stambusky (1968, p.113) about one man’s
adventure “in self-discovery”. Similarly, Eddie Carbone the hero in A View
from the Bridge (1956) has strenuously tried to justify his incestuous love
for his niece, in a society that considers such things taboo. The Crucible on
the other hand is a satirical attack on the witch-hunt of the Communists
among the American intellectuals in the late 1940s and the early ‘50s. It
has as its setting the puritan town of Salem. Its action revolves around the
false accusation, trial, and subsequent hanging of five persons accused of
witchcraft.
Though the Salamites were hanged for a crime they did not commit,
they nonetheless chose to die for something that is close to them personally
as it has been to people of all ages. In this regard they die in order to
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uphold the existential immediacy of safeguarding individual integrity. It is
my contention, however, that the most famous play written by Miller is
Death of a Salesman (1949) written two years after All my Sons. In fact,
Death of a Salesman signified the crystallization of Miller’s success as a
playwright and a dramatist. This could be deduced from the fact that he
was awarded the Pulitzer Prize on its account in 1949.
Existentialism and Nihilism as a Theoretical Framework
The Webster`s New International Dictionary (Cited in Glicksberg 12)
defines nihilism as “a viewpoint that all traditional beliefs are unfounded
and that all existence is consequently senseless and useless: a denial of
intrinsic meaning and value in life.” As a philosophical doctrine nihilism is
often traced to the works of Ivan Turgenev (Fathers and Sons 1861) and
the German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche alongside other philosophers
like Jean Paul Sartre and Albert to mention a few examples, which
popularize the concept in the twentieth century. Nietzsche himself defines
nihilism as the situation, which obtains when “everything is permitted”
(Quoted in Glicksberg 23). Similarly, William Singer (1984) has noted the
moral character of nihilism. In this regard, he suggested that nihilism
essentially claims that “there is no meaningful way to decide how to live a
good life” (4). In fact, in nihilism, he further suggests, “Any action may be
described as right or wrong, good or bad” (ibid). Martin Heidegger on the
other hand, has taken this insight and reformulated it in the context of
individual choice by asserting that nihilism inevitably manifests in our
lives whenever we think “about our deepest concerns as values” (cited in
Dreyfus 4). In the words of Stanley Rosen (40), nihilism is most often
characterized by boredom and hopelessness often resulting in despair. Life
in this circumstance becomes baseless and rootless without any solid
anchor. According to Rosen (140) “(this) mood of boredom or
hopelessness…is the most negative manifestation of nihilism….” In fact,
both Nietzsche and Søren Kierkegaard have noted that nihilism is one of
the ways for achieving total freedom because when its cycle is complete,
“Nothing would have authority for us, would make a claim on us, would
demand a commitment from us” (cited in Dreyfus 4). Thus, it could be
rightly extrapolated that since nihilism is closely tied to the Nietzschean
idea of the `death of God` it follows that where it happens there will be a
spiritual void in the life of people seized by its often irresistible pull.
Consequently, there will be neither spiritual nor any material support to
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latch on to by these people in their period of anguish and despair. In fact,
this description manifestly resonates with David Michael Levin’s (1988)
observation that “‘nihilism’ means the destruction of Being…including that
way of being we call ‘human’…” (5). By and large, the causes of these
nihilistic feelings are varied and diverse. However, the most important ones
in the twentieth century are the two world wars.
Existentialism on the other hand, is a philosophical doctrine that could
be traced to the writings of the Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard
(1813-1855). The main thrust of existentialism is humanity’s confrontation
“with the ever-present terror of existential dread” symbolized in death and
mortality (Paul Wolff 190). However, existentialism also emphasizes the
role of human agency in modifying as well as transcending cosmic and
metaphysical limitations. Indeed, existentialism is anthropocentric because
of the preeminence it accords to the human person. Consequently, in
existentialism everything is seen and judged according to human
perceptions, values, and experiences. To be sure, existentialism begins with
individual apprehension of the world. It also emphasizes indeterminacy and
individual freedom to choose from available existential options. Most
important, existential freedom presupposes that the individual is at liberty
in the sense that he can accept, modify, or transcend a situation, which has
been given. Moreover, existentialism stresses the element of conflict in
human relationships as well as humanity’s metaphysical quest for certainty.
Certainly, this metaphysical quest for certainty involves agential existential
choice(s) that are riddled with risks and consequences. This is the import of
Grimsley’s assertion that choice “is inseparable from risk” because “it is an
adventure into the unknown” (70).
Existential Nihilism and Filial Relationships in Death of a Salesman
There is no doubt that the two world wars in general, and the second world
war in particular have impacted on the (intellectual) lives of people in
general and that of writers in particular (in part due to their sensitivity).
The war and its attendant consequences of human loss, carnage, violence,
and displacement have helped in creating a feeling of alienation and
despair among the postwar generation of writers in both Europe and
America. As a result of this, their vision and image of man as the epitome
of progress and civilization was shaken. The war left a deep scar on their
conscience and at the same time propelled them to develop a hermeneutics
of suspicion that questions and re-evaluates the humanity of man. Needless
to say, they seized the initiative to educate the populace about the
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existential circumstances of humanity in this period of despair and
hopelessness. As a natural corollary the characters that featured in their
novels and plays become the embodiments of these sentiments. One of the
postwar plays that mirror these feelings is Arthur Miller`s Death of a
Salesman (1949).
Many scholars have studied the play from different perspectives
depending on their interest. Some Marxist scholars like Raymond Williams
for instance, have regarded the play as a critique of American capitalism, a
system, “which”, according to Christopher Bigsby (77), “brutalizes the
unsuccessful.” In the view of many Feminist critics like Catherine Belsey
on the other hand, the play, “presents a grammar of space that marginalizes
Linda Loman and all women, who seemed Othered, banished to the
periphery of a patriarchal world “(Roudane cited in Bigsby 61). Yet, others
see it as a tragedy in the sense in which Miller himself described it in his
1949 essay, “Tragedy and the Common Man.” To put the matter boldly,
Miller’s play attempt to take apart and deconstruct the rhetoric of the noble
origin of the tragic heroes valorized by Classical tragedians such as
Aristotle and Shakespeare. Benjamin Tindall and David E. Shi (America
113) on their part praised Miller for, “his understanding and compassion
for human beings in their most personal relationships –with the members of
their families or with themselves.”
The play is in many ways similar to many postwar works of fiction
coming out of America at that particular period. A brief survey of central
characters of works such as James Jones` From Here to Eternity(1951),
Ralph Ellison`s Invisible Man(1952), Saul Bellow`s Dangling Man(1944),
and Seize the Day(1956), William Styron`s Lie Down in Darkness (1951),
and John Updike`s Rabbit, Run (1960), reveals a pattern of character
portrayal that demonstrates the plight of a “restless tormented, impotent
individuals who are unable to fasten on (sic) a satisfying self
image”(Tindal and Shi 829).
Death of a Salesman is a play that was written four years after the end
of the Second World War. The play attempts to mirror the social
fragmentation and disintegration of the modern American family brought
about by the two World Wars, the Depression, and the Holocaust. At the
time it was written the American society was still struggling to overcome
the disquieting and debilitating effects of the war. The American economy
in particular suffered a setback as a result of the war and the emergent
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depression. Ordinarily, American citizens were made to work harder in
order to meet their filial and financial obligations. Inevitably, the period
becomes characterized by intense competition in all spheres of life. The
competition was however, more severe in the commercial area of
salesmanship. It is noteworthy that the salesman is a very important person
in the American capitalist system. He is indeed the vital link between the
producers and the consumers. As might be expected, he performs the dual
functions of bringing vital goods and services to the consumers on one
hand, and at once also bringing benefit to the corporation in terms of profit
and sales statistics. In the light of this, it is my contention that Miller
chooses a salesman in order to highlight the full implication of aggressive
human oppression especially at the micro level.
Miller`s Death of a Salesman (Henceforth referred as D.O.S) is a play
that chronicles the travails of Willy Loman, a failed salesman whose sons,
Biff and Happy, are also failures largely due to their father`s bad influence.
The play is a fiery demonstration of the consequences of wrong existential
choice on individuals as well as families. It is important to note that Willy
Loman is a sixty three year old man who having spent thirty six of it as a
salesman with the Wagners, is removed from salary and placed on a
commission, a sign that he is no longer valuable to the company as he used
to be. In the play we are given a picture of a Willy Loman that is
despondent and confused. This confusion could be seen right from the
beginning of the play. We are vicariously made to be aware that Willy
Loman becomes a salesman by chance rather than by choice. This fact
could be gleaned from a confessional statement he makes thus: “When I
was a boy eighteen, nineteen—there was a question in my mind as to
whether selling had a future for me.”(D.O.S 58). It could be seen that even
at this early stage Willy Loman did not have his priorities right. His
alienation has prevented him from taking the right decision about a vital
part of his existence (choice of profession). Instead of rationalizing his
decision based on pragmatism, he rather chooses to trust his instincts; and
by so doing launches himself on a dangerous and irreversible course of
action that will eventually lead to his destruction. In this light we come to
see Willy Loman as a quintessential nihilist. In fact, I cannot but agree with
Rosen (98) that, “nihilism arises not from the absence of truth, but its
tedious presence.” This is indeed quite true as shown in the world of Death
of a Salesman, where in spite of expressed misgivings about salesmanship,
Willy Loman still clings to it against all hope because of his existential
blindness occasioned by his myopic vision of success and achievement.
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Indeed, Alan A. Stambusky (98) has aptly noted that in Death of a
Salesman, Arthur Miller “illustrates how a good man can be destroyed by
the `wrong dream` of a shallow, materialistic way of life based on false
ideas.” These false ideas were to affect even personal relationships in the
world of the text. It is my contention, however, that these false ideas are to
a certain degree fostered on Willy Loman by the circumstances of his
existence in a society that measures human progress in terms of Dollars
and Sales Statistics. This could be seen from the way Willy Loman is
stripped of his salary and placed on a commission, when it becomes
obvious to the Wagner Corporation that he can no longer turn in high sales.
As a matter of fact, even this seeming humanitarian gesture is only given in
principle because the corporation knows that he is too exhausted to
aggressively make any appreciable sale at the age of sixty-three.
The demands of the American society on people like Willy Loman
have created in the words of Social Psychologist David Riesman, “a
`lonely crowd` of individuals, hollow at core, groping for a sense of
belonging and affection” (cited in Tindal 828). It follows then, that this
lonely crowd tends to become fragmented, disillusioned and unfocused,
often times without any achievable goal or purpose. To say that the life of
Willy Loman is fully characterized by lies and falsehoods is an
understatement. Throughout the text one gets the feelings of the distance
that exists between Willy Loman and the people he comes in contact with,
caused significantly by his faulty idealism. For example, in the text he
made several attempts to imbue his son Biff with a false aura of greatness.
However, these efforts draw nothing from Biff but scorn. In this respect,
Willy Loman is a good example of the failed “authoritative paterfamilias”
(Arrell 19). This is significantly noticeable in the way he is treated by
members of his family particularly his sons, Biff and Happy. To them,
Willy Loman is not the father they crave and yearn for. Consequently, they
despise him to the extent that Linda could say to Biff that there is no
difference between them and Wagner. By and large, it is easy to see that
Willy Loman’s family is plagued by the palpable dissolution of traditional
moral values and beliefs, such as honesty, transparency, hard work, and
mutual respect. These values are instead jettisoned for the dystopian
fantasy of being “well liked”. In fact, the phrase “well liked”, despite its
apparent falsity, becomes the cumulative moral principle of Willy Loman
throughout the play. He and his entire family are blinded by it. It is indeed
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the bane and basis of their picayune existence. As a matter of fact, Willy
Loman finds it increasingly difficult to cultivate and maintain personal
relationships because he is too sensitive to his failures. He also seems to
have lost density and stability because of his bafflement and confusion
brought about by his failure to accept the reality of his existence.
Consequently, his existential condition depersonalizes him and his family.
Our argument is that Willy Loman is suffering from what Kierkegaard
elegantly describes as “subjectivism” i.e. the willful and foolish refusal for
the self to face the reality of its situation (cited in Grimsley 74). A direct
consequence of this is his failure to symbolize the much needed fatherfigure for his children. As a matter of fact, Willy Loman did not succeed in
his attempts to be an oriflamme to both Biff and Happy. For example, he is
nervous in the presence of Biff because of the realization that this elder son
can see through his fakeness. Thus, in spite of his spirited attempts to get
closer to Biff, a wide gap practically exists between them; and this gap
continues to widen throughout the play. In fact, the difference between Biff
and Loman is made very obvious in the text. For example, unlike Willy
Loman, Biff is pragmatic and honest to himself about his desires. He is also
contra Willy Loman eager to know and understand himself. Similarly,
despite the domineering influence of Willy Loman, he made several
attempts to escape from the fantasy that is their life. He also severely
despises his father`s false hopes and beliefs. He considers the illusion of
greatness built around him by his father as a profane vanity. Moreover
among the Loman family, he is the first to shatter the false dream of Willy
Loman by acknowledging their false way of living. For instance, in the
heat of an argument with Loman, he admits that the whole family has never
told the truth for ten minutes (D.O.S 100). It is pertinent to note that Biff`s
liberation from this fantasy comes as an epiphanic inspiration. After several
attempts to find a steady employment for himself fails, Willy Loman has in
a moment of desperation encourages Biff to go to Bill Oliver (Biff`s former
employer) and solicit for a loan to start a cattle business. In spite of his
reservations about the suggestion, Biff nevertheless obeys the instruction of
his father. He was however, unsuccessful because Bill Oliver couldn`t even
remember knowing him. It is after this encounter that he comes to the
realization that his life has been shackled by a maniacal desire to please his
father at all cost. He therefore resolves from then on to free himself from
the restraints placed on him by his father. Of course this decision is replete
with danger because it aggravates the conflict between him and Willy
Loman. Certainly, by choosing to contradict his father, Biff is
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demonstrating his desire to be a “true being…a being who does not live
simply in the immediate moment but needs to choose himself in his
‘eternal validity’”( Grimsley 36). Thus in the text (104) he rhetorically ask,
“Why am I trying to become what I don`t want to be? What am I doing in
an office, making a contemptuous, begging fool of myself, when all I want
is out there, waiting the moment I say I know who I am.” Also elsewhere in
the text, he tells Willy Loman to stop waiting for him to “bring home any
prizes” because he won`t. He is also the first to admit that Willy Loman is
a “phony little fake.” In these attempts to extricate himself from the
influence of Willy Loman, Biff is practically different from his younger
brother Happy.
There is no gain saying that Happy is a metaphor of failure like Willy
Loman. In the world of the text, Happy is completely submerged into what
Raymond Williams (271) described as, “the conditioned attitudes in which
Loman trains his sons.” These attitudes could be surmised to be the lies
about success and achievement that are the normal diet of the Loman
family. As a matter of fact, Happy is totally blinded by the empty talks of
his father. Like Willy Loman, he also believes that all it takes to succeed in
life is to have the right personality rather than hard work. He thus becomes
lethargic, lazy, and hedonistic. For example, his index of success in the
world of the text is measured by the number of women he ‘knocked down’.
In the light of this, I would like to suggest that Happy is suffering from
what Doug Arrell (9) has called the “Don Juan complex”, a situation of
total sexual freedom characterized by extreme libertinism and skittish
hedonism. He is also suffering from the slavery of selfishness. For example,
he takes delight in spoiling the girls that are engaged to his superiors out of
spite. It is precisely because of this that Judah Bierman et al. (cited in
Campbell 70-71) describes Happy as “a philanderer (that)…wastes himself
in a succession of casual fruitless union (with women).” It is also
lamentable that Happy, “has the smell of women on him, in a play in which
men (like Bernard) cry out to assert their masculinity (Bierman 70-71).
Elsewhere in the text, Linda has in a fit of anger and dejection also calls
him “a philandering bum” (46). To be sure, Happy and Willy Loman share
the same sentiments about life. For example, they both believe in the power
of magnetic personality. They are also easily animated by an optimism
built on false hopes and beliefs. They both invest their energy in the
blunted, assimilated, and dissipated power of the being “well liked”
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formula. In this regard they are both trapped in the inescapable
mythomanic loop of dystopian fantasies. Interestingly, despite the
trenchant idolization of his father, Happy fails to significantly draw the
attention of Willy Loman to himself. In this light we come to see him as
the ignored son. This could be seen in the way he is repeatedly ignored by
Willy Loman when he tries to tell him that he is cultivating a good figure
because he is losing weight. Consequently, this affected the dynamics of
their personal relationship. Thus Happy becomes estranged towards Willy
Loman. Hence, it becomes easy enough for him therefore to deny that
Willy Loman is his father. In this respect when Letta refers to Willy Loman
as his father at the restaurant, he quickly denounces him saying that he
(Willy Loman) is just a guy. It is evidently clear that both Biff and Happy
are good examples of what Leslie Fiedler (cited in Arrell 17) calls “The
new mutants.” These are “male-college students…who are prepared to
advocate prolonging adolescence to the grave.” Indeed, Biff describes this
condition correctly when he fitfully admits that “I am like a boy. I’m not
married, I’m not in business, I just--- I’m like a boy” (14).Needless to say,
“this perennial adolescence” (Brater xxiv) is fueled by the highly
determinative force of parental illusion.
The deep rooted anguish of Willy Loman`s life also made it nearly
impossible for him to establish a cordial relationship with his close-door
neighbor and friend Charley. In contrast to Willy Loman, Charley is
practically a successful business man. In dialectical terms he is everything
that Willy Loman is not. In this regard he is successful, easy going,
confident, contented, and a good friend. In the world of the text, he
severally offers to help Willy Loman, but always met with resistance.
There is no doubt that Willy Loman is jealous of Charley because both he
and his son Bernard (a lawyer) are successful. He is also very hostile
towards him. For instance, in an uncontrolled display of unwarranted anger
he calls Charley “ignorant and stupid” (74). In fact, we see this pattern of
diatribe repeatedly in the text. Even so, Charley continues to be a friend to
Willy Loman, often times cautioning him in his over-enthusiasm about life.
For example, when Willy Loman shows apprehension about Biff leaving
home to try his luck, Charley advises him to, “forget about him.” He
assures him that Biff will not starve in a world that is full of opportunities.
In yet another example, when Willy Loman boasts that his sons, whom he
practically encourages to steal, are courageous, Charley quickly warns him
that “the jails are full of fearless characters” (D.O.S 34). Charley also lends
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money to Willy Loman to help him out of his never-ending financial
predicament.
The relationship between Willy Loman and his wife Linda on the other
hand, appears to be smooth and cordial. This is so because she is cast in the
mould of the traditional house wife. She is docile, submissive, supportive
and sometimes ridiculously aggressive (especially against Biff). She
sublimates her feelings and desires in order to accommodate those of her
husband. From the beginning to the end of the play she never for once
wavers in her commitment and support for Willy Loman’s dreams and
aspirations. She is also very protective of him. For example, when Biff tries
to confront him after the incident at Boston, she vehemently opposes the
idea saying, “you are not going near him.” Throughout the play, she acts as
a buffer between the two, often forcing Biff to de-escalate his aggressive
posture against his father. Her mediating influences in their quarrels always
help in stabilizing the situation. In her enthusiasm to please her husband
she becomes blinded to the reality of their life. In fact Willy Loman
himself admits that she is his “foundation and support” (9). She exudes
confidence in her husband and takes his words at face value. Enoch Brater
has made a canny observation when he says that Linda “has been the
enabler of Willy’s self-delusions” (xviii). She vigorously partakes in his
dreams and illusions. She only comes to grasp the grim reality of their life
after his death. For example, her faith in the worth of him is betrayed
during his funeral. Taking his words that he is well loved all over the
territory at face value, she expects people to turn out in their multitudes to
honor him. Paradoxically, only four of them (herself, Biff, Happy and
Charley) attend the funeral. She is there fore perturbed by this turn of
events, and complacently ask, “Why didn`t anybody come?” She fails to
realize that their life has been built on a shaky foundation that could not
stand the test of time. It is important to note that in the tapestry of the text,
Linda has what Anjali Prabhu (247) calls “the woman`s propensity for
tolerance,” especially in her relationship with her husband. In the text we
were made to understand that Linda has to mend her stockings simply
because she could not afford new ones. At precisely this moment however,
Willy Loman is generous enough to grant two packets of new stockings to
his prostitute in order to assert his masculinity. However, despite her
participational generosity towards the myth of greatness created by Willy
Loman, it is fairly easy to observe that he most of the time ignores her
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presence. Even more tellingly is his aggressive posture towards her. This is
manifestly clear in his attempts to deny her participation in the family
conversations. We see this in several places in the text where whenever she
attempts to join the conversation going on between Willy Loman and Biff,
she is vehemently rebuffed by him. In fact both Biff and Happy have
severally cautioned him not to shout at her without any success. In addition
to this, Willy Loman is not faithful to their marriage as Biff accidently
discovers when he went to see him in Boston. It would not be farfetched to
say that there is no genuine reciprocal trust and confidence between Willy
Loman and Linda. As a matter of fact, the respect and trust is unidirectional.
In other words the traffic is one-way. Indeed Willy Loman has a dour sense
of life throughout the play. Consequently, he fights everyone he comes in
contact with as a result of his dread and melancholy.
In general, Linda in Death of a Salesman could be compared to
Elizabeth in Miller`s other play
The Crucible (1952). Both women
suffered indignities and want in order to support their drowning husbands.
Linda for instance, made the last payment on their mortgage the very day
Willy Loman commits suicide. The tragedy of Linda`s life lies in the fact
that at the very moment when they are free of debt her husband takes his
life. This adds to her anguish and despair and in this respect her plight is
similar to that of Elizabeth in The Crucible.
Conclusion
Death of a Salesman concludes with the death of Willy Loman through
suicide. With his death in this manner the nihilistic cycle of the play is
complete. According to Glicksberg (23) when “nihilism takes over” [the
life of a person], “the victim of suffering comes to realize there is no
justification for his suffering.” The victim will consequently seek to end his
suffering through suicide. Glicksberg also goes on to say that, “The logical
outcome of nihilism is suicide” (23). Similarly, Grimsley has noted that
“With the experience of dread…man abandons the state of innocence in
order to face the challenge of a personal decision, which affects the whole
meaning of his life” (63). This is demonstrably clear in the text where
Willy Loman chooses self-annihilation in order to enable his eldest son to
claim his Life Insurance. It is pertinently clear from the life of Willy
Loman that he fails to maintain familial and neighborly relation with
people close to him because of the blind idealism infused in him by his
personal suffering. His idea about himself and his family is faulty and false.
He constructs a false identity for both himself and his sons. Throughout the
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text, Willy Loman is presented as a pathetic figure with the wrong dream
of greatness and success. He fails to adjust himself to the realities of his
world and his existence. He rather chose to exist inside the relative safety
of an imagined life. His condition prevents him from establishing a good
relationship with most people he comes in contact with. That is his greatest
undoing and in it lays the seeds of his destruction; and in the course of it he
nearly succeeded in destroying the life of his entire family. The nihilistic
feelings that seize him made it practically impossible for him to establish
good relationship with people close to him. The feelings also help in
facilitating his eventual demisethrough suicide. In the final analysis,
nihilism ultimately leads Willy Loman to dread and melancholy, which
accentuates his fast slide from reality.
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Abstract
This paper examines affixation, a morphological process in Tiv language
with a view to describing and analyzing its manifestation in the language.
The operation of affixation in the Tiv language is the focus of this study.
The study shows among others that affixation in Tiv performs a productive
role in the lexicon of the language. Tiv is classified as a Benue-Congo
language, which is a sub-member of the Niger-Congo family. This study is
an attempt to contribute to the study of our indigenous languages in order
to meet the challenges of development especially in the aspects of language
teaching and learning. The methodology of this study is descriptive. It is
hoped that this study will further enhance the development of the language
and ultimately national development through more insight and
enlightenment on its uses in healthy communication. Therefore, the study
recommends among other things that more indigenous Nigerian languages
be studied and documented for use.
Introduction
The Tiv language is spoken by the Tiv people, an ethno-linguistic group or
ethnic nationality in West Africa, specifically in Nigeria. Their population
comprises approximately 2.55 percent of Nigeria’s population numbering
over 5.6 million people throughout Nigeria and the Cameroun (Ayoade and
Agbaje, 1989). Most Tiv speakers are found in Benue State with few
speakers in the states of Plateau, Taraba, Nasarawa and parts of Cross
River State. Tiv language is classified among the Bantoid family, a
member of the Benue-Congo and ultimately Niger-Congo phylum. The
term Tiv refers to both the language and the people.
The morphological processes of language are rule-governed, indicating
that there are rules which govern word formation processes in language and
in the lexicon where all lexical items are stored. It is worthy of note that
considerable efforts were made by Abraham (1940) to develop the Tiv
language. He wrote A Dictionary of Tiv Language including other books on
Tiv phonology and grammar. Unfortunately, indigenous Tiv writers,
especially in the area of morphology where there still exists a large vacuum,
have not supplemented these pioneering efforts. Ikpa (1987) attempted a
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morphological analysis of the Tiv language describing Tiv singular and
plural noun classes. Ikpa’s (1987) efforts have also not been complemented.
Udu (2010) has also made considerable efforts towards Tiv morphology
where he considered the morphology of Tiv language generally. These
encouraging attempts and efforts are all geared towards the study of Tiv
morphology. Despite these attempts, Tiv morphology still experiences a
vacuum yet to be filled.
The purpose of this study is to closely examine affixation as a word
formation process that has enriched the lexicon of Tiv language. In doing
this, the functions of the affix types that are attested in the morphology of
Tiv will be discussed. Thus, the analysis and exemplification of the
affixation processes in the language form the central focus of the study.
Affixation is a common and productive word formation process in
languages and it is also productive or clearly evident and useful in the
language under study. Affixes perform both lexical and grammatical
functions in the language. Lexical functions refer to the effects of affixes
on the free morpheme that acts as the root or stem in the word formation
process. The grammatical functions of affixes on the other hand refer to the
effects of affixes on the roots in which case the class of the roots and stems
does not change but rather adds information such as plural or tense
marking. These details are presented in this study.
Morphemes
The morpheme has been identified and described as the basic element, the
most fundamental unit or object of study in word formation or morphology.
In the words of Agbedo (2001, p. 82) words rather than consisting of the
smallest meaningful units in language are composed of smaller meaningful
units. These smaller units which cannot further be broken into meaningful
units are what we refer to as morpheme. Anagbogu, Mbah and Eme (2010,
p. 140), has it that the morpheme is a unit of morphology. The word
morpheme is used to refer to the smallest indivisible form which has a
specific grammatical function. For example, in the word ‘untidy’ there are
two morphemes ‘un’ and ‘tidy’: un is a morpheme. Omachonu (2001, p. 57)
further strengthens the words of Okolo and Ezikeojioaku (1999) in
explaining why morphemes and not words are recognized as the minimal
meaningful units of language where he has this to say:
This conception leads to the recognition of linguistic elements
which would usually not be treated as words. Words, though
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may be definable as minimal free forms are not the minimal
meaningful units of language we are looking for, since they
can often be broken down further. The word hunters can stand
alone, it is thus a free form, nonetheless three meaningful parts:
hunt-er-s.
By this therefore, morphemes and not words are minimal distinctive or
meaningful units of language. A close look at the status of morphemes
reveals that there are two major types of morphemes as follows:
The Free Morpheme
These are the morphemes which can stand by themselves as individual or
separate words, that is, minimal meaning-bearing units which can exist in
isolation without necessarily attaching them to other morphemes or words.
According to Yule (1996) “the free morphemes can be generally
considered as the set of separate English word-forms” which when used
with bound morpheme are technically referred to as the stem morphemes
unto which the bound morphemes are attached. For example:
Inter –
nation –
al
Prefix
stem
suffix
(bound)
(free)
(bound)
Faith ful
ness
Stem
suffix
suffix
(free)
(bound)
(bound)
Free morphemes are grouped into two categories to include lexical
morphemes and functional morphemes. Lexical morphemes as the name
implies, refer to ‘content words’ which carry the main messages conveyed
in our utterances. This refers to open class words: nouns, adjectives and
verbs, e.g. man, animal, good, bad, eat, jump, etc. They are referred to as
(open class of words) because “We can add new lexical morphemes to the
language rather easily” (Yule, 1996, p. 76).
Functional morphemes on the other hand consists of a ‘closed’ class
of words such as conjunctions, prepositions, articles and pronouns which
are collectively referred to as functional words in language. For example,
or, and, because, but, in, of, on, an, the, and others. Adding new functional
morphemes is unproductive hence the tag ‘closed’ class of words. However,
this distinction may be worthwhile and perfectly for other languages but
not for the Tiv. This is because the division of lexical items into word
classes or parts of speech in Tiv may not follow exactly the same pattern as
is the case for other languages. For example, the distinction between
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subject and object case pronouns in Tiv is not clear as the word, ‘ve’
stands for both ‘they’ and ‘them’, ‘un’, ‘we’, ‘na’ stands for ‘him’ and
‘her’ (without gender distinction). ‘Un’ can be used both as subject and
object of ‘he’ and ‘she’ (him and her) although most often ‘a’ is used as the
subjective case for she and he. As is described in the following sentences:
1. Erdoo and I are friends (English)
Mo vea Erdoo, se mba jende (Tiv)
Me and Erdoo, we are friends (literary meaning)
2.
Anadoo, Iveren and She will visit next month (English)
Un vea Anadoo man Iveren vea lu van sha ya Wer u sha (Tiv)
She and Anadoo and Iveren, them will be visiting Month of up
(literal meaning)
3. Erdoo and them spoke to the children (English
Ve man Erdoo ve lam a mbayev (Tiv)
Them and Erdoo they spoke with children (literal meaning)
Tiv language uses the objective case in place of the subjective case in
sentence 1 and 3. The language displaces the position of the personal
pronouns in the compound subject as it may be the case in other languages.
In sentence 1 not only does Tiv use the objective form ‘me’ in place of ‘I,’
it also changes and displaces the noun ‘Erdoo’ which transposes to the
position initially occupied by the pronoun ‘I’ in sentence 2 and 3, the
pronoun ‘un’ (she) and ‘ve’ (they) respectively come before the nouns
Anadoo and Iveren. ‘Ve’ (they) comes before the noun Erdoo thereby
altering the arrangement as we may experience in other languages.
Conjunctions in Tiv are many, namely:
Kpa, - but
Kua – with
Man – and
Or – include
Shi – with
Nahan – will
Shin – or
Gadia – because, if not
Shaciu – because
vea – include
U – of
ken – in
All which function inherently as conjunctions in Tiv language.
Bound Morphemes
These are morphemes which though meaning-bearing units cannot occur in
isolation and still retain their meanings but can only be recognized when
joined to other morphemes especially root morphemes or stems. In other
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words, bound morphemes cannot occur alone in sentences except when
attached to the base or stem morphemes. The analysis of morphological
structure according to Okole and Ezikeojiaku (1999) in Omachonu
(2001:58) ‘is based on the distinction between a free morpheme, which can
constitute a word by itself and a bound morpheme, which must be attached
to another element.
The Morphology of the Tiv Language
The branch of linguistics that studies the word formation processes in
languages is known as morphology. Morphology, according to Crystal
(1990) in Olubunmi (2006, p. 2), is ‘the branch of linguistics which studies
the structures or forms of words primarily through the use of morphemes.’
The morpheme is the basic concept of the study of rules guiding word
formation. It is the most fundamental unit in morphology. Oyebade, (1992)
in Olubunmi (2006, ibid) defines the morpheme as ‘the minimal
meaningful unit of grammatical analysis which may constitute a word or
part of a word. The morphology of Tiv refers to the inner structure of Tiv
words and processes of word formation. Languages as we all know differ
in their morphological formations. Other languages have both derivational
and inflectional formations which are the two main categories or processes
of word formation. The case of the Tiv language is similar to the situation
in other languages in this regard as a range of examples in Udu (2009)
suggest that the morphology of Tiv language is largely inflectional. Reason
been because the inflectional affixes (i.e. prefixes and suffixes) do not
change the grammatical class (es) of the stem(s) to which they are attached
but rather signal grammatical relationships such as plural, change in tense,
and possession as is examined and described in this section.
When a morpheme is a word on its own, it is regarded as a free
morpheme.
Tiv
Gloss
E.g.
Ya
eat
Ma
drink
Yav
sleep
Tour pour
Each of the words in the examples above consists of only one
morpheme that cannot be sub-divided into any meaningful parts. That is
each has independent existence and meaning. Thus it is regarded as a free
morpheme. But when it functions as part of a free or another morpheme it
is called bound morpheme or otherwise known as affix.
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Affixes in Tiv Language
Affixes appear as sub-parts of another morpheme, usually the free
morpheme. It does not occur in isolation. It is meaningful only when it is
attached to a free morpheme (i.e. a root and stem). An affix may occupy
the structural position of a prefix, in which case it occurs before the root or
it can occupy the position of a suffix, occurring after the root (Oyebade,
1992, p. 85). An affix that occurs in between two morphemes is called an
infix. Suprafix is another type of affix. Tiv is a tone language and such
tones perform both lexical and grammatical functions in the language. In
Tiv, plurality is marked by changes in the tones of the root word in addition
to the changes in the segments as will be exemplified and analyzed in this
study.
Affixation in Tiv Language
Affixation is the morphological process by which morphemes are put
together to form new word(s). According to O’Grady, Debrovolsky and
Katamba (1996) in Olubumi (2006, p. 4), affixation is the adding of an
affix to a free morpheme that acts as root or stem. Affixation is a
productive morphological process that enriches the lexicon of languages. It
is found in Tiv performing different lexical and grammatical functions.
Affixes in Tiv are used to derive new words as well as to inflect existing
words for grammatical functions. The affixes are thus derivational and
inflectional. Thus the addition of the affixes to root morphemes results in
changing class of the root morphemes as well as providing additional
information.
Data Presentation and Analysis
Prefixation
Prefixation in Tiv involves morphological formation with the agentive
prefix (Or). This is a highly productive inflectional prefix. It can be found
in the following examples:
Inflectional Prefix
Root
Final
word
OrSule (farm)
Orsule (farmer)
Or- +human +male –female +noun (sule) =
agent formation
(orsule) Farmer.
OrGbande (drum)
Orgbande
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(drummer)
Or- +human +male +masculine – female+ noun (drum) Agent formation
(drummer)
OrIhyom (enmity)
orihyom
(Enemy)
Or- Human
+
Noun (enmity) =
agent formation
(Enemy).
OrTato (hunt(ing)
Ortato (hunter)
Or- + human +male +masculine - female + noun (hunt) =agent formation
(hunter)
Morphological Formation with the Agentive Prefix kwaseHere a combination of the inflectional prefix with the root and the final
word helps the understanding of the nature, quality, career or lifestyle of
the one been described.
Inflectional Prefix
Kwase-

Root
Yoron – Cook (-ing)

Final word
Kwase-yoron
(female cook)
Kwase- +human +female +feminine + Verb (cook (ing) =
feminine agent
formation (cook).
Kwasehemen (leader)
kwase-hemen
(woman leader).
Kwase- +human +female +feminine+ noun (leader) =
agent formation
(woman leader)
KwaseYa (house)
Kwaseya
(house wife)
Kwase- +human + female +feminine +noun (house) =
agent formation
(house wife).
KwaseIyouci
Kwase-Iyouci
(female health officer)
Kwase- +human+ female +feminine + (noun (health centre) = agent formation
(female health worker).
Morphological Formation with the Prefix iPrefix
Root
word
IOr (man/person)
Inoun +human+male+masculine =
II-

+noun (Kpan)

kpan (slave)
+ human =

Final
Ior (men/people)
plural formation
(men/people).
Ikpan (slaves)
plural formation (slaves)
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II-

+noun (hoe)

gbaa (hoe)
+non living =

Igbaa (hoes)
plural formation (Igbaa)

Morphological Formation with the Prefix uPrefix
Root
Final word
UUma (life)
Uuma (lives)
Inflectional morpheme
+noun (life) =
plural formation (lifes)
Ugbuuka (gun/rifle)
Ugbuuka (guns/rifles)
Inflectional morpheme +noun (gun/rifle) +non –living =plural formation (guns).
UTer (father)
Uter (fathers)
Inflectional morpheme + noun +human +male +masculine +adult = plural
formation
(fathers)
UIfyam(frog)
Uifyam (frogs)
Inflectional Morpheme +noun +living +animal = plural formation (frogs).
Morphological formation with the prefix mbaPrefix
Root
Final word
Mbatsav (witchcraft)
mbatsav (witches)
Inflectional morpheme +
verb
= plural noun formation (witches)
MbaAbya (small Hoe)
Mbaabya (small hoes)
Inflectional morpheme + noun + non living =
plural formation.
Mbaatsem (razor)
mbaatsem (razor blades)
Inflectional morpheme +noun + non-living =
plural formation.

Morphological Formation with the Prefix mMost words which begin with the vowel ‘I’ change to the consonant ‘M’
with other uses within the word in Tiv language, bringing about change in
word class from verb to noun as illustrated below:
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Prefix
mInflectional morpheme
m-

Root
koso (V) (preserve)
+ verb =
yange (v) (prevent)

Inflectional morpheme
mInflectional morphem

+

verb
kimbi (pay)
verb =

Morphological formation with prefix mto noun:
Prefix
Root
mtsee (adj) (hot)
Inflectional morpheme + adjective =
mdoo (adj.) good
Inflectional morpheme + adj. (doo) =
mvihi (adj) (bad)
Inflectional morpheme +adjective (bad) =
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Final word
mkoso (n) (preservation)
noun formation
myange (n)
(prevention)
noun formation
mkimbi (payment)
noun formation (mkimbi)

changing word-class from adjective
Final word
mtsee (n) (heat/hotness)
noun formation (heat/hotness)
mdoo (n) goodness
noun formation (goodness)
mvihi (badness)
noun formation (badness).

Morphological formation with derivational prefix Or- changing verb to noun
as demonstrated in the following examples:
Derivational Prefix
Root
Final word
Ormaa (v) build(ing)
ormaan (n) (builder)
The final (n) in ormaan serves as the qualifier describing or standing for builder.

Infixation
Infixation as observed is a process that infixes word medially which in
most cases indicates plural forms of especially nouns in Tiv language, the
word also prefixing to complete the process as described below. This also
mean that a particular alphabet comes before or in-between a word to form
a plural.
Ibya - ‘sack’
aba - ‘sacks’
Kwange – ‘belt’
ikyange – ‘belts’
Hunda – ‘door’
ihinda – ‘doors’
Kwa – ‘leaf’
ikya – ‘leaves’
Ihinga – ‘nose’
ahenga – ‘nostrils’
Hwange – ‘line’
ihyange – ‘lines’
Inima – ‘bat’ or umbrella’
anema – ‘bats’ or umbrellas’
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Suffixation
This involves adding an affix to the end of a word or free morpheme either
to change its word-class or indicate aspects of the grammatical functions of
the word in the language as the data below illustrate.
Derivational root
inflectional suffix
final word
Zege (mighty)
-or
zege-or (influential man)
Zege (adjective) +human + male + masculine - feminine=
noun formation
Nom (manly)
-or
nom-or (brave man)
Adjective+ human+ male +masculine – feminine =
noun formation
Telegh (puny, weak)
-or
telegh-or
(Punyman,
weakman)
Adjective
+
human +masculine +male =
noun formation
Ifyer (evil)
-or
ifyer-or (evil man)
Noun
+
human +masculine +male –feminine = noun formation
Ican (poverty)
-or
Ican-or (pauper)
Noun +human +masculine+male –feminine=
noun formation.

Interfixation
Interfixation is one of the productive morphological processes in Tiv
language. It involves the placement of an affix between two identical stems
either to create a new word or alter the meaning of the existing one.
Omachonu (2001, p. 61) identified this process in Igala language. Taking a
cue from this, the following are likewise identified in Tiv.
Root
Fele (fast) (adj.)
Adjective
Telegh (weakness) (adj.)
Adjective +
Fegh (greed) (n)
Noun +
Za (go) (v)
Verb
+
Kpianger (shake) (V)

Interfix
fe
+interfix =
te
interfix =
fe
interfix =
ze
interfix =
kpi

Verb +
Tsele (insufficient) (adj)

interfix =
tse

Final word
Fele fe fele (to be fast)
verb phrase formation
telegh te telegh (without strength)
adjectival phrase formation
fegh fe fegh (being greedy)
noun phrase formation
za ze za (to stagger)
verb phrase formation
Kpianger kpi kpianger (shaky
Movement)
verb phrase formation
Tsele tse tsele (grossly insufficient)
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Adjective +
Gbughur (active) (adj.)
Adjective +

interfix =
gbu
interfix
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adjectival phrase formation
Gbugh gbu gbugh (make active)
adjectival phrase formation

Suprafixation
This is not represented by a segment (vowel or consonant) but by what is
called a prosodic feature: (tone, stress and intonation), (Omachonu, 2001, p.
61). A common example of such a derivational affix (suprafix) is tone in
Tiv language. Tone in Tiv performs a lexico-semantic function. Many
meanings are scored from the same word or lexical item following changes
in the tone(s) of the word. This process applies to both nouns and verbs in
Tiv. For example:
Noun
Verb
a. Tōr (king)
ya (eat)
Tór (pestle)
yān (eating)
yán (eats)
b. Tsár (bridge)
màà (build)
Tsàr (piece of cloth)
mar (birth)
Tsār (to light)
Ayem (race)
A yem (gone)
Summary of Findings and Conclusion
It is generally recognized that languages have a lot in common. This
attribute makes us refer to language as being universal, but we must
equally be aware that there are variations despite this claim of universality.
Despite the general belief that there are some regular and natural processes
involved in word formation across languages, it is worthy of note that the
actual principles and processes determining the derivation and existence of
such basic linguistic forms vary with languages, as we may observe with
the Tiv. For instance, the Hausa word for ‘Tailor’ is ‘Maidinki’ which has
a prefix- ‘mai’ and a root word ‘dinki’. The Tiv word for Tailor ‘Orkike’
has the same formation with a prefix ‘Or’ and a root word ’Kike. However,
this word is rather ambiguous as ‘Kike’ been the root word does not only
refer to a sewing machine but also a bicycle thus ‘Orkike’ could be a tailor
or a bicycle owner.
Affixation which includes all the affixes as discussed in this work. The
Affixation processes examined by this work looks more thoroughly at
universal strict control over the way we should form words in language: the
peculiarity imbedded in the formation of words in the language which can
only be unveiled by a careful and thorough look. From the illustrations of
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this work, it is observed that Tiv lends more to inflectional than
derivational morphology. Besides, Tiv uses double letter vowels to
represent long sounds in place of the universally recognized stressing or the
colon (:) used as diacritic after the vowel to indicate long vowel sounds.
These findings are not to say that one claims the exhaustive treatment
of this subject matter in a language that the researcher almost could not
find analytical works on virtually all the aspects of the language especially
morphology. It is hoped that further intensive research in this direction will
be productive.
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Abstract
The goal of the present study is to investigate, empirically and
accoustically, correlations in stress production among speakers of
Nigerian English (NE), with the aim of determining whether there is any
similarities or differences in the way in which Hausa and Yoruba speakers
of NE produce stress in NE. Guided by Stampe and Donegan’s (2009)
Natural Phonology theory (which is concerned with the production and
perception of speech in terms of a set of universal phonetically motivated
phonological processes), this paper employs Paul Boersma’s Praat speech
analysis software to analyze patterns of production of stress among some
Hausa and Yoruba speakers of NE. Results of the analysis reveals
similarities rather than differences in the stress production of Hausa and
Yoruba speakers of NE. The paper shows and indeed concludes that Hausa
and Yoruba speakers of NE tend to follow similar pattern of stress
production.
Introduction
Scholars and linguists (e.g. Brosnahan, 1958; Walsh, 1967; Banjo, 1971;
Adesanoye, 1973; Adekunle, 1979; Bamgbose, 1982, 1992, Jowitt, 1991;
Ibrahim, 2002; Egwuogo, 2004; and Okoro, 2007) have for long
recognized the existence of NE as a variety of world Englishes. This
variety of English, Banjo (1971) notes, has submitted itself to a process of
colouration, through which the taste and language habits of the Nigerian
society are inscribed on it. Similarly, Adetugbo (1984) argues that NE, just
like British and American English, should be regarded as a dialect or group
of distinct forms of a language devoid of any perforate connotation of
inferiority usually attached to the word. In this regard, Ekpe (2010:11)
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observes that ‘NE is different from the English of the native speakers and
other Englishes in terms of its use of some culture-specific transformations
as well as its non-observance of certain global and surface structure
constraints’. Akere (1987) and Adeniran (1987) hold similar opinion that
NE has to be seen as a product of its own general social context. Many
Linguists, such as Banjo, Bamgbose, Odumuh, and Jowitt have observed
that the variety of English spoken by the Nigerian speakers of English
varies from the Standard English, henceforth, SE (i.e. RP or the BBC
English) due to the local influence and other adaptations posed by social,
regional and even psycholinguistic parameters. The term NE, therefore, as
Jowitt (1991, p. 30) notes, has been “in currency since pre-independence
Nigeria” which is freely and proudly used by Nigerians and many of the
expatriates in schools and universities in 1960 and beyond.
Although the existence of NE is now an undebatable issue, there
continues to be paucity of research on some of its aspects especially, those
relating to suprasegmental aspects of its phonology. The few literature
sources available on the phonology of NE tended to be limited to
segmental aspect of its phonology. This study is an attempt to fill that gap.
And, invariably it seeks to determine whether there is any correlation in the
way in which Hausa and Yoruba speakers of NE produce Stress.
Studies on Nigerian English
One of the earliest studies on NE was carried out by Brosnaham who in
1958 recognizes the existence of NE and identifies four levels of English
used in Southern Nigeria, using educational status as a yardstick. Similarly,
Banjo (1971) identifies four varieties of English spoken by Nigerians based
on the degree of deviation or approximation to Standard British English
(SBA). However, Walsh (1967) recognises only one type of NE which he
described as ‘Educated Nigerian English’ with three additional subvarieties. Although, he was more concerned with written NE, Adesanoye
(1973) categorises NE into three varieties using educational status and
occupation as factors underlining his study. Adekunle (1979) describes
three varieties of spoken NE with much emphasis on individual response to
various situations (idiolectal boundaries). In a similar study, Jowitt (1991)
identifies two broad varieties of NE based on mother tongue interference
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and approximation to SE with a correlation to educational attainments.
Jibril (1986) identifies varieties of NE along regional and ethnic parameters
with further identification of social varieties within each of the regional
varieties he identified. Ekundayo (2013) claims that phonological
differences are inevitable because every language is a cluster of dialects
that share mutual intelligibility in spite of their obvious differences along
geographical, social, professional and other dimensions, as may be the case
with the Hausa and Yoruba speakers of NE. Thus, two speakers from
different backgrounds and geographical settings may use different varieties
of the same language they speak. However, it is evident that while certain
aspects of NE such as its lexis, semantics, syntax, pragmatics, discourse
and idiomatic expressions have received a lot of scholarly attention (e.g
Adesanoye, 1973; Bamgbose, 1982, 1992; Banjo, 1971; Egwuogo, 2004;
Jowitt, 1991; and Okoro, 2007), less focus was extended to the Phonology
of NE especially, at Supra-segmental level.
Available literature on NE shows that Supra-segmental aspect of the
phononogy of NE has remained an under-researched area. This is perhaps,
the more reason why Banjo as far back as (1979) observes that for
Nigerians, supra-segmental aspect is the last hurdle which Nigerian
speakers of English find impossible to cross and also many language
scholars evade from it. However, in recent years attempts were made to
study the segmental phonology of NE (Udofot, 1997 and Surakat, 1992),
word stress in NE (Atoye, 1991; Akinjobi’s, 2002, 2006; Malami, 2010)
intonation patterns of educated speakers of NE (Ibrahim, 2002), and
syllable structure of NE (Adamu, 2012 and Akindele, 2012). However,
none of these studies has attempted to determine whether there is any
correlation in the way in which Hausa and Yoruba speakers of NE produce
stress especially, at sentence level. The need to fill in the gap thereby
exploring more knowledge on this aspect by giving it the attention it rightly
deserves informed the rationale for this research work.
Despite the absence of stress in most of African languages (Udofot
2011), it is clear that its acquisition and understanding is an important
component of second language learning not only because pronunciation is
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one of the most important factors in language learning but because it
improves speech recognition and understanding (Benrabah, 1997).
Moreover, Al-Ameen (2005) observes that mutual intelligibility can be
hindered through wrong perception or production of even a small number
of content words due to misplacement of their stress. It is very clear,
therefore, that the need for investigating stress production and perception
of two different speech communities is equally important due to the fact
that the goal of every communication is intelligibility, which is an essential
component of communicative competence. This can be used to prevent (or
at least reduce) the possibility of miscommunication among the two
different speakers. In this regard, Cutler (1984, p. 80) and Benrabah (1997,
p. 161) observe that misplacement of stress in a language can ‘precipitate
false recognition often in defiance of segmental evidence’.
According to Ekundayo (2013), phonological differences are inevitable
because every language is a cluster of dialects that share mutual
intelligibility in spite of their obvious differences along geographical,
social, professional and other dimensions as in the case of Hausa and
Yoruba speakers of NE. Jibril (1979) claims that historically, there exist
some phonological differences between NE in the southern and northern
parts of the country. For the purpose of verifiability and repeatability of the
statement, we need to carry out more research to ascertain whether this
statement still holds water. The present study is a step in that direction
intends to re-examine the phenomenon using Hausa and Yoruba speakers
of NE who are from the northern and southern parts of the country
respectively.
Stress in English
Acording to Cruttenden (1997), stress has been used in rather varied and
ambiguous ways in phonetics and linguistics, for it has sometimes been
used as the equivalent to loudness or length, and sometimes referring to
syllables in a word. Being ambiguous or not, many scholars have attempted
to define the concept of stress according to how they perceived it. For
example, Crystal (1969) sees stress as ‘relative loudness or volume from
the listener’s point of view and relative energy from the speakers.’ In the
same vein, Roach (2000) who submits that stress could be studied from the
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perception and production points of view and this is because the definition
involves both listeners (who perceive) and speakers (who produce) stress.
However, to Juba & Akindolire (2003), stress in English is ‘the syllables
that we pronounce with greater emphasis and which sounds loud than the
other syllable in bi-syllabic words’. Referring to the views expressed by
these authors, we can see that they have put more emphasis on the
speakers’ effort in pronouncing a syllable rather than the collective efforts
of speakers and listeners. Jowitt (1996), in what may be seen as a
comprehensive definition, describes stress in English as means of: (a)
giving a greater power or force or volume to a syllable, (b) giving a higher
pitch to this syllable and (c) making the same syllable longer.
To Widdowson and Stork (n.d: 102), stress in English is ‘the process of
highlighting a particular syllable or syllables in the continuum of speech by
pronouncing them with greater force or effort’. The authors went on to
distinguish between what they call word (lexical) stress from sentence
stress which they suggest is ‘used in giving prominence to a particular
word in a sentence and word stress which plays a part in the phonological
structure of individual words.’ With regard to this, Ibrahim (2002) observes
two weaknesses in the above definition, as pointed out below.
(a) That the definition is only concerned with the concept of
stress, without recognizing the roles of the actual producers
and perceivers of the said stressed syllables. This is an
observation that the present researcher strongly shares that
the said definition would have been more comprehensive
when the roles of both speakers and hearers are taken into
consideration.
(b) That the notions ‘word’ (lexical) and ‘sentence’ stresses can
be used interchangeably. This is because “the distinction
between the two concepts is in itself confusing and that
drawing a clear distinction between the two terms can hardly
be taken seriously”.
Notwithstanding Ibrahim’s opinion in (b) above, Adetugbo (1984)
proves that, in word stress, vocal cords tension remains stable, producing a
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note of consistent pitch while in sentence stress, the vocal cords tension
changes, thus, producing a sound of varying pitch. The difference between
the two concepts, therefore, can be drawn from this point of view that word
stress appears to be based on static high pitch while sentence stress is made
with gliding pitch either falling, rising or a combination of the two. The
present study is interested in how some speakers of NE produce stress.
Stress in Nigerian English
Okunsebour (n.d.:136) notes the nature of English stress has made it overbearing to many speakers of NE. Consequently, Simo-Bobda (1995)
observes some deviations in stress placement in by some speakers of NE.
According to him, there is a marked tendency for forward stress, as
opposed to the generally backward stress in Receive Pronunciation (RP)
e.g saLAD instead of SAlad, peTROL instead of PETrol. He further
observes that speaker of Nigeria English (Nig. E) tend to reverse the order
of primary stress and secondary stress in words. However, as Surakat (2010)
points out, these findings are product of some surface performance data
based on other parameters and aspect that can only be generalized if
specifically applied to some ethnic groups. Moreover, Guella (1999)
observes that in their spoken English, second language speakers hardly
reflect their theoretical knowledge of stress.
From the preceeding discussion, it is quite clear that Lexical stress is
yet another intriguing subject in the magnificent world of phonology, this
is probably the reason why Brett-Hyde (2013) attests that ‘there are no
textbooks on lexical stress that are current with early 21st century theory’,
thus the manners in which some Hausa and Yoruba speakers of NE
produce lexical stress and their areas of correlations remains an area
worthy of research so as to contribute to the existing scanty literature that is
also obsolete with new studies on the phenomenon.
Theoretical framework
Natural Phonology (hereafter NP) is adopted as the main theoretical
framework guiding the present study. Stampe & Donegan (2009, p. 131)
explain that NP “is a theory that characterized the production and
perception of speech in terms of a set of universal phonetically motivated
phonological processes.” This approach is adopted to guide the present
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study because it can be used to account for variations that may exist in the
speech of second language speakers, which can define their non-native
accent, as it seems with NE speakers. It also postulates that phonological
processes are not rules governed as proposes by the generative phonology;
besides they are universal (motivated in all languages, and all speakers) in
view of the universality of the human vocal and perceptual apparatus and
common capabilities to react to speech difficulty.
Guella (1999), while referring to the study of stress placement of L2 of
English opines that, the study of stress should be approached from a purely
practical angle and that any tight or esoteric theoretical framework should
at many levels be simply ignored. This is because many theoretical
approaches to the study of stress in English language are in themselves
very controversial and quite abstract to most of the L2 speakers of English
and are hardly considered by them in their speech production, thus,
speakers of NE included. For instance, Goldsmith (1990, p. 102) criticizes
the classical theory of generative phonology in the sound pattern of English
(Chomsky and Halle, 1968) as a theory built without recognizing syllable
as a unit of phonological description, while Haugen in Goldsmith (1990)
observes syllable itself as a concept that phoneticians have not reached a
very definite agreement about its nature and definition. Also, Trudgill’s
(1974) observes that Labov’s studies are restricted only to native speakers
of English in the inner circle settings where most speakers are
monolinguals in a monolingual context, where differing levels of
proficiency in the languages are not an issue. The theory is therefore not
suitable to account for the NE Stress in a multilingual environment of
Nigeria.
To avoid too much complexity and to make language learning more
concrete and very practical in nature, Guella (1999) recommends that,
active production and drilling of stress on the part of the second language
learners of English must be encouraged. According to him, the purpose is
to avoid theoretical complexity and technical burdensome references and
works in the field of stress placement such as those produced by
transformational generativists, metrical phonologists and other similar
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theories that are more fruitful and understandable to the native speakers
than non-native speakers of English whose native languages lacks Stress as
in the case with the subjects concerned with this study.

Research Methodology
The data collected from the two different groups of respondents was
analyzed using Pratt speech software application and the application of
central limit theorem as a basis for sampling and analysis of the data of the
respondents. Praat is a computer programme designed by Paul Boersma
and David Weenink of the University of Amsterdam. This software is
found to be suitable for the current research because it can be used to
generate waveforms, wide and narrow band spectrograms, and pitch tracks.
It can also be used to process a speech signal by filtering it as well as
enhancing certain frequency regions; segment and label words, syllables, or
individual phonemes; show an intensity contour; put your work in graphic
form ('draw a plot') for printing; extract individual sounds for further
analysis; and measure voice onset time (VOT). In this study, this (Praat)
software is used to measure duration in stress production of Hausa and
Yoruba speakers of NE. Duration refers to the intervals in time in stress
production. Beckman and Edwards (1994: 23) observes that: “Although
frequency, intensity and duration were identified to be cues for stress
judgment at both lexical and sentence level, there seems to be an agreement
that duration is the major perceptual cue to stress while other cues are more
controversial”. Therefore, duration is used here to determine the stress
pattern of Hausa and Yoruba speakers of NE. It thus serves as a clue to
stress production and identification among the respondents of this study, as
such, if the resulting valve was positive or negative (greater or less than
zero) it reveals a positive or negative correlation. Note that any duration
counts above zero is considered high, and the higher the counts, the better
the quality of stress production.
Eight speakers of NE were used for the study; in which 2 males and 2
females were chosen to represent each ethnic group (i.e. Hausa and Yoruba
speakers of NE) under study. Convienance sampling technique (Aroaye,
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2007) was used to select the participants. This sampling technique allows
for the selection of subjects because they happen to be available and
interested in taking part in the research. The four subjects were, two middle
age male Hausa speaker of NE who are lecturers with Masters degree; one
middle age female Hausa lecturer and a 27 year old female Hausa speaker
with a Bachelor degree; a middle age female Yoruba female speaker of NE
with a masters degree and a young Yoruba female speaker with a Higher
National Diploma; and two middle age male Yoruba speakers of NE with
bachelor degrees.
Data Analysis
In this section, we provide an analysis of the data. However, our analysis is
limited to production of polysllabic words by some Hausa and Yoruba
speakers of NE. The subjects were asked to read some English sentences
and the researcher tape-recorded their production (of the sentences), which
were later analyzed with Praat software. Playing each recorded (utterance)
file in PRAAT produces a spectrogram of each utterance, on which I
recorded the duration counts of every utterance within the spectrogram.
Note that duration is measured in milliseconds (hereafter ms), which have
been rounded up to two decimal points. Sample of the results of the
analysis are presented below.
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Polysyllabic, Hausa Male (HM)

Figure 1. Waveforms of production of the sentence: What an unforgettable
experience
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the Praat image of the utterance: What
an unforgettable experience. As can be seen from the figure, the duration
counts of stress production in the utterance is recorded at 3.0 ms. This
shows that the quality of stress production in the above utterance of this
sampled respondent, who is a Hausa male speaker of NE, is high since it is
greater than zero ms. Note that, as was stated earlier, the higher the
duration counts, the higher the quality of stress production.
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Polysyllabic, Hausa Female (HF)

Figure 2. Waveforms of production of the sentence: What an unforgettable
experience!
From Figure 2, we can see a screenshot of the Praat image of the
utterance: What an unforgettable experience. As the figure shows, the
duration counts of stress production in the utterance is recorded at 2.5 ms.
This shows that the quality of stress production in the above utterance of
this sampled respondent, who is a Hausa female speaker of NE, is high
since it is greater than zero.
Polysyllabic, Yoruba Male (YM)
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Figure 3. Waveforms of production of the sentence: What an unforgettable
experience!
The Praat image of the utterance: What an unforgettable experience
can be seen in Figure 3. As the figure shows, the duration counts of stress
production in the utterance is recorded at 3.8 ms. This shows that the
quality of stress production in the above utterance of this sampled
respondent, who is a Yoruba male speaker of NE, is high since it is greater
than zero.
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Polysyllabic, Yoruba Female (YF)

Figure 4. Waveforms showing production of the sentence: What an
unforgettable experience!
Figure 4 shows that the Praat image of the utterance: What an
unforgettable experience. In the figure we can see that the duration counts
of stress production in the utterance stands at 2.5 ms. This shows that the
quality of stress production in the utterance of this sampled respondent,
who is a Yoruba female speaker of NE, is high since it is greater than zero.
Discussion and conclusion
The analysis of the data reveals some interesting information about stress
production by some speakers of NE. The study observed that the
production of both the Hausa and Yoruba speakers of NE is in some cases
unstressed or stressed with equal duration for all the words. It was also
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discovered that stress production by the subjects is generally inconsistent
and unpredictable.
The study has also found similarities rather than differences in the way
the respondents from the two ethnic groups produce stress in English. The
analysis has also revealed that regardless of variables such as ethnicity,
gender, age and educational qualification, speakers of NE tend to follow
similar pattern of stress production. The study also concludes that stress in
NE is demarcative in function. This is evidenced by the inconsistency and
unpredictability of stress production observed in the data. It was also
observed that duration counts of male respondents is higher than that of
their female counterparts. This phenomenon will be explored in my next
seminar paper.
Finally, due to time constraint and space limitation, many aspects of
the data that may require deeper analysis have been saved for future
research. It is also important to say that the conclusions arrived at in this
research may not necessarily apply to every Hausa and Yoruba speaker of
NE but, they do say something about the way in which speakers of NE
from these two etthnic groups produce stress in English.
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Abstract
Phonological problems are difficulties the second language learner
encounters when learning a foreign language which affects pronunciation
of words. Nigerian English as a variety has been made possible through
the interference of mother tongue (L1). Though the review of literature
does not reveal any study on consonant cluster simplification in Nigerian
English, yet it has been observed that Nigerians have a tendency to simplify
English consonant clusters by deletion of some segments from the cluster
and insertion of vowels and so on. This research was aimed to determine
the consonant cluster simplification methods employed by the Nigerian
speakers of English. In order to carry out this investigation, structured
questionnaire was administered to 40 respondents comprising of 10 Igbos,
10 Yorubas, 10 Hausas and 10 from other languages. Each respondent was
made to pronounce the words containing consonant clusters and
recordings were made simultaneously with the aid of phone recorder. The
result showed 29% of Nigerian speakers of English engaged in epenthesis
to suit their pronuncaition. 21% of Nigerian speakers of English engaged
in metathesis to suit their spoken English. 9% of Nigerian speakers of
English engaged in apocope in their spoken English. 30 % of Nigerian
speakers of English engaged in paragoge at the word final cluster. It has
been observed that all the ethnic groups engaged in epenthesis which was
highly observed among the Hausa ethnic group. Apocope and prothesis
was more in Igbo and Yoruba ethnic groups. This reseach has justify that
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Nigerian speakers of English engage in all forms of consonant cluster
simplification to suit their spoken English.
Introduction
Nigerian spoken English has been confirmed as different from the standard
forms by earlier researches (Jibril 1982; Jowitt 1991; Eka 1985; Udofot
1997; Akinjobi 2004). Many differences have been ascribed to mother
tongue influence, English being a second language to many Nigerians.
Where two languages interact, the native language has been established as
a vital tool in the process of learning a target language. Some scholars
believe that the inter-lingual experience of the learner is built upon his first
language background (Huang 2011) and that in the acquisition of a second
language, numerous factors interact simultaneously, including the patterns
of the first language (L1), the patterns of the target language (L2) and the
universals of language (Wiltshire 2004). This is the tenet of Transfer
Hypothesis (TH) credited Lado (1957) which proposes that where a
similarity exists between the subsystems of the source language and target
language, easy learning takes place, and where there is significant
difference between the two languages, difficulty will be experienced.
Most Nigerian languages have very simple syllabic systems (CV) as
compared to Standard English with a complex syllabic system that could
allow as many as three consonants to constitute the onset and four
consonants to constitute the coda (C3VC4) (Jabbari and Samavarchi 2011).
As stated earlier by Lado (1957), there is tendency for a Nigerian speaker
of English to simplify the complex consonant cluster system of English so
as to suit him in his pronunciation.
Researches that were previously conducted on non-native English
varieties have confirmed that the complex consonant cluster system of
Standard English is often simplified by non-native speakers with simple
syllabic structures by processes such as epenthesis and deletion (Jabbari
and Samavarchi 2011; Altenberg 2005; Kabak and Idsardi 2007). This
study focuses on deletion and insertion of vowels as a simplification
process for Nigerians when confronted with the complex syllable system of
Standard English.
Most of the time, mispronunciation leads to communication failure and
the inability of a non-native user to pronounce English words appropriately
due to a deletion of a consonant which may result in communicative
incompetence. Most of the time, mispronunciation leads to communication
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failure and the inability of a non-native user to pronounce English words
appropriately due to a deletion of a consonant which may result in
communicative incompetence. The research of Kabak and Idsardi (2007)
on non-native production of consonant clusters have confirmed consonant
cluster simplification by epenthesis and deletion. Though the review of
literature does not reveal any study on consonant cluster simplification in
Nigerian English, yet it has been observed that Nigerians have a tendency
to simplify English consonants by deletion of some segments from the
cluster and insertion of vowels and so on.
There is no generally accepted definition of a syllable since the criteria
we can use can be so different. Something that everybody will accept will
be, however, that prominence that plays an important part in identifying the
number of syllables in an utterance. Vowels are the most sonorous sounds
human beings produce and when we are asked to count the syllables in a
given word, phrase or sentence, what is actually counting is roughly the
number of vocalic segments – simple or complex – that occur in that
sequence of sounds. The presence of a vowel or of a sound having a high
degree of sonority will then be an obligatory element in the configuration
of what we call a syllable. There are other sonorous sounds beside the
vowel because; English syllables can arguably contain certain consonants,
as their most sonorous element (Matthew 1999; Nadia 2012). Since the
vowel – or another highly sonorous sound – is at the core of the syllable, it
is called the nucleus of that syllable. The sounds either preceding the vowel
or coming after it are necessarily less sonorous than the vowels and unlike
the nucleus they are optional elements in the make-up of the syllable. The
basic configuration or template of an English syllable will therefore be
(C)V(C) – the parentheses marking the optional character of the presence
of the consonants in the respective positions. The part of the syllable
preceding the nucleus is called the onset of the syllable (Melissa 2008;
Amélie 2000). The non –vocalic elements coming after the nucleus are
called the coda of the syllable. The nucleus and the coda together are often
referred to as the rhyme of the syllable by analogy with the last part of a
word that rhymes with the end of the word in the next line in a piece of
poetry. It is, however, the nucleus, that is the essential part of the rhyme
and of the whole syllable. The prominence of the nucleus over the other
elements in the syllable has been likened to that of heads over the other
elements in a syntactic structure.
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Phonology is with “the sounds of language” which has traditionally
focused largely on the study of the systems of phonemes in a particular
language which is called phonemics or phonematics but also covers
linguistics analysis at either word level (syllables, onset and rimeand
articulatory gestures) or at levels of study equivalent organizational system
in sign languages. The way sounds are patterned or arranged in every
language differs, every language has its own phonology; thus, the
phonology of English is different from that of Hausa, Igbo or Yoruba.
Nigeria has many languages and dialects. The Hausa language is spoken
mostly in the Northern part, Yoruba language in the South- West and the
Igbo language in the South-East.
The syllable structure of the Hausa language can be represented as
CV/CVV (Sani 2005; Shehu 2016). The Hausa language belongs to the
Chadik branch of Afro-aisatic with about 50 million of its speakers in
Nigeria, Niger, Togo, Cameroon and Ghana. Hausa has the largest number
of native speakers than any other language in the sub-saharan Africa (Wells,
2006). Hausa language is one of the three major languages spoken in
Nigeria and has the largest speaker population particularly in the Northern
part of the country (Shehu 2016). The syllable structure of Hausa language
is an open one (i.e. words in the language typically begin with consonants
and ends with vowel sounds) and it is composed of consonant followed by
a vowel. The structure can be represented as CV/CVV. On the other hand,
the closed syllable is made up of a consonant followed by a short vowel
and another consonant respectively (i.e. CVC) (Sani 2005; Shehu 2016).
The syllable structure of the Yoruba language is the system-CV type
(Campbell 1991). Yoruba is a tone language whose many varieties are
spoken across West Africa with about 20 million native speakers. It is
spoken natively in Nigeria as well as the neighbouring countries of the
Republic of Benin, Togo, Sierra-leone and Ghana (Campbell 1991).
Yoruba is considered as one of the three major languages in Nigeria
(Campbell 1991). The Yoruba language like other Niger-Congo language
operates the open syllable system-CV type. It has V, CV, CVV, syllable
structure. The syllable structure of Yoruba language
The syllable structure of the Igbo language is the CV type (Obianika
2013). The Igbo language has open syllables. The language has no
consonant clusters. The basic Igbo syllable is CV (Obianika 2013). Though
the review of literature does not reveal any study on consonant cluster
simplification in Nigerian English, yet it has been observed that Nigerians
have a tendency to simplify English consonants by deletion of some
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segments from the cluster and insertion of vowels and so on. This present
study is designed to establish the extent of the prevalence of cluster
simplification among selected speakers (Hausa, Yoruba, Igbo and few
others) of Nigerian English and to determine strategies Nigerian speakers
of English adopt in simplifying consonant clusters in their spoken English.
Research Methodology
Research Design
The survey approach was used in carrying out the research. This approach
is an organized attempt to check, analyze, and present the challenges faced
by Nigerian speakers of English that led to the simplification of some
consonant clustering words.
Sample Population/ Sampling Technique
The population used in this study includes the users of English in Nigeria
who are born and educated in Nigeria and hold at least a bachelor’s degree
in any field of study. This selection is done in order to determine the
different strategies adopted in consonant cluster simplification by these
speakers. The research was conducted on speakers of English in Usmanu
Danfodiyo University, Sokoto with minimum of first degree in any field.
The selection does not depend on, occupation and marital status but it
depends on age, ethnicity, and individual’s ability to read and speak the
language.
A total of forty (40) educated Nigerians were randomly selected as the
sample size. The sample size consists of twenty males and twenty females.
The stratified random sampling technique was used in this research. This is
because it is the purest of probability sampling where an equal chance of
selection is provided due to the size of population of Nigerians that speak
English. Each stratum was sampled as an independent sub-population, out
of which individual elements were randomly selected. The technique is
suitable for this research considering the fact that it is often impossible to
identify every member of the population and the variables such as ethnicity
and ability to speak English. These were used as parameters for selecting
the members of the population. Each of these variables is believed to have
an effect on the language experience of the respondents. Therefore,
membership was stratified according to ethnicities which include: Hausa,
Yoruba, Igbo and others, and then once ability to speak English. Dividing
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the population into distinct independent strata will assist in drawing
inference about specific sub-group that might be loss in a more generalized
random sampling.

Research instruments
The main instrument used for data collection was phone recorder (Infinix
Note 2). Combinations of instruments were used in data collection. The
primary data was collected using phone recorder while the secondary data
was collected using the direct questionnaire. The questionnaire was
presented to the subjects consisting of three sections; section A (Bio-data),
section B (Languages Spoken) and in section C, a total of 15 words were
designed for the respondents to read and produce orally for the purpose of
this research.
Oral rendition
Tape recording was used in the conduct of this research. It was used in
order to identify the nature of simplification of consonant clusters, the oral
or verbalized production of words by all the forty respondents. The
recording serves as an evidence of conducting the research and as a referral
for the analysis of the result of the study. The data was obtained with the
aid of a mobile phone recorder. The advantage of the recording is that it
can be played and studied extensively no matter the length of time it takes.
Heritage and Akinson (1984) noted that the use of such recorded material
has the additional advantage of providing the listener and to a lesser extent,
the readers of research report with direct access to the data which analytical
claims were made.
Method of Data Collection
The collection of data was conducted by the researcher in a quite
environment to avoid distractions. Each respondent was observed
individually. A list of words which include: 1. Scream 2.Spring 3.Strategy
4.Splash 5.Sprite 6.Flask 7.Spectacle 8. Drink 9. Triple 10. Smoke11.
Stream12. Treats13. Street 14.Measles and15.Strike was presented to the
respondents to produce verbally to the hearing of the researcher. The
respondents were given sufficient time to read each word verbally twice.
Data Analysis and Data Presentation
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The data collected through the primary sources from forty respondents
were transcribed, analyzed and then the areas of simplifications were
highlighted. The researcher then play’s back the tape used in collecting
data in order to be able to identify errors made by the respondents. The
transcribed (observed) data were presented in a tabular form based on the
identified Nigerian languages. Simple percentages and thereafter the
descriptive approach were used to interpret the data. The raw data obtained
from forty respondents were analyzed and interpreted. These are presented
in the following Tables.
Table 1: Transcribed Data of Consonant Clusters simplifications by
Hausa Speakers of English.
S/
No.

Word

RP
Represen
tation.

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.1

1

/skri:m/

/strəik/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/strᴂtədƷi
/
/splᴂʃ /

5

Screa
m
Sprin
g
Strate
gy
Splas
h
Sprite

/sprait/

/strᴂtə
dƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

6

Flask

/fla:sk/

/fla:sk/

7

Spect
acle
Drink
Triple
Smok
e
Strea
m
Treat
s
Street
Measl
es
Strike

/spektəkl/

/si:pekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/smɔ:k/

2
3
4

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊk/
/stri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
2
/sikri:m
/
/sfriŋ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
3
/skri:m
/
/spriŋ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
4
/skri:m
/
/spriŋ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
5
/sikri:
m/
/sipriŋ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
6
/skri:m
/
/sipriŋ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
7
/skri:m
/
/spriŋ/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/siplᴂ
s/
sprait/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/siplᴂ
sh/
/sprait/

/strᴂt
adƷi/
/siplᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/fla:sk/

/fla:sk/

/fla:sk/

/spekt
ətkul/
/driŋk/
/tiripl/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/smɔ:k
/
/stri:m/

/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/smɔ:k
/
/stri:m/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/smɔ:k
/
/sitri:m
/
/tret/

/strᴂt
adƷi/
/siplᴂʃ
/
/siprait
/
/pla:sk
/
/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/si:prait
/
/fla:sk/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
9
/stri:m/

/strᴂt
adƷi/
/splaʃ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
8
/skri:m
/
/spriŋk
/
/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ/

/sprait/

/sprəit/

/spriat/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/fla:sk/

/fla:s/

/fla:k/

/fla:sk/

/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/sməʊ
k
/stri:m/

/spect
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tripul/
/smɔ:k
/
/stri:m/

/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/spriŋ/
/strᴂt
əgi/
/sflᴂʃ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
10
/skri:m
/
/spriŋ/

/tri:ts/

/si:tri:m
/
/tri:ts/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:ts/
/mi:sls/

/sitri:t/
/mi:zls/

/sitri:ts/
/mi:zls/

/sitri:t/
/mi:zls/

/stri:t/
/misls/

/stri:ts/
/mi:sls/

/stri:t/
/mi:zls/

/stri:t/
/strəik/

/stri:t/
/mi:zls

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/sitrəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/mi:zls/

/strəik/

/strəik/

Key: Obs = observed; Pron = Pronunciation and Resp = Respondent

Table 1, presents the transcribed data of consonant clusters
simplifications by Hausa (L1) Nigerian speakers of English. Respondent 1
simplified 5 out of fifteen words, engaged in epenthesis in 3 words and
apocope in 2 words. The respondents did not engage in prosthesis, syncope
and metathesis to the words given. The highest form of simplification
adopted by this respondent is epenthesis. Respondent 2 simplified 8 out of
fifteen, engaged in epenthesis and apocope in 3 words. The respondent did
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not engage in prothesis. Therefore, respondent 3 engaged more in
epenthesis. Respondent 3 simplified 6 out of fifteen words and did not
engage in the other forms of simplification. Four out of fifteen were
epenthesis and one was apocope. Respondent 3 therefore, engaged more in
epenthesis. Respondent 4 simplified 5 out of 15 words engaging in
epenthesis and apocope. The highest adaptation engaged here is epenthesis.
Respondent 5 simplified 8 out of 15 words engaging in epenthesis of 6 out
15, apocope of 1 out of 15 and metathesis 1 out of 15 and 2 others were
surface realized. Epenthesis was the highest adaptation engaged by this
respondent. Respondent 6 simplified 9 out of 15 words. This respondent
engaged in epenthesis in 5 words, prosthesis in 2 words and surface
realized in 2 words. Epenthesis is the highest adaptation engaged by the
respondent. Respondent 7 simplified 2 out of 15 words engaging in 1
epenthesis and 1 metathesis and also engaged in surface realization. The
respondent did not engage in the other forms of simplification. Respondent
8 simplified 5 out of 15 words, testing this variable, the respondent
engaged in paragoge in one word, apocope in one word, epenthesis in two
words and metathesis in 1 word. Respondent 9 simplified 6 out of 15 words
tested, engaging in apocope of 2 out of 15, metathesis of 2 out of 15,
epenthesis of 2 out of 15. The respondent engaged in equal simplification.
Respondent 10 did not engage in any form of simplification.
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Table 2: Transcribed Data of Consonant Clusters simplifications by
Yoruba (L1) Nigerian Speakers of English
S/
No.

Word

RP
Represen
tation.

1

Screa
m
Sprin
g
Strate
gy
Splas
h
Sprite
Flask
Spect
acle
Drink
Triple
Smok
e
Strea
m
Treats
Street
Measl
es
Strike

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
11
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
12
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
14
/skri:m/

/sipriŋ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
13
/skri:m
/
/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋk/

/strᴂtədƷi
/
/splᴂʃ /

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ/

/sprait/
/fla:sk/
/spektəkl/

/sprait/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/siplᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/strət
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/stri:m/

/fla:k/
/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/fla:s/
/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/smɔ:k
/
/sitri:m/

/fla:sk/
/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/tri:ts/
/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/tri:ts/
/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/tri:ts/
/stri:t/
/mi:zls/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/tri:ts/
/stri:t/
/mi:zlz
/
/strəik
/

/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊk/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
15
/skri:m
/
/spriŋ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
16
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
17
/skri:m/

/spriŋk/

/spriŋk/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/spirəit
/
/fla:sk/
/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tripul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/strət
ədƷi/
/spnᴂ
ʃ/
/sprait/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/fla:sk/
/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/tri:ts/
/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/tri:ts/
/stri:t/
/mi:zlz
/
/strəik
/

/spriŋ/

/strəik/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
19
/skri:m
/
/spriŋk
/
/stᴂtə
dƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.2
0
/skri:m/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
18
/skri:m
/
/spriŋk
/
/stᴂtə
dƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/fla:sk/
/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/fla:sk/
/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/fla:sk/
/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tripul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/fla:sk/
/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/fla:sk/
/spect
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/smɔ:k/

/tri:ts/
/tri:ts/
/mi:zlz/

/tri:ts/
/stri:t/
/mi:sls/

/tri:ts/
/stri:t/
/mi:zlz

/tri:ts/
/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/trəits/
/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/spriŋ/
/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/stri:m/

Key: Obs = observed; Pron = Pronunciation and Resp = Respondent
Table 2, presents the transcribed data of consonant clusters
simplifications by other Nigerian speakers of English. Respondent 11
simplified 3 out 15 words, engaging in paragoge of a consonant and
epenthesis. The respondent did not engage in the other forms of
simplification. Respondent 12 simplified 7 out of 15 words, engaging in
epenthesis in of 4 out of 15, metathesis in 1. The respondent above
engaged more in epenthesis than any other mode of simplification.
Respondent 13 engaged in only 1 form of simplification which is
metathesis of 1 out of 15 words. Respondent 14 simplified 3 out of 15
words engaging in epenthesis only in 3 out of 15 words and did not engage
in any other forms of simplification. Respondent 15 simplified 2 words out
of 15 words, engaging in metathesis of 1 sound in a word and apocope in a
word. The respondents above did not engage in any other forms of
simplifications.
Respondent 16 simplified 1 word out of 15 words engaged in paragoge
only. The respondent did not engage in other forms of simplification.
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Respondent 17 simplified 4 out of 15 words, engaging in paragoge,
epenthesis in 2 words and metathesis in 1 word. Respondent 18 above
engaged in most forms of simplification. The respondent engaged in
paragoge of 1 out of 15 words, prothesis in 4 out of 15 words and
epenthesis in 2 out of 15 words. The highest form of simplification
engaged here is epenthesis. Respondent 19 engaged in 2 forms of
simplification. Paragoge in a word and epenthesis in 2 words out of 15
words. The highest form of simplification is epenthesis. Respondents 20
simplified 3 out of 15 words engaging in epenthesis in 2 words and surface
realized 2 words out of 15 words.
Table 3. Transcribed Data of Consonant Clusters simplifications by
Igbo (L1) Nigerian Speakers of English
S/
No.

Word

RP
Represen
tation.

1

Screa
m
Sprin
g
Strate
gy
Splas
h
Sprite
Flask
Spect
acle
Drink
Triple
Smok
e
Strea
m
Treat
s
Street
Measl
es
Strike

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
21
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
22
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
23
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
24
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
25
/skri:m/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋk/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋk/

/spriŋk/

/strᴂtədƷi
/
/splᴂʃ /

/stri:m/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/
/fla:ks/
/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/siprait/
/fla:sk/
/spect
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tripul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/
fla:sk/
/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
sməʊk
/
/stri:m/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/
/fla:sk/
/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/
/fla:sk/
/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/trəits/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:t/
/mi:zls/

Street
/mi:zls/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/sprait/
/fla:sk/
/spektəkl/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊk/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
26
/skri:m
/
/spriŋk
/
/spriŋ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
27
/skri:m
/
/spriŋk
/
/spriŋ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
28
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
29
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
30
/skri:m/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/
/fla:sk/
/spect
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/
/fla:sk/
/spect
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tripul/
/smɔ:k
/
/stri:m/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/
/fla:sk/
/spect
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tripul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/
/fla:sk/
/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/
/fla:sk/
/spect
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/smɔ:k
/
/stri:m/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/trəits/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/trəits/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:t/
/mi:zls/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:t/
/mi:zls/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

Key: Obs = observed; Pron = Pronunciation and Resp = Respondent

Table 3, presents the transcribed data of consonant clusters
simplifications by Igbo Nigerian speakers of English. Respondent 21
engaged in 3 simplifications out of the 15 words, engaging in metathesis
and epenthesis between consonant clusters. The respondent did not engage
in any other forms of simplification. Respondent 22 engaged in paragoge in
one word, epenthesis in 3 words, metathesis in one word and surface
realized in one word. Respondent 23 did not engage in other forms of
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simplification but rather only engaged in metathesis in 1 word out of 15.
The form of adaption engaged by the respondent is metathesis. Respondent
24 simplified only 1 word out of 15 words engaging in paragoge.
Respondents 25 simplified 2 out of 15 words engaging in epenthesis in 1
out of 15 and metathesis in 1 out of 15. The respondent did not engage in
any other forms of simplification. Respondent 26 simplified 3 out of 15
words tested, engaging in paragoge of 1 out of 15 and epenthesis of 2 out
of 15 words. The respondent engaged more in epenthesis and paragoge.
Respondent 27 engaged in paragoge of 1 out of 15 words, epenthesis of 2
out of 15 and metathesis of 1 out of 15 and surface realized 2 out of 15
words. The highest adaption is epenthesis. Respondents 28 did not engage
in any form of adaption but surface realized 1 out of the 15 words tested.
Respondents 29 only engaged in epenthesis of 3 out of 15 words. Other
forms of implications were not engaged by the respondents. Respondent 30
did not engage any form of adaption.
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Table 4: Transcribed Data of Consonant Clusters simplifications by
other Nigerian Speakers of English.
S/
No.

Word

RP
Represen
tation.

1

5

Screa
m
Sprin
g
Strate
gy
Splas
h
Sprite

6
7

2
3
4

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.3
1
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
32
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
33
/spriŋk/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
34
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
35
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
36
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
37
/skri:m/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
38
/skri:m/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋk/

/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/strᴂtədƷi
/
/splᴂʃ /
/sprait/

/sitrᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/fla:sk/

/fla:s/

/fla:s/

/fa:lsk/

/fla:sk/

/fla:ks/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/siprəit
/
/fla:sk/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

Flask

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/siprəit
/
/fla:sk/

Spect
acle
Drink
Triple
Smok
e
Strea
m
Treat
s
Street
Measl
es
Strike

/spektəkl/

/stri:m/

/spektə
kul/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊ
k/
/sitri:m/

/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/smɔ:k
/
/stri:m/

/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/smɔ:k
/
/stri:m/

/spect
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/spect
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tri:pul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/spect
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tripul/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/

/spekt
əkul/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/smɔ:k
/
/stri:m/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/tri:ts/

/strəts/

/tri:ts/

/trəts/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:t/
/mi:zls/

/stri:t/
/mi:sls/

/stri:t/
/mi:zls/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/

/stri:t/
/mi:zls/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/strəik/

/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊk/

/fla:s/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
39
/skri:
m/
/spriŋ/

Obs.
Pron.
Resp.
40
/sikri:m
/
/spriŋ/

/spriŋ/

/strᴂt
ədƷi/
/splᴂʃ
/
/sprait/

/splᴂ
ʃ/
/sprait
/
/pla:s
k/
/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripul/
/smə
ʊk/
/stri:m
/
/tri:ts/
/stri:t/
/mi:zl
z/
/strəik
/

/fla:sk/
/spekt
əkl/
/driŋk/
/tripl/
/sməʊ
k/
/stri:m/
/tri:ts/
/stri:t/
/mi:zlz/
/strəik/

Table 4, presents the transcribed data of consonant clusters
simplifications by other Nigerian speakers of English. From the,
respondent 31 (L1-Tangale) simplified 4 out of fifteen words and engaged
in epentheis in 3 words and apocope in one word. The highest form of
adaptation by this respondent is epenthesis. Respondent 32 (L1-Takad)
simplified 3 out of 15 words, the respondent engaged in epenthesis in 1
out 15 words, apocope in 1 out of 15 and metathesis 1 out of 15 words.
The respondent did not engage in the other forms of simplification.
Respondent 33 (L1-Igala) above simplified 5 out of 15 words engaging in
paragoge in 2 words, metathesis in 1 word, epenthesis in 2 words and
metathesis in 1 word. Respondent 34 (L1-Tigun) simplified 3 out of 15
words, engaging in epenthesis and metathesis. The respondent’s adaption
is minimal thus, did not engage in other forms of simplification.
Respondent 35 (L1-Higgi) engaged in only two forms of
simplification which are metathesis and epenthesis. Respondent 36 (L1Idoma) engaged in paragoge and epenthesis, and at the same time surface
realized one word. Respondent 37 (L1-Igala) simplified 3 out of 15 words
engaging in epenthesis only. The respondent did not engage in any other
forms of simplification. Respondents 38 (L1-Kataf) simplified 4 out of 15
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engaging apocope, epenthesis of 2 out of 15 words, metathesis of 1 out of
15 words used for testing the respondents and surface realized 2 out of 15
words. Respondent 39 (L1-Igun) engaged in metathesis in 1 word and
epenthesis in 1 word. The respondent did not engage in any other forms of
simplification. Respondent 40 (L1-Bura) engaged in epenthesis in 1 out of
15 words and did not engage in other forms of simplification. The
adaption of respondent 40 is minimal.
Table 5: Age of the respondents
Variable
Number of Respondent Percentage (%)
21-25
6
15.0
26-30
16
40.0
31-35
5
12.5
36-40
6
15.0
41-45
6
15.0
46-50
1
2.5
Total
40
100
Table 5 above gives a summary of the ages of the respondents. The
majority of the respondents were in their late twenties, representing 40% of
the entire sampled population. Respondents in their early twenties, late
thirties and early forties followed with 15% while those in their early
thirties, late forties and teenagers followed with 12.5%, 2.5% and 0%
respectively. With 2.5% of the sampled population, those in their late
forties have the lowest percentage.
Table 6: Gender of the respondents
Variable
Number of Respondent
Percentage (%)
Male
20
50.0
Female
20
50.0
Total
40
100
Table 6 indicates the gender of the respondents. Both male and female
respondents constituted 50% each of the sampled population.
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Table 7: Ethnicity of the respondents
Variable
Number of Respondent Percentage (%)
Hausa
10
25.0
Igbo
10
25.0
Yoruba
10
25.0
Others
10
25.0
Total
40
100
Table 7 presents the percentage ethnicities of the respondents. The
Hausa, Igbo, Yoruba and other ethnic groups constituted 25% respectively
in the sample population. The ethnicity of the respondents is of importance
because it presents different variety in pronunciation.
Table 8: Schools Attended by respondents
Variable
Number
Respondent

of Percentage
(%)

Nursery
22
55.0
Primary
40
100
Junior Secondary School
40
100
Senior Secondary School
40
100
University
40
100
Table 8, showed the type of schools attended by the respondents.
Those who attended nursery school had 55%, showing that not all
respondents had the opportunity to attend a nursery school. But for primary,
junior secondary, senior secondary and university, all the respondents had
attended and constitute a 100% respectively.
Table 9: Type of School attended by the respondents
Variable
Number
of Percentage (%)
Respondent
Government/Public
23
57.5
Private
10
25.o
Both
7
17.5
Total
40
100
Table 9 showed that most of the respondents had attended a
government/ public school with 57.5%, those who attended private school
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constituted 25% and those who had attended both government and private
schools at different levels constituted 17.5%.
Table 10: School Location
Variable
Number
of Percentage (%)
Respondent
Urban
31
77.5
Rural
6
15.0
Both
3
7.5
Total
40
100
Table 10 showed 77.5% of the respondents attended schools located at
urban areas, 15% attended in rural areas while 7.5% attended schools in
both urban and rural areas.
Table 11: Frequency of Usage of the English language by respondents
Variable
Number
of Percentage (%)
Respondent
Very often
22
55.0
Often
18
45.0
Rarely
Never
Total
40
100
Table 11 presents the frequency of usage of the English language, 55%
of the respondents admitted to using English ‘very often’ while 45% use
English ‘often’.
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Table 12: Frequency of Usage of the English language at School or
work by Respondents
Variable
Number
of Percentage (%)
Respondent
Very often
30
75.0
Often
10
25.0
Rarely
Never
Total
40
100
Table 12 indicated the frequencies used by the respondents either in
school or at work. Thus, 75% claimed using the English language ‘very
often’ while 25% claim to use the language ‘often’. These responses are
relevant in establishing whether or not the frequency one uses has an
impact on their pronunciation.
Table 13: Number of Respondents without and With Consonant
Simplification
S/N Word
Without
Simplification With
Simplification
(Correct)
(Incorrect)
1
Scream
36
4
2
Spring
25
15
3
Strategy 34
6
4
Splash
33
7
5
Sprite
34
6
6
Flask
31
9
7
Spectacle 14
26
8
Drink
40
0
9
Triple
16
24
10
Smoke
29
11
11
Stream
32
8
12
Treats
33
7
13
Street
35
5
14
Measles
20
20
15
Strike
38
2
Table 13 presents the respondents observed oral rendition of each
words by the respondents. From the table, the word with the highest
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accuracy of pronunciation with out any simplification was strike (38
respondents got it right) while spectacle had the highest incorrect
pronunciation with simplification (26 respondents got it wrong). Table 13
summarizes the respondent pronunciations of word with consonant clusters.
The table also presents the percentage of words pronounced by the
respondents with and without simplification. From the table, the word
drink was pronounced by all respondents without simplification (i.e.100%).
The word spectacle on the other hand had the highest simplification by the
respondents with 65%. Other words such as strike, scream, street, strategy,
splash, treats, stream and flask also had high percentage of respondents
who did not simplify the word. Words like smoke, spring, and measles had
the highest percentage of respondents who simplified the words.
Table 14: Percentage of Respondents without and With Consonant
Simplification
S/N Word
% Without Simplification %With Simplification
(Correct)
(Incorrect)
1
Scream
90
10.0
2
Spring
62.5
37.5
3
Strategy 85
15.0
4
Splash
82.5
17.5
5
Sprite
85
15.0
6
Flask
77.5
22.5
7
Spectacle 35
65.0
8
Drink
100
0.0
9
Triple
40
60.0
10
Smoke
72.5
27.5
11
Stream
80
20.0
12
Treats
82.5
17.5
13
Street
87.5
12.5
14
Measles
50
50.0
15
Strike
95
5.0
Table 14 showed strike had the highest percentage (95%) of accuracy
of pronunciation without simplification while spectacle had 65% of
incorrect pronunciation with simplification.
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Discussion
It was observed that among the forty (40) respondents, each one of them
engaged in some form of simplification in their use of English language.
As observed by the researcher, the simplification type uesd more by the
respondents is epenthesis. Even though it was observed that all the
respondeents demonstrated some elements of simplification in their
renditions, some respondents were more engaged than others. For instance,
while some engaged in both epenthesis and apocope, others engaged in
either epenthesis or paragoge.
It was dicovered that simplification of words by respondents cuts
across all ages. In other words,the ages of the respondents could not
determine the kind of simplification they engage in even though some of
the younger respondents were more proficient than the older ones.
The findings of this research revealed that there is no correlation
between gender and the type of simplification engaged by the respondents.
Both male and female respondents exhibited tendencies of simplification
and both simplification types were observed in both sexes. Only that some
female respondents were more fashionable in the pronunciation.
However, the respondents ethnicity had a great impact on the types of
simplification. For instance, it was discovered that Hausa respondents
engaged most in epenthesis between the consonant clusters.Pronunciation
of words such as [sipirait] for /sprait/, [spektəkul] for /spektəkl/ etc, were
observed. On the same scale, Yoruba respondents were obsevered to have
deleted some consonant clusters. Words with coda that is word final cluster
was deleted as in the word /flas/ for /flask/. The igbo respondents engaged
in both epenthesis and apocope in easing their pronunciation. For instance,
the word /spriŋ/ was pronounced as /spriŋk/ and /tripl/ as /tripul/. For the
other languages, more of epenthesis was observed basically vowel insertion.
The above observation is in agreement with Buhari (2013), which reported
that speakers of Nigerian English adapt to their L1 features in their spoken
English and the adaptation comes in the form of substitution, swapping,
insertion, deletion and surface realization of English sounds.
Even though the central concern of this research is not the implication
of the type and levels of schools attended by the respondents, it was
observed that there was no significant correspondence between the type of
school respondents attended and the levels they attained because cases of
simplification were seen among almost all the respondents.
The data from the respondents revealed that frequency of the usage of
the English language can help in reducing the likely pronunciation
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simplification if proper corrections are taken. This is because it is one thing
to speak English frequently, and entirely a different thing to speak it well.
Most of the respondents claim to speak English frequently but yet some
simplifiation processes were observed in their pronunciation.
72% of the respondents engaged in epenthesis in the words given. The
words contained cluters that were broken by these respondents. For
instance, words like TRIPLE and SPECTACLE was broken at the word
final by the insertion of /ᵁ/ sound, there by realizing them as /spektᴂkul/
and /tripul/. The /i/ sound was also introduced in words like
SPRAIT,SPLASH, and SPRING, thereby realizing them as /siprait/,
/siplᴂʃ/, /spiriŋ/ respectively. These were observed to be common among
almost all the respondents.
52.5%of the respondents engaged in apocope and metathesis in the
words given. This was observed in the respondents pronunciation of words
such as SPRING, SPLASH, FLASK and MEASLES, thereby realizing
them as /sfring/ that is /p/ realized as /f/, /spnᴂʃ/ /Ɩ/ realized as /n/, /plask/
/f/ realized as /p/ and /mi:zls/ or /mi:sls/ with /z/ realized as /s/ respectively.
22.5% of the respondents deleted atleast a clustering sound in word
the word FLASK, thereby realizing it as /flas/ and /flak/.
30% of the respondents added a consonant to the existing one. It was
observed in the word SPRING, the /k/ sound was added at the word final
position thereby realizing ‘spring’ as /spriŋk/. These was observed among
the Yoruba and the Igbo speakers of English.
Summary of Findings
Based on the observation made on the forty (40) respondents that were
administered a Direct Questionnaire and were engaged in an oral reindation,
the researcher arrived at a conclusion and deems it fit to reveeal the
following:
i. Age dose not determine the degree of consonant cluster
simplification engaged by the speakers of English language in
Nigeria. These simplifications occurs across generations of
speakers of English in Nigeria.
ii. Gender has no role in determing whether or not the speaker of
English in Nigeria simplifies his/her spoken English. Speakers of
English in Nigeria regardless of their sexes, simplifiers the
language to suit there spoken English.
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iii. Ethnicity plays a significant role in determining the degree of
simplification among the speakers of English in Nigeria.
iv. As observed, the school one attends and its location also plays a
significant role in determing the degree of simplication by the
speakres of English in Nigeria.
v. Frequency of usage of the English language dose not mitigate the
simplification of the language among speakers in Nigeria.
vi. Using English as a medium of instruction in schools does not stop
cluster simplification.
vii. Mother tongue interference is the major cause of cluster
simplification among Nigerian speakers of English.
viii.29% of Nigerian speakers of English inserted vowels in between
consonant clusters to suit their pronuncaition.
ix. 21% of Nigerian speakers of English substitute sounds to suit their
spoken English.
x. 9% of Nigerian speakers of English delete sounds in their spoken
English.
xi. 30 % of Nigerian speakers of English add consonant sound most at
the word final cluster.
Conclusion
Following the evidence gathered from this research, it can be concluded
that Mother tongue interference is the major cause of cluster simplification
among Nigerian speakers of English. Also, ethnicity, school one attends
and its location plays a significant role in determining the degree of
simplification among the speakers of English in Nigeria. Nigerian speakers
of English engage in cluster simplification to suit their pronuncaition.
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Salon Siffantawa a cikin wa}o}in Addu’a na Hausa
Hamza A. Ainu
Cibiyar Nazarin Hausa, Usman [anfodiyo University, Sokoto
ainuhamza@gmail.com
Tsakure
Kamar dai sauran takwarorinsu rubutattun wa}o}in Hausa, su ma
rubutattun wa}o}in addu’a na Hausa ana iya samun kusan kowane irin
salon sarrafa harshe na wa}a a cikinsu. Daga cikin fitattun salailai da aka
fi samu cikin wa}o}in Hausa akwai: Salon bu]a wa}a da rufe ta da amfani
da salon aron kalmomi da sarrafa nassoshin Al}ur’ani mai girma da na
Hadisan Manzon (S.A.W) akwai kuma amfani da sunayen Allah kai tsaye
ko fassarar ma’anarsu. Ga kuma salon siffantawa wanda yake }unshe da
salailai daban-daban kamar na zayyana da kinaya da kamance da
jinsarwa da dai sauarnsu. Wannan takarda }udirinta ne ta fito da bayani
kan yadda salon siffantawa ya yi kaka-gida a cikin rubutattun wa}o}in
addu’a na Hausa.
Gabatarwa
Manazarta kan rubutattun wa}o}in Hausa sun yi ayyuka sosai ta fuskar
taskace su da bincike-bincike kan jigoginsu da salonsu da tsarinsu da
samuwarsu. Ayyuka irin na Hiskett (1975) da [alhatu (1977) da Sa’id
(1978/2002/ 2016) da Yahya, (1987/1997/2001/2016) da Birniwa
(1981/1987) da Tudu (2001) da Dunfawa (2002) da Ainu (2007) da Usman
(2008) da Omar, (2010), misali ne ka]an daga wa]annan masana, kuma
gaba ]ayansu sun yi ittifa}i cewa tasiri rubutattun wa}o}in Larabci shi ne
tushe ga samuwar rubutattun wa}o}in Hausa.
Ma’anar Salo
{amusun Hausa (2006:385), ya bayyana ma’anar salo da cewa:
" Ya yi ko sauyi ko lawni ko fice"
Amma a fannin nazarin adabin Hausa zan ta}aita bayani na ra’ayoyin wasu
masana adabin Hausa biyu kacal, dangane da ma’anar salo a ta}aice. A
binciken da babban malamin nan masanin Hausa Shaihin Malami
Abdul}adir [angambo ya gudanar game da salo (2007:37-42) ya ce:
"Za a iya fassara salo kamar haka:
i.
Salo wani abu ne da ya }unshi za~i a cikin rubutu ko furuci
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Salo wani }ari ne na daraja a cikin rubutu ko furuci, wanda
ba lalle ne a same shi cikin kowane rubutu ba.
iii.
Salo ya shafi kauce wa wata daidaicciyar }a’ida.
iv.
Salo harshen wani mutum ne.
A tasa gudummuwar game da bayyana ma’anar salon Shaihin malami
Yahya, (2016:30) ya ce ana iya a ce:
"Salo yana nufin duk wata dabara ko hanya a cikin wa}a
wadda mawa}i ya bi domin ya isar da sa}on da yake son ya
isar. Ita wannan dabara ko hanya tana yi wa wa}a kwalliya ta
yadda sa}on wa}ar zai isa ga mai saurare ko karatun wa}a"
A wa]annan ta}aitattun bayanai na masana adabin Hausa. Za a iya
fahimtar cewa lalle salo babban ginshi}i ne da yake tallabe da wa}a a
lokacin da ake tsara ta da aiwatar da ita har ma ga nazarinta da mai
sauraron ta. Idan aka ke~e nazarin salon siffantawa, wannan salon yana a
matsayin gishiri a cikin }ulla wa}a. Mai yiwuwa ne wannan ne ya sa
Shaihin malami [angambo ya raba salon siffantawa har zuwa kashi biyu.
1. Gajeriyar siffantawa
2. Doguwar siffantawa
Wannan ya bayyana irin muhimmancin salon siffantawa wanda Shaihin
malami ya sifanta shi da cewa:
"Siffantawa, kamar kamantawa, kwatantawa ce, sai dai ita
kwatance ne na kai tsaye, akan ]auki darajar wani abu ko
halayyarsu a ]ora wa wani kai tsaye, wato a ce, "kaza" ko kaza
kaza ne. shi ne "kaza" ([angambo 1987:43-44)"
Shi ma a nasa }arin hasken game da siffantawa Shaihin malami A.B.
Yahya ya kamanta wannan salo da wata irin 'baza' ce wadda da wuya
mawa}i zai iya shirya wa}a ba tare da amfani da nau’o’inta ba. Ga dai
sharhi da Shaihin malami ya yi a ta}aice:
"Dubi abin da Bahaushe ke nufi da 'baza' a cikin kalaminsa.
'Da bazaar wane yake rawa; to kamar haka ne salon siffantawa
yake ga mawa}a. shi ne bazarsu. Duk wata bugewwa, duk
wata iyawa ta isar da sa}o a cikin wa}a, duk wata fasaha a
cikin wa}a, ta fi kamala idan salon siffantawa ya taka rawa a
cikin wa}a (Yahya, 2016:80)".
Wa]annan ra’ayoyin masana wata manuniya ce wanda ta wadatar ga mai
nazarin wa}a ya san matsayin salon siffantawa a cikin wa}o}in Hausa a
gaba ]aya da kuma rubutattunsu a ke~ance.
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Salon Siffantawa
Salon siffantawa muhimmi ne kuma babba a cikin nazarin wa}a, wanda
ya }unshi nau’o’in salo daban-daban.
Da yake na lura wa}o}in addu’a sun }unshi nau’o’in siffantawa dabandaban zan fi ba da }arfi ga ma’ana wadda ta ayyana salon da cewa faffa]an
salo ne, saboda in tattara hankali da bayani wuri guda. Nau’o’in salon
siffantawa da ake iya samu a cikin wa}o}in addu’a suna da yawa. Daga
ciki akwai zayyana da alamtawa da kinaya da kamance da kuma jinsarwa.
Salon Zayyana
Salon zayyana, a fa]ar Yahya (1997, 2001 da 2002) shi ne wanda
[angambo (1981), ya kira da sunan doguwar siffantawa. Wannan salon na
nufin mawa}i ya yi amfani da kalmomi don bayyana wani abu, har ya
kasance hoton wannan abin da yake bayani ya zo a zuciyar mai sauraro, ya
ga kamar ga abin nan yana ganin yadda ya faru. Wannan salo kan zo cikin
baiti ko baitoci da dama. Irin wannan salo za mu iya fahimtarsa kai tsaye a
cikin wa}o}in addu’a, saboda irin mamayar da ya yi a cikin wa}o}in.
Misali:
Ga ni yau ban da wurin zama bale kwanci na kai can,
In na ga inwa nis so shigat ta in ga }aya ]ai an nan,
In na bi]o mai takasi a iske kura ta ]ai an nan,
Ban da abokin zama gabas ga tasha ni an nan,
Ga ni shawagi ]ai nikai wa]ansu sunai min tsawa.
Dubi kuma wadannan baitocin da ke tafe:
Na ji tsoron zangon da nic ciyo da }afata ni ]ai,
Ban da mai min jagora ka sani Allah sai kai ]ai,
Ga shi duk ]an guzurin da ag garan daji ya ~assai,
Wani abu wanda ag garan shi ko na saisai,
Ga ni daji nike Rahimi tsare ni ga hya]en kaiwa.
Ga shi salkata ba ruwa cikinta }ishi ya kam min,
Ba gida kusa ba rijiya bale wani mai ]ebo min,
Babu sauran }arfi gare ni don gajiya ta kam min,
Babu inwa kusa ba wurin shiga yunwa ta zo min,
Rabbu sau}a}e sauran wuyar da ag gaba yo min baiwa.
Ga duwatsu manya ga godabe an ce sai na bi,
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Hawansu zan yi ko dole tunda nan hanyan nan tab bi,
Can samansu akwai sar}a}i zama na tcinkai gumbi,
Can }asan nan kuma gangaren akwai wani babban gulbi,
Wagga hanya sai sannu ban da damar yin gaugawa
(Umaru Sanda/Al}ali Haliru Wurno: Allah Maishin Bawa).
Wa]annan baitoci da suka gabata ko ba fa]i ba, zuciyar maikaratu ko mai
sauraron wannan wa}ar ta }i}iro masa yanayi da matsanaciyar wahalar da
wa]annan mawa}i yake ciki ta hanyar amfani da salon zayyana.
Haka kuma akwai wata wa}a mai irin wannan salo wadda ke cewa:
Masu kokuwa duka sun shirya,
Ga shi har fagen yi an shaya,
Ga ni ban da karfo ko laya,
Ga shi ko ina son kayaswa.
Wasu sun yi gayya can su ko,
Sun yi taulahi an amsa ko,
Ni fa ga ni nan cirko-cirko,
Agajinka ]ai nika dubowa.
Ga su wane can wai sun kimtsa,
‘Yan farofaganda sun watsa,
Duk cikin }asashe sun kutsa,
Wai batunsu ]ai suka gyarawa
(Ummaru Wazirin Gwandu: “Za~a~~iya).
Wa]annan baitoci da suka gabata suna zayyana muna yadda tura ta kai
bango ga ya}in neman za~en kujerar ]an majalisar dattawa ta Ikko, a
shekara ta 1954, wadda wannan mawa}in ke son a za~e shi wakilin
Gwandu da Yawuri a cikin jihar Kebbi yanzu. Haka kuma baitocin sun ba
da hoton bayanin irin raunin da wannan ]an takara yake da shi a cikin
sauran ‘yan takarar wannan kujera mai muhammanci. Ba ya da wata dabara
ko madogara sai Allah (SWT). Don haka ne yake ro}onsa da ya aiko masa
da taimakonsa don ya sami nasarar wannan za~e.
Haka kuma, akwai wata wa}a tasa wadda ya tsara don addu’a
mai ]auke da irin wannan salo na zayyana, ga ta:
In nai zamana gida can ya bi ni,
In na hito sai ya taso shi ja ni,
In na }iya sai shi dai ]unguje ni,
In na yi har kwance wai don shi bar ni,
Sai in ga dai ya yi ganwo shi ]auka.
Ya sa kwa]an duniya ya ha}e ni,
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Ya ko tsare ko’ina ya hwake ni,
Ya zaburo yai farat ya ri}e ni,
Ya ko matsa ya hana min sukuni,
{ula-uzu Billahi shai]anu minka
(Ummaru Wazirin Gwandu: “Wa}ar Addu’a).
Baitocin da suka gabata suna zayyana muna irin matsalar da mawa}in
ya shiga ta ya}i da shai]an, duk wata hanya da ya bi don ya guje wa
makircinsa sai shai]an ya ~ullo masa wata hanya ta daban. Wannan ja-in-ja
da ya shiga da shai]an ya tsoratar da mawa}in don haka ne ya ga ba wata
mafita sai dai ya kai }ararsa ga Ubangiji Allah.
Salon Alamtawa
A wannan salon na siffantawa ana amfani ne da wani sashi na wani abu
domin wannan sashen ya tsaya a matsayin dukan abin. Ko kuma amfani da
kalma mai wata ma’ana ta daban ko bayan ma’anarta ta yau da kullum
(Yahya 2006, p. 113). Wannan salo na daga cikin muhimman salailan da
suka fi fice a cikin wa}o}in addu’a. Misali dubi wannan baiti:
Allah iyakokinka inda na }etare,
Zunuban da nai Rahamanu kai min gafara,
Ba wanda zai min gafara bayan ka.
(Alhaji Lawan mai Turare: “Wa}ar komawa Ga Allah).
Salon alamtawa a nan shi ne a ]ango na farko wurin da ya siffanta zunuban
da ya aikata da }etare iyaka. Kamar dai wanda ya }etare wata iyaka wadda
aka shata masa, wato ya }arya doka. Haka kuma a cikin wannan wa}ar
mawa}in ya sake yin amfani da salon alamtawa a inda yake cewa:
Neman kadarko wanda zan bi na tsallake,
Don kodayaushe tausayin kaina nake,
|arnar da nai da yawa cikin gonarka.
A ]ango na }arshe ne ya yi amfani da salon alamata, a inda ya siffanta
laifunka da ya yi da zunubbansa tamkar ~arna a cikin gona.
Shi ma wannan mawa}i ya yi amfani da salo irin na alamtawa a cikin
wannan baiti da ke tafe:
Yanke ya dai bai don hakanga yas shirya tun farko,
Ya yi ganiyyi Al-mudabbirun yak ko yo kasko,
Babu mai amshewa ga wanda duk yab ba tun farko,
Komi jinkirin rabo zai zaka in dai kai }arko,
Ajizi luro da wanda yan nufe ka da yin har barwa.
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(Ummaru sanda Sarkin Bauran Dange/Al}ali Haliru Wurno: “Allah
Ma’ishin Bawa)
Idan aka dubi ]ango na biyu na wnanan baiti za a ga mawallafin ya yi
amfani da salon alamtawa, a wurin da ya nuna Ubangiji Allah shi ne wanda
ya halicci ganiyyi wato, mai arziki da kasko, wato talaka. Kalmar kasko a
nan ita ce alamci da aka yi amfani da ita ga siffanta talaka.
Haka kuma akwai wata wa}ar mai jigo shigen wannan wadda
mawa}in ya yi amfani da salon alamtawa kamar haka.
Ya sarkin da yab ba Alu za~en tafiya }asar kufa,
Ya sarkin da yabba uban Isa nasara wurin yumfa,
Korena a sa mashi ganye in ga ya tofa,
Abin ga da nib bi]a sashi zo hannuna in ga na dafa,
Ka sa mishi a}iba ya Ilahi/Arshi bibarkacin salla.
(Garba Gwandu: “Dogara Ga Allah Ya Fi Zuwa Fadanci).
A ]ango na uku ne ya yi amfani da salon alamtawa, a wurin da ya
siffanta kansa da koren itace busashe saboda rashin samun ruwa. Haka
kuma yana ro}on samun ni’ima da wadata, wadda ya siffanta da ganyen
itace lif-lif.
Salon Kinaya
Wannan wani nau’i ne na salon siffantawa wanda Abdul}adir [angambo
(1981), ya kira shi da sunan gajeruwar siffantawa. Yahya
(1997/2000/2002), ya kira shi da sunan salon kinaya. Wannan salo a fagen
nazarin wa}a na nufin mawa}i ya kira wani abu da sunan wani abu daban.
Yin haka zai sa mai sauraro ya ]auki ma’anar wannan abin ko siffarsa
tamkar wancan abin. Shi ma wannan salon ana samunsa a cikin wa}o}in
addu’a, mislai dubi wannan baitin.
Ga garinmu ban kwana daji,
Ga ka ban bi]ar wani budoji,
Tun da na sani kai am munji,
Malja’inka nan nika dagewa.
(Ummaru Wazirin Gwandu: “Za~a~~iya).
A wannan baiti mawa}in ya yi amfani da salon kinaya har sau hu]u. Ya ce
Ubangiji Allah shi ne birni kuma shi ne abin dogara. Sannan mawa}in ya
ce Wanda ba Allah ba, shi ne daji, haka kuma shi ne budoji, wato boka. A
nan mawa}in na nufin Allah shi ne ke da kowace irin wadata wadda ]an
adam yake bi]a, haka kuma shi ne madogra. Wanda ba shi ba shi ne daji
wanda ba komi a cikinsa sai wahalhalu da rashin tsarewa daga halaka.
Wani misali mai shigen wannan salo shi ne,
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Musawwiru gaffarun wa}ahharu na kirai,
Jiyamini wahabbun ka ]amre afolaki,
Mumitun kashe ma}iyi kashin duniya shi zam,
Ana yi shina kallo shi zan baya auraki.
(Haliru Wurno: “Neman Tsari Daga Ma}iyi).
A cikin wa]annan baitoci guda biyu, mawa}in ya yi amfani da salon kinaya.
A nan ya siffanta ma}iyinsa da nau’in jaki mai suna afolaki da kuma wani
nau’in mai suna auraki. Ya nuna cewa siffofin ma}iyansa da ayyukansa
duka ]aya suke da siffofin jakai. Ga wani misali,
Malikul-mulki ka jirkito su duk su tsaya baya na,
Ya Hafizun ka san ha}i}a kai ]ai ne shinge na.
Gun }awiyyun nil la~e ina mai cin donana,
Kai ne dangali garan kuma kai ne }umcina
Babu mai fasa shinginga nau tsaya ka jiya kai wawa.
(Ummaru Sanda/Alkali Haliru: “Alah Ma’ishin Bawa).
A baitin da ya gabata kalmomin da na ja wa layi a }asansu, su ne wa]anda
aka yi amfani da su ga salon kinaya.
Salon Kamance
Wannan babban salo na siffantawa ya kasu kashi uku; na daidaito, na fifiko
sannan da na kasawa.
Kamancen Daidaito
Wannan shi ne kamance na salo; yakan kwatanta abin da ka riga ka sani ko
wani abu wanda wa}a ke magana a kai da wani abu daban. To idan ya
kawo ma hoton abin ko halinsa ko sifarsa a gabanka sai ya ce, to, yadda ka
san wannan abin haka abin da wannan wa}a ke bayani a kai duk ]aya suke
ta wannan fuska. Yanzu ga misalin yadda salon yakan fito a cikin wa}o}in
addu’a. Duba wannan baiti:
Na san ban da mai ba ni sai Jabbaru ina da shi kullum,
Kullum na bi]ai shi ka ban, kuma ba ni fashi bale zalum,
Na kuma lura shi ]ai ka bai kuma ba shi hana ba har kullum,
Na kuma farfa]o hankalina ya koma kamar kullum,
Raina yai fari }al kamar nono ban ko ji zahi ba.
(Ummaru wazirin Gwandu/Alhajin Mazuga: “Ginar Dutsi)
A ]ango na hu]u da na biayr na wannan baiti da ya gabata mawa}in ya
yi amfani da kalmomin mizani; “kamar” da “kamar”, wa]annan su ne suka
bayyana cewa wannan salo ne na kamancen daidaito. A nan ya kamanta
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farin cikinsa da na launi irin na nono daidai suke, haka kuma shi ma
hankalinsa da ada yake tashe, a yanzu kam ya kasance a natse kamar ba
wata damuwa da ta ta~a samunsu. Har ila yau, a cikin wannan wa}ar
mawa}in ya sake yin amfani da salon kamancen daidaito kamar haka:
Komi taliki bai da }arya ta ga wanda as sarki,
Mai abu ga shi to, mib bi }in}aho, mai tamkacin jaki.
A nan ma ya kamanta ]an Adam, wato mutum da jaki kanka suke ga
mallakar wani abu ko ma wajen biyan bukata. Kalmar “tamkaci” ita ce
mizanin mu.
Haka kuma a wata wa}ar ta addu’a an yi amfani da salon kamace irin
na daidaito, kamar haka:
Sanin haka ya sa tutut gare ka nike }arata,
Tsare ni ga manya ka tsar da ni kumyar tsarata,
Aduwaina {adirun nufarsu da yin sauna ta,
Zama sun mame ni yau da gobe suna kabra ta,
Ka maishe su tibis garan su koma tamkar ~awa.
(Ummaru Sanda S/Bauran Dange/Al}ali Haliru Wurno: “Allah
Ma’ishin Bawa”).
A wannan baiti da ya gabata mawa}in na yin addu’a zuwa ga Allah da
ya }arya masa }arfin ma}iyansa su koma tamkar yadda }arfin ~awan itace
yake. Amfnai da kalmar mizani ta “tamka” ita ce ta nuna wannan salo ne
kasance daidaito ne.
Mawa}in wannan wa}a da ta gabata ya sake amfani da irin wannan
salo, a wurin da yake cewa:
Kiyayyan nan wadda taz zaman mini tamkar taru,
Aduwwan nawa masu yo mini tohin Baru,
Kiren }arya kodayaushe masu ka]a min turu,
Tsare ni ga sharrinsu in zamo musu tamkar guru,
Su taka su kare su bar ni ban raki don kowa.
Wannan baiti da ya gabata a ]ango na farko da na hu]u ne, mawa}in ya
yi amfani da kalma mizani mai nuna salon kamance irin na daidaito, a inda
ya ce “tamkar”.
Haka kuma akwai irin wannan misali a cikin wata wa}a ta addu’a mai
shigen wannan jigon, a wurin da mawa}i ke cewa:
Hafizu ka ]aure la’imi in ya so yi min sharri,
Sharrin duk da yas so shi }ulla bayyane ko cikin sirri,
Banye }ulle-}ullenshi mai san min suwa tamkacin hairi,
Koda ya rubtua a kece hissai ma cikin tsari,
Ka da}ushe }o}arin duk da yay yi na sharri Jalla don salla.
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(Garba Gwandu: “Dogara Ga Allah Ya Fi Zuwa Fadanci).
A ]ango na uku na wannan baiti mawa}in ya yi amfnai da salon
daidaito, wurin da yake cewa: “tamkacin” hairi. A nan ya ro}i Ubangiji
Allah ya musanya masa da alhairi a duk lokacin da ma}iya suka }ulla masa
sharri. A }arshe ga wani misali:
Addau dini su zam kamar ba’a yo su ba,
A rasad da su su zamo kama da gubari.
(Mallam Mahe {aura-Namoda: “Wa}ar Addua’a).
Duka dai wa]annan misalai da suka gabata, kalmomin mizani ne suka
yi muna jagora ga fito da wannan salo na kamancen daidaito. Kalmomin
kuwa sune “kamar”, da “tamkacin”, “tamkar”, “kama”, da “awa” da
sauransu.
Kamancen Fifiko
Wannan kuwa salo ne da mawa}i ke amfnai da shi a inda yake nuni da
cewa wani abu na farko da ya kawo maka misalinsa ya fi wani abu wanda
ka riga ka sani. A cikin wa}o}in addu’a mawa}a kan yi amfani da wannan
salo a cikin wa}o}insu. Misali:
Shirin tafiya aljanna ‘yan uwa,
Ya fi hawan daba wajen }awa,
Dawaki an shirya su sai hawa,
Ba tsoho ciki babu tsohuwa,
Sun zan samari masu kyan }awa.
(Muhammadu Umar Kwaren-Gamba: “Wa}ar Ro}on Ruwa).
A cikin wannan baiti a ]ango na biyu ne mawa}in ya yi amfani da
salon kamancen fifiko ta amfani da kalmar mizani ta “fi”. Shi dai a nan
yana bayani cewa shirin da za a yi na tafiya a shiga aljanna bayan an }are
hisabi, a ranar lahira ya fi }awatarwa a bisa ga yadda ake shirin hawan
daba a nan duniya.
Haka ma mawa}in ya ci gaba da yin amfani da irin wannan salon a cikin
wa}arsa kamar haka:
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Sai a kira mu a }ara ce muna,
Yan mata na ciki an aje muna,
Nonna tsaitsaye sun fi tuluna,
Da shinfi]]u lantsan abin muna,
Ba’a ‘yan matan ba su }waruwa.
Ga kuma wani wurin da yake cewa:
Babu abin da ka tada hankali,
Ciki muke kullum mai ta shagali,
Ga hasken shina ta }ya}yali,
Hasken ya fi gaban na cocali,
Irin hasken har bai misaltuwa.
A cikin wa]annan baitoci guda biyu da suka gabata mawa}in ya sake
amfani da wannan salo na fifiko a ]angon da ya kamanta nonnan ‘yan
matan aljanna da cewa sun fi tululunan da muka riga muka sani wa]anda
muke zuba ruwa a nan duniya. Na biyun kuma mawallafin ya bayyana
hasken wa]ancan ‘yan mata na aljanna da cewa ya fi na fitilar hannu ta
cocilan. Kalmar “fi” da mawa}in ya yi amfani da ita ita ce jagora da gane
cewa wannan salo ne irin na “fifiko”.
A wata wa}ar mai kama da wannan ta addu’a mawallafinta ya yi
amfani da irin wanann salo kamar haka:
Ya fi bom ya fi bindiga sharri,
Mai bugu shi yi iza shi yi shuri,
Shago farta gare shi da mari,
Har da rura garai da kirari,
Jalla tun ba mu taka ba kiyaye min shi.
(Ummaru wazirin Gwandu: “Wa}ar Addu’ar Yunwar Shago”).
A wannan baiti da ya gabata tun a cikin ]ango na farko mawa}in ya
kawo muna salon fifiko ta amfnai da “fi” har sau biyu. Ya kamanta bugun
wani ]an dambe wai shi shago da cewa ya fi na tashin bom da ma na ita
kanta bindiga ~arna. A nan yana kwatanta ~arnar wa]annan makamai ba ta
kai ga ta wannan yunwa ~arna ba, ga rayukan ]an Adam. Haka kuma baitin
ya kamanta bugun da shago yake yi ga abokan karawarsa, shi kuwa ya fi
wannan yunwa ~arna.

Kamancen Kasawa
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Kamar dai wada taken sunan wannan salo ya nuna cewa na kasawa ne, a
nan mawa}i kan kwatanta abubuwa biyu, sai ya ce ]aya bai kai ga ]ayan ba.
Misali a wata wa}a wadda muka yi amfnai da ita ]azu ga yadda mawa}in
ya yi amfani da salon kasawa:
Ya Allah ka }aro da]in tsirarka ga Ahma komi duk,
Duk ro}on da yay yo gare ka karimi rirri~a mai duk,
Don shi kaf fi so kay yi kab ba shi hairinka duk duk duk,
Allahumma sallim salaman bisa fiyayye duk,
Ahma wanda annabawanka ba su kai kama tai ba.
(Ummaru Wazirin Gwandu/Alhajin Mazuga: “Ginar Dutsi).
A baitin da ya gabata a ]ango na }arshe ne mawa}in ya yi amfnai da
salon kamancen kasawa. A nan ya bayyana cewa dukan Annabawa
darajojinsu ba su kai na Annabi Muhammadu (SAW) ba. Kalmomin “ba su
kai” su ne mizanin kamancen kasawa a wannan baiti.
Salon Jinsarwa
Salon jinsarwa a ra’ayin Yahya (2001) ko mutumtarwa (A. [angambo
1981), shi kuwa wata dabara ce ta amfani da harshe a inda ake ]ora wa
wani jinsi halayya ko daraja ko aikin wani jinsi daban da ba na shi ba.
Saboda haka ne masana sun kasa wannan salo kashi uku: Mutumtarwa da
dabbantarwa da abuntarwa.
Mutuntarwa
Wata halayya ko daraja ta mutum da aka ]ora wa abin da ba mutum ba, ita
ce ake kira salon jinsarwa na Mutumtarwa. Ana samun wannan salo da
yawa a cikin wa}o}in Hausa da na addu’a, misali:
Jiya gaskiya yau ]amre takkwana kurkuku,
Ana bata kashi anka sa mat awartaki.
(Al}ali Haliru Wurno: Wa}ar Neman Tsari Daga Ma}iyi).
A wannan baiti mawa}in ya yi amfani da salon jinsarwa na Mutumtarwa da
ya ce an ]aure gaskiya har ma an saka ta a kurkuku. A zahirin gaskiya
mutum ne ake kai kurkuku a ]aure shi. A nan ya bai wa gaskiya daraja irin
ta mutane da yake ya ce ita ma an daure ta a kurkuku. Haka ma wannan
misali yake a wannan baitin:
Kowacce shina yi ku bar shi shi yo mun gane }arshenta,
Kunya za shi yi ba shi yin komi ai tun da }arya ta,
Mai jagora duk don ayo fitina shi an na tammnarta,
Ci nai za ta yi har ta nemo }ari ba shi }wassheta,
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Ya jama’ar Musulmi mu bar sharri shi yaf fi don salla.
(Garba Gwandu: “Dogara Ga Allah Ya Fi Zuwa Fadanci).
A ]ango na uku zuwa na hu]u nan ne mawallafin wannan wa}a ya yi
amfani da salon Mutumtarwa a inda ya ce duk wanda ya yi jagorancin ta da
fitina shi ne za ta ci. A nan ya baiwa fitina darajar cin abinci wanda za ta ci
har ta nema }ari saboda ba ta }oshi ba. Ga al’ada mutum ne ko dabba ke
cin abinci har ma ya nemo }ari idan bai }oshi ba, amma ga shi mawa}in ya
ce fitina ita ma tana cin abinci.
Dabbantarwa
Mawa}i kan ]auki hali ko yanayi ko daraja ko ]abi’oi ko aikin da dabba ce
ka]ai aka sani da shi sai ya ]ora wannan abu a kan wani mutum. Misali
dubi abin da wannan mawa}i ke cewa:
Ruwa na sunka so su dume min kai ban ga ganga ba,
Har na fara cewa Habu na Habu ban kama kowa ba,
Na yo yad dabara da duk nika yi ban gane komi ba,
Don na fafaka ban ji duk wani reshe za shi hissan ba.
(Garba Gwandu: “Dogara Ga Allah Ya Fi Zuwa Fadanci).
A ]ango na (4) hu]u na wannan baiti a sama mawa}in ya dabbantar da
kansa inda ya ce ya faffaka. A zahiri tsuntsu ne aka san yana da diffike har
ya yi amfani da su ya tashi sama ya faffaka. Amma sai ga shi ya baiwa
kansa daraja da halayyar tsuntsaye. Wani misali kuma shi ne:
In yau Allah yaz zubo ruwa,
Sai ka ga dum mun tada kunnuwa
Maza har mata masu haihuwa
Bale dabba dum masu shan ruwa,
Sai murna Allahu yai ruwa.
(Malam Muhammadu Umar Kwaran-Gwamba: Wa}ar Ro}on Ruwa).
A ]ango na biyu na wannan baiti da ya gabata mawa}i ya dabbantar da
‘yan adam (mutane) wurin da ya nuna cewa sun tada kunnuwa.
Wannan ]abi’a ce ta dabbobi da suke tayar da kunnuwa a lokacin da suka
ga abinci tafe. A }arshe ga kuma wannan misali:
Shago farta gare shi da mari,
Har da rura garai da kirari.
(Alhaji Ummaru Wazirin Gwandu: “Yunwar Shago).

Abuntarwa
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Wannan salo na nufin li}a wa mutum hali ko ]abi’a ko daraja ko kuma saka
mutum cikin yanayi na wani abu wanda ba dabba ba (misali dutse ko ruwa
ko mota). Misalin wannan a wa}o}in addu’a shi ne:
Al}ahharu komi ka samu na ka san shi sarkina,
Kay yi nufin da kat tabbata shi garan in falke in kwana,
In kuma na ji tsoronka daidai na kai al Ilahina,
Amma na ji tsoro }warai na hirgita don mahwalkina
Na katce }warai walla na tsinke, rai bai yi da]i ba.
(Alhaji Ummaru Nasarawa Wazirin Gwandu/Alhajin Mazuga:
“Ginar Dutsi).
Dango na karshe mawa}in ya li}a wa kansa ]abi’a irin ta igiya ko
tsawo wanda shi ne ke katcewa ko tsinke wa idan har ya ji tsauri. Sai ga shi
mawallafin ya saka wa kansa wannan ]abi’a don haka a nan ya yi amfani
da wannan salon na abuntarwa.
Kammalawa
Wannan takarda ta tattauna ne a kan wasu fitattun salailai da ake iya samu
cikin wa}o}in addu’a na Hausa, musamman ma salon siffantawa wanda
ya }unshi salailai da dama kamar salon zayyana da alamtawa da kinaya da
salon kamance da kashe-kashensa tare da misalan wa}o}i da suke tabbatar
da kasancewar salon siffantawa salo ne da yake da bazaarsa ne mawa}a ke
taka rawa.
A nan za a ta}aita ga tattaunawa kan salon siffantawa a cikin rubutattu
wa}o}in addu’a na Hausa, ba wai don wa]annan da aka kawo misalinsu ba
su ka]ai ba ne. Akwai ire-iren salailai da yawa da ba a ta~o ba. Don haka
wannan bincike wata matashiya ce ga masu nazari a kan rubutattun
wa}o}in Hausa gaba ]aya da kuma na addu’a a ke~ance.
Manazarta
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Tsakure
Wannan nazari zai kawo wasu bayanai, dangane da rayuwar dabbobi a
tunanin Bahaushe. Binciken kuma zai nuna yadda wannan tunanin ya
sanya Bahaushe ke ala}anta wasu ]abi’u, ko halayen da aka san ]an Adam
da su, zuwa ga dabbobi. Kamar wayo, da ha}uri, da }arfi, da wauta, da
~arna, da kwa]ayi, da tsoro, da sauransu. Nazarin zai dubi wannan
tunanin ne, ta mahangar al’ada. Bayan haka, Nazarin zai dubi irin yadda
hikimar Bahaushe ta bayyana a fili ta hanyar kafa hujjoji da wasu
dabbobi a matsayin misalai, tare da karesu da wasu tubalan adabin baka.
Ta hanyar fito halaye ko ]abi’u wa]anda dabbobin sukan yi. Kamar cin
abinci, da shan ruwa, da kwanciya, da tafiya, da kuka, sai a }arshe kuma
na]ewa.
Gabatarwa
A wannan mu}ala za ta }unshi wasu bayanai, a kan irin yadda Bahaushe
ke kallo, ko ]aukar dabbobi a tunaninsa. Dangantakar da ke tsakaninsu ne
ta haifar da Bahaushe ke ala}anta wasu ]abi’u, ko halayen da a ka san ]an
Adam su zuwa ga dabbobi. Kamar wayo, da ilmi, da ha}uri, da }arfi, da
~arna, da mugunta, da kwa]ayi, da tsoro, da fa]a, da sauransu. Za a dubi
wannan tunanin ne, ta mahanga al’ada. Tare da yin amfani da wasu rassan
adabin bakan Bahaushe (Karin Magana, da wa}ar baka, da tatsuniya, da
take da kirari, da al’mara da sauransu), saboda }ara samun hujjoji a kan
nazarin.
Ma}asudin wannan nazari, shi ne }ara fito da matsayin dabbobi a
rayuwar Bahaushe. Bayan haka, nazarin zai dubi irin yadda Bahaushe
yake ]aukar wasu ]abi’u, wa]anda mutane ne ka]ai a ka sani da su. Duk da
haka sai ya jingina su ga wasu dabbobi na gida, ko na daji.
Fashin ba}i
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A taken wannan nazari, akwai wasu muhimman kalmomi da suke bukatar
sharhi ga mai karatu. Wannan fasali zai yi }o}arin fashin ba}in wa]annan
kalmomi domin bayar da haske.

Ma’anar ]abi’a
Abubuwan da a ka san mutum yana yi yau da kullum. 217 Ayyukan da
mutum ya doge yana yi yau da kullum ya zama masa jiki.218 Hali ne
dake }unshe da alheri, ko sharri. 219 Bisa la’akari da bayanai da suka
gabata na masana, muna iya cewa: kalmar ]abi’a, wani abu ne, mai ala}a,
ko dangantaka, ko nasaba, da halayya, ko aiki, a kan harkokin da suka shafi
rayuwa ta yau da kullum. Wannan kuwa ya ha]a ne tun daga mutane, da
dabbobi da tsuntsaye, a wani lokaci har da }wari, da tsirrai.
Ma’anar dabbobi
Kalmar dabbobi jam’i ce ta kalmar dabba, wannan kalma ba}uwa ce, an
aro ta ne daga harshen Larabci. Ga abin da {amusun Larabci “Tajul
urus”ke cewa:kamar tururuwa da sauran hallitun }asa mai tafiya a
kan }asa,mai wayo da maras wayo. Mai wayo su ne kamar mutum, maras
wayo kuma su ne sauran halittu, akan ce, “addabatun kullu man yadubbu
alal ardi,” ma’ana duk wani abu mai rai, wanda ke jan ciki ko yake tafiya
a kan doron }asa, wanda ya ha]a har da mutum. Kuma, a cikin Al}ur’ani
suratul Hud aya ta 6, Allah Ya tabbatar da wannan fassarar Kalmar, inda
yake cewa:“Wama min dabatin fil ardi illa alallahi ris}aha…. Kuma babu
wata dabba a cikin }asa face ga Allah arzi}inta yake,...”
A nan, ana nufin dukkan wani abu mai rai da ke yawo a doron }asa, ya
ha]a da dabbobi masu }afa hu]u har da mutane da tsuntsaye. Hausawa
kuwa, sai suka ware mutane daban, su kuwa masu }afa hu]u su ne dabbobi.
Dangane da kalmar asali da Hausawa ke kiran dabba, kafin wannan aro
kuwa, shi ne ‘bisa’, jam’i bisashe ga dabbobin gida. Na daji ana ce masu
‘namun daji’, na ruwa kuwa ana cewa ‘naman ruwa’.
Bisa dogaro da bayanai da suka gabata, muna iya cewa, Wannan kalma
ta dabbobi, wasu halittu ne wa]anda Allah Ya halitta su, suke rayuwa a
doron }asa. Wa]annan halittun sun karkasu iri daban-daban, akwai
masu }afafu hu]u, da masu biyu. Akwai dabbobin gida da suke rayuwa a
gida, da dabbobin daji wa]anda ke rayuwa a daji, sannan kuma da wasu
217
218
219
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masu rayuwa a tudu, bayan haka, da dabbobin ruwa. Daga cikin dabbobin
nan, akwai masu yawo a doron }asa, akwai dabbobi masu rarrafe da masu
jan ciki (maja-ciki). Dabbobi masu haihuwa (watau masu fatun kunnuwa)
da dabbobi ‘ya’yan }wai (masu ramin kunne) da sauransu.
Danganta wasu ]abi’u ga dabbobi
Wannan tunani na ala}anta wasu ]abi’u ga dabbobi wanda Bahaushe yake
da shi. Ana iya cewa ya gaje shi ne, tun iyaye da kakanni,shi ne kuma ya
yi naso har zuwa wannan zamaninmu na yau. Bayan haka, wannan tunani
bai rasa nasaba da wani }warin gwiwa da ya samu daga al}ur’ani mai
girma. A inda wata aya ta nuna cewa, dabbobi da tsuntsaye wasu al’umma
ne. “Kuma babu wata dabba a cikin }asa, kuma babu wani tsuntsu wanda
yake hira da fukafukinsa face al’umma ne misalanku”Suratul An’am(sura
ta 6:aya 38)220
Bahaushe ya nazarci ]abi’un wasu dabbobi, na gida da daji. Haka kuma
ya karkasa su gwargwadon yadda suke gudanar da rayuwarsu ko a gida ko
a dawa. Bayan wannan kuma sai ya danganta su da wasu ]abi’un mutane.
Wannan ala}antawar da Bahaushe ya yi bai tsaya ga fa]a da fatar baki ba
kawai. Abin ya wuce haka, don kuwa ya yi naso a dukkan matakan adabin
Bahaushe, adabin baka har zuwa rubutacce. Wani abin mamaki shi ne, da
zarar aka ambaci wata dabba ko tsuntsu, ta gida ko ta dawa, sannan aka
fa]i ]abi’ar ko halayen ]an Adam da aka danganta ta da shi, sai ka ga babu
wata jayayya don kuwa a zahiri abin haka yake.
Dangantakar mutum da dabbobi ne ya sanya aka san halaye da ]abi’un
kowace dabba.
Biri a tunanin bahaushe
Wannan nazari zai ]auki biri a matsayin zakaran gwajin dafi, don ya zama
abin dogaro, ko kafa hujja. Game da irin kallon da Bahaushe ke yi wa
dabbobi. Tun da farko dai Bahaushe na kallon ko ]aukar biri a matsayin
wata dabba wayayyiya kuma mai ~arna da rashin yarda, sannan ga ru]u.
Ka]an daga cikin ]abi’u, ko halayen da biri ya yi tarayya da mutum sun
ha]a da: Ha}uri, da tsabta, da kwaikwayo, da wayo, da ilmi, da sauransu.
Wannan irin kallo da Bahaushe ke yi wa biri shi ne ya haifar da nason
biri a cikin sassan adabin Bahaushe da dama. Daga cikin wa]annan akwai
karin maganganu masu yawa: Biri ya yi kama da mutum. Biri awakin
220
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banza, ba a cin ku ba a sayarwa. Shegen sama kura ta ga biri. Hannun biri
ba ka zama kurum.
Wannan irin kallo bai tsaya a kan biri kawai ba, ana iya cewa kowace
dabba, ko tsuntsu da yadda Bahaushe ke kallonta, ko kuma da yadda
ya ]auketa. Kamar dabbobi masu dagi da fi}a ya ]auke su a matsayin
mugaye, amma kuma sai ya ha]a su da jaruntaka. Haka kuma a cikinsu ]in
kuma sai ya ware zaki ya }ara masa da }arfi, da kwar jini da mulki. Ita
kuwa kura sai ya danganta ta da kwa]ayi, da tsoro, da ban tsoro, da }wari
(}ofi). Damusa kuwa, sai ya ala}anta da fa]a da rashin ha}uri. Giwa kuma,
sai aka ala}anta ta da }arfi, da ha}uri, da sauransu. Ala}antawar da
Bahaushe ya yi wa biri da wasu ]abi’u, bai rasa nasaba da wasu hujjoji da
ya samu daga wasu surorin Al}ur’ani:
“Kuma lalle ne, ha}i}a, kun san wa]anda suka }etere haddi daga
gare ku a cikin asabar sai Muka ce masu “Ku kasance
birai }as}antattu” Suratul Ba}ara(sura ta 2:aya 65)
“Sa’annan a lokacin da suka yi girman kai daga barin abin da aka
hana su daga gare shi. Muka ce musu: “ Ku kasance
birai }asantatttu.”.. Suratul A’araf(sura ta7:aya166) 221
Wa]annan ayoyi sun sanya Bahaushe ya }ara ]aukar biri a matsayin
wata dabba mafi kusanci da mutum. Ta fuskar kamannu da kuma ]abi’u.
Haka nan, akwai wata almara da ta kusantar da biri zuwa ga mutum
Biri da ]abi’u wayo
“Hankali, ko kangado, ko wayo, ko fahimta, ko basira”222. “Gane, ko
fahimta, ko hasashe, da tunani a kan wasu abubuwa, ana danganta wannan
ga mutum ko dabba”.223 Bisa lura da bayanan da masana suka yi kan
wannan kalma, muna iya cewa, wayo na nufin dabara, ko basira, tare da
sanin makamar al’amura in suka taso.
Biri
Kamar wata Karin Magana da Bahaushe ke cewa : “biri ya yi kama da
mutum” Allah ya yi wa biri wayo, saboda wayon da biri ke da shi, ya
wuce duk inda ake tunani. Domin kuwa ko a wajen haihuwa irin abubuwan
da suke aikatawa ya zarce tunanin dabbobi. Kamar yadda yake yin
goyon’ya’yansa da rainon su, tare da yadda ‘yan uwa kan taru su taya mai
jego murna, da raino, har da yi wa jariri wasa kamar yadda mutane kan yi.
221
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Bayan wannan biri gwani ne wajen hawa sama, babu dabbar da ta fi
shi iya sama. Zaka ga biri a kan bishiya, komai rashin kaurin reshe biri na
iya hawa, ga ganganci a kan bishiya cikin ikon Allah bai fa]owa. A inda za
su taru suna kokuwa a kan reshe ]aya, amma ba wanda zai fa]o. Idan har
ma reshe ya karye ne, sai kaga sun yi tsalle sun koma wani reshen na daban.
Bahaushe na kiran wannan kokuwa da “ru}umar biri,” ba shakka biri na
ta}ama da wannan baiwa da Allah ya yi masa }warewa a sama, saboda
haka ne za ka iske har wani tsalle suke yi daga wannan bishiya zuwa
waccan. Biri na iya amfani da bishiyar bakin kogi, ya tsallake ba tare da ya
taka }asa ba. Wannan ne ya haifar da karin magana mai cewa:“ina ruwan
biri da gada ?’’. Haka kuma idan biri ya ga hadarin ruwa da damuna, sai
ya nemi wata bishiya mai duhu, ya ~oye kar ruwa ya ji}a shi. Bishiya kan
zama muhallinsa, domin anan yake kwana da sauran al’amuran rayuwarsa.
i. Cin abinci: Haka kuma, biri ya yi kama da mutum, a inda ya sa~a
wa sauran dabbobi ta hanyar cin abinci, saboda biri ne kawai yake
da ]abi’a ta cin abinci iri biyu, kamar haka; cin abincin gaggawa da
kuma na natsuwa. Idan biri na cin abinci na gaggawa, shi ne za a ga
yana cika bakinsa yana yin kumurya,( yana ~oyewa a kumatunsa
biyu hagu da dama). Da zarar ya samu natsuwa sai ya rin}a ci
wancan ~oyo da ya yi a bakinsa. Shi kuwa cin abinci na natsuwa a
tsanake yake yi, yana taunawa yana ha]iyewa tsaf cikin tsanaki har
yana yanga. Biri kuma, ya yi kama da mutum ta fuskar sauyi ko
za~ar abinci, biri ne kawai daga cikin dabbobi ke da abinci iri biyu
kamar haka; yana cin tsirrai da ‘ya’yan itatuwa da ganyayyakinsu,
kuma ya zo ya ci nama. A nan biri ya ha]a abincin dabbobi nau’i
biyu, maciya nama da maciya tsirrai.
ii. Shan ruwa: Wayon biri ya }ara fitowa sarari shi ne, yadda yake yi
idan ya je bakin kogi shan ruwa. Da farko dai shi ba ya tsayawa a
bakin kogin ko ya shiga cikinsa ya sha, a ‘a sai dai ya koma gefe
ya }wa}ula rami a yashi ruwa ya tsatso, sannan sai ya du}a ya sha.
Biri bai yarda ya je bakin kogi inda yake yin wanka kai tsaye ya sha
ba.
Dila da ]abi’unsa
Dila malamin daji kamar yadda Bahaushe ke cewa, Allah ya yi wa dila
wayo, saboda kuwa wayon da dila ke da shi, ya wuce duk inda ake tunani.
Dabaru ko wayo da dila yake da su, suna da yawa, kamar irin yadda yake
shan ruwa, da kwanciya, da yadda yake yin kuka da sauransu.
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Shan ruwa: Dila ne kawai ba ya shan ruwa da baki, sai dai ya
tsoma jela ya haye tudu ya tsotsa. Duk wannan a dalilin rashin
yardar ne, ya sanya ba ya shan ruwa da baki. Dila in ya zo kogi,
ba ya shan ruwa da baki kamar sauran dabbobi ‘yan uwansa.
Wani Maka]in Gambara Dogo Na Abu Kano, a wa}arsa yake
cewa:
Jagora: Duk wanda yace ba mu ba,
: Cikin maza ko mata,
:Na goye ko yayayye,
:Ubansa shi dila ne ,
:Bai shan ruwa da baki,
:Sai dai ya tsoma jela,
:Ya haye tudu ya tsotsa.”
Kwanciya: Ko irin yadda dila ke kwanciya baccinsa, yana }ara
bayyana wayonsa. Domin shi ba ya kwanciya a sarari, sai dai a
sar}a}iya. Haka kuma, a tsakanin busasshen ganye yake yi, shi
ma alamar wayo ne ga dila. Imam(1937).
Kuka: Irin yadda dila ke yin kuka abin lura ne. Dila ba ya yin
kuka a wuri ya tsaya, sai dai da ya yi a kudu sai ya koma yamma.
Ko ya yi a gabas ya koma arewa. Haka kuma saboda tsabar
wayon dila ne ya sanya ba a kama shi da tarko. Haka kuma in ya
yi kuka sai a ce shewar dila, ko a ce gu]ar dila gu]ar banza. Wai
don kar mafarauta su mamayeshi. Kamar yadda Audu Mai Tandu
Garu, a wa}arsa, yake cewa:
Jagora:A gaida dila sarkin dabara,dila,
:A gaida dila wayo gareka,dila,
:Idan ya fito duba ka gane,dila,
:Idan ya fito sai ya yi gu]a,
:Ba za ya tsaya ba, sai ya ruga,
:Idan ya taho kogi,ka duba,
:Sai ya tsaya ga~a ya duba,
:Idan ya tsaya kuma, sai ya waiga,
:Sannan ya ciro bindi ya tsoma,
:Sannan ya haye tsauni ya tsotse,
:A gaida dila sarkin dabara,dila,
Gindi:Mu a gida mun gode Allah.

Kurege
Shi ma yana da irin nasa wayon, don haka ne ma ya sa~a wa sauran
dabbobi masu shiga rami. Shi raminsa bai yin hanya ]aya, sai dai ya yi
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hanya da yawa, da ake kira ~uga ko ~ula. Wa]anda yake amfani da su don
a gudu ya tsirar da ransa, idan aka biyo shi. Haka }urar da yakan tayar
wajen gudu duk dabara ce ta ku~uta. Kamar yadda Salihu Jan ki]i yake
cewa:
Jagora:Fitar kurege rami
:Ba tserewa yai ba
:Wata }ura na baya.
Alh. Musa [an }wairo Maradun a wa}arsa ta ‘Yan Doton Tsafe cewa ya yi:
Jagora: Narega mai gida ]ai wawa
:Sai yai ~ulo nai can daban
:In an raga]a in ficewa ta.
Dabbobi masu han}uri
Ha}uri, jurewa, daurewa, 224Ha}uri225
Bisa dogaro da bayanai daga
masana da suka gabata, muna iya cewa: wata ]abi’a ce wadda mutum zai
jure, ko daure a kan wasu al’amura ko kuma kawar da kai game wasu da a
ka yi masa. Bahaushe na ala}anta ]abi’ar ha}uri ga wasu dabbobi da
tsuntsaye. Musamman irin su damo, da kasa, da giwa, da dorina, da kwa]o.
Tsuntsaye kuma, akwai agawagwa, shamuwa.
i.
Damo: Bisa al’ada Bahaushe ya nazarci wasu halaye na damo, tare
da kwatantasu da na [an adam. Sannan kuma ya gwama su da na
sauran dabbobi, don tantancewa. A inda ya fifita damo a kan
sauran ‘yan uwansa, ta fuskar ha}uri, kamar a maganganun yau da
kullum akan ce, “ai wane damo ne sarkin ha}uri”, ko “malam ka yi
na damo,” ma’ana ka yi ha}uri. Haka mawa}an Hausa suna
amfani da damo a salon siffatawa. Misali Alhaji Mamman Shata a
wa}ar Sarkin Daura Muhammadu Bashar inda yace:
Jagora: Baba damo jikan Audu,
:yana kallo aka cuce shi,
:yana kallo aka }ware shi,
:bai ce komai ba na mai fada
:Bashari ya bar su wurin Alalh sai sun je,
Gindi:Lafiya zaki Mamman Baban Galadima [an Musa.

Dubi Hausa-English Dictionary and English-Hausa Vocabulary na Bargery, G. P. (1993) Ahmadu
Bello University Zaria. Shf 439
225
Skinner N(1999) {amus na Turanci da Hausa. Northern Nigeria Publication
Company,
Zaria.p 124
224
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ii.

Kasa: Ita kuma ana ala}anta ha}uri a gareta, saboda yawan barci
da take da shi. Wannan yasa ko ka yi mata wani abu ba zata kula
ka ba, saboda tana barci sa~anin sauran macizai ‘yan uwanta.
iii.
Daurina: Dangane da daurina ita ma Bahaushe ya jingina mata
ha}uri, saboda duk da yake tana da girman jiki wannan bai sanya
ta zama ai fa]a ba matu}ar ba a ta~a ‘ya’yanta ba.
iv.
Giwa:bukkar daji ita ma ana al}anta ta da ha}uri. Duk da }arfi da
take da shi ba ruwanta da kowa, sai an ta~a ta, sannan take fa]a.
v.
Kwa]o: Ana ala}anta shi da ha}uri, don yana da wuya a samu
wani da ya zargi kwa]o da cewa ya yi masa wani abu na cutarwa,
wannan dalili ne ma ya haifar da wata magana mai
cewa:“ kwa]o ]an Audu ba ka cizon kowa ”
Kwaikwayo
Kwaikwaya, ko yi kwaikwayon226. Kwaikwaya, ko kwakwayi, ko
kwaikwayonsa, ko kwaikwayo tasa.227 Gwada, ko kwatanta yadda wani ke
yin wani abu, kamar tafiya, ko magana, ko wata ]abi’a don ka burge
mutane.228koyi da abin da wani ya yi229 Bisa lura da bayanai da suka
gabata da masana suka bayar, muna iya cewa, wannan kalma ta kwaikwayo,
na nufin duk wani aiki, ko motsi, ko sauti wanda za’a yi don a kwatanta, ko
gwada yadda wani mutum ke yin nasa, ko kuma wata ]abi’arsa.
Wannan ]abi’a ta kwaikwayo mutane a ka sani da ita, amma Bahaushe ya
fa]a]ata zuwa ga dabbobi da tsuntsaye.
Biri
Bahaushe na danganta ]abi’ar kwaikwayo ga biri, saboda ya sakankance
cewa babu wata dabba da ta kai biri iya kwaikwayo na dukkan abin da ya
gani ana yi. Wannan dalili ne ma ya sa Bahaushe ke yin wasa da biri ta
hanyar koya masa wasu abubuwa da zai rin}a burge mutane, ana ba da ku]i.
Haka kuma sanin wannan yasa maharba, suke yaudarar biri a inda suke
ciro kibiya daga cikin kwari, sai su yi kamar sun caka kibiyar a cikinsu,
wanda daga baya sai su ciro wata kibiyar su harbi birin. Shi kuma sai wuf
ya cafke ta, don ya rama nan take shi ma sai caka kibiyar a cikinsa, wanda
in ba’a yi sa’a ba nan take sai ya fa]i:
{arfi
skinner (1999) {amus na Turanci da Hausa. Northern Nigeria Publication Company, Zaria.
Dubi Hausa-English Dictionary and English-Hausa Vocabulary na Bargery, G. P. (1993) Ahmadu
Bello University Zaria.
228
Hornby.A.S(2006) Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary University Press NewYork.
229
{amusun Hausa na Jami’ar Bayero Kano (2006)
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“Faskara, gagara, gundura, gawurta, }asaita.230 }arfi, iko,iyawa,
gagara231.Bahaushe na ala}anta ]abi’ar }arfi ne ga wasu dabbobi, kamar
zaki, da karkanda, da giwa, da damusa, da doki, da gadu, da sauransu.
Babu shakka Bahaushe na jingina ]abi’ar }arfi ga wasu dabbobi, ko da
yake ya kasafa su zuwa gida uku: Akwai dabbobi masu }arfi mai amfani,
akwai dabbobi masu }arfi banza mara amfani, da dabbobi masu ci
da }arfi.
Dabbobi masu }arfi mai amfani su ne, kamar zaki, da giwa, da
karkanda, da doki. Wa]annan dabbobi suna yin amfani da }arfinsu, don
kare kansu da kuma farauta, watau neman abinci. Bisa wannan dalili ne
yasa ake jingina masu }arfi da ha}uri wanda yake sa~anin sauran. Alhaji
Musa [an }wairo a wa}ar Sarkin Muri Alhaji Umaru Abba,yace:
Jagora: Karkandan mai namijin }arfi
:Kowak kabra da kai
:Gabansa ya bu]e.
Gindi: Zaki, ba ja ka gaba ba,
(Sarkin Muri Uban Galadima).
Dabbobi masu }arfin banza kuma su ne, masu amfani da }arfinsu a
wani aiki mara fa’ida. Ana jingina wannan hali ne ga gadu, domin yakan
samu fili ya yi ta hu]a da }ahonsa. Abin lura a nan shi ne, bayan gadu ya
gama hu]ar haka nan zai bar wurin ba abin da zai shuka, ba kuma wani
abinci yake nema ba. Wannan ya sa Bahaushe ya haifar da karin magana
yana cewa: “Gadu mai aikin banza.” “Gadu }arfi banza”.
Alhaji Amadu [anmatawalle Ha]eja a wa}arsa ta gya]a inda yake
cewa:
Jagora: Gaya masu mugundawa,
:Shi na kaftun banza,
:Shi ba rake ba,ba rogo ba,
:Da ma su daina shukar dusa
:ko sun gama ba za ta tsira ba.
Dangane da dabbobi masu ci-da-}arfi sune masu amfani da }arfinsu wajen
farauta kawai, sannan ba su da ha}uri. Wa]annan su ne irinsu damusa, da
wasu dangin masu }umba(dagi) da ha}orin fi}a.
Dubi Hausa-English Dictionary and English-Hausa Vocabulary na Bargery, G. P. (1993) Ahmadu
Bello University Zaria. Shf 1215
231
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|arna
Lalata, ko ta’adi, ko ri~ar da fa]a tsakanin dangi, almubazzaranci. 232 |ata
ko lalata, ko gusar da ingancin, ko amfanin abu, ko gur~ata wani abu. 233
Bisa lura ga bayanai da masana suka yi muna iya cewa, ~arna na nufin,
lalata, ko ~ata wani abu mai amfani, bisa kuskure ko kuma da gangar
watau ana sane don mugunta.
i. Akuya: Bahaushe ya nazarci wannan hali na ~arna ga akuya,
wannan yasa har ya yi mata kirari da cewa: Ta~a }ofa mai asirin
sata. Jar akuya mai kai ga yara ~arnar. Haka kuma Bahaushe ya
lura da yanayin ~arnar da akuya kan yi, sannan kuma ya rarraba ta
kamar haka: Idan akuya ta tarar da dannin kara (shinge), wanda
aka yi shi a tsaye,Sai ta sanya }ahonta ta huda don ta shiga. Haka
kuma,idan dannin a kwance a ka yi shi,sai ta yi rimi (mi}e }afafun
gabanta sama), a inda ta kan tsaya bisa }afafunta na baya, saboda
ta yi ~arna.,ta danna }afafunta na gaba don ta shiga ta yi ~arna.
Akwai misali a wani rubutaccen zube da aka samu jirwayen
~arnar akuya a ciki, kamar haka:
ii. Biri ya yi kama da mutum a wannan fuskar, saboda biri ne kawai
aka sani da ~arna ta ban haushi, da mamaki, da rainin wayo.
Bahaushe ya nazarci wannan halin biri, sai ya yi masa kirari da
cewa; biri mai ~arnar a fa]a, sannan ya lura da yanayin ~arnar da
biri kan yi, idan ya shiga wurare daban-daban. Kamar Musa
[an }wairo a wa}ar Sarkin Daura, yake cewa;
Jagora:A zuba ~arna jan biri ,
Bai ]ara bika ba ,
Tsula na nan ]an }araminsu,
To shi ma yana da karya gero.
Gindi :Babban jigo na Yari,
(Uban Shamaki tura haushi.)
A wa}ar Ali ‘Yan Doton Tsafe Alhaji Musa [an }wairo , yake cewa;
Jagora: Wani [anSarki tsohon biri ne,
:Shi bai zama bai yi ~arna ba.
Gindi: Gagarau mai jiran daga,
Ali na Magaji ci fansa.
Mugunta
Dubi Hausa-English Dictionary and English-Hausa Vocabulary na Bargery, G. P. (1993) Ahmadu
Bello University Zaria. Shf 89
233
Encater Dictionary
232
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Mugunta,sharri,234 mugunta, sharri235. Bisa ga lura ga bayanai da masana
suka yi muna iya cewa: Mugunta na nufin aikata wani aiki don cutar da
wani, ko yi masa sharri, ko yarfe. Bahaushe kan danganta mugunta ga jaki,
da ~auna, saboda lura da wasu ]abi’u ko halaye da suke yi.
i. Jaki: Bahaushe kan dangata mugunta ga jaki, saboda lura da
wasu ]abi’u ko halaye da yake yi. Musamman idan ya so ya kayar
da mutum, haka kawai sai ya fara yin tutsu da harbi ko kawo cizo.
A wani lokaci kuma sai ya goga mai shi a jikin bango ko danni, ko
kuma ya kutsa cikin wata sarkakiya ko wani sunkuru ko }aya.
Duka wannan Bahaushe yana zargin jaki da cewa mugunta ce da
nufi ya ke yi. Bahaushe na zargin jaki da cewa, saboda mugunta ne.
Idan jaki ya kayar da ubangidansa, sai ya ce da }asa ta matsa, don
uban gidansa ya ji zafi. Wanda yake sa~anin doki ne, idan doki ya
kayar da ubangidansa, sai ya ce da }asa ta matso sama don kar mai
shi ya ji zafi. Sannan kuma ba zai taka shi ba, kuma ba zai gudu
gida ya bar shi ba.
ii. |auna: Akan dangata mugunta ga ~auna, saboda lura da ]abi’u
take da su. Musamman idan ta kyalla ido ta ga mutum, haka kawai
sai ta fara yin furjin yawu, da harbi, ko kawo cizo. A wani lokaci
kuma, ba ta yin haka sai maharbi ya harbe ta. Musamman idan ta ji
kibiya mai ta shiga jikinta ta dinga banke duk wani abu mai rai ko
mara rai. Haka kuma tana iya kutsawa cikin wata sar}a}iya ko
wani sun}uru ko }aya, matu}ar ta ga wani motsi. Duka wannan
Bahaushe yana zargin ~auna da cewa mugunta ce da nufi ta ke yi.
A wani lokaci kuma ko da saman bishiya maharbi ya hau to bai
tsira ba domin tana iya zuwa }ar}ashin bishiyar ta kwanta ko kuma
ta rin}a fesa masa yawun bakinta wanda yake da }ai}ayin gaske, in
tsaya sosa jikinsa sai fa]o }asa, ita kuma ta kashe shi.
Kwa]ayi
Kwa]ai, ko kwa]aita, ko }aunatar wani abu da yawa, 236 Bisa fahintar
bayanan Masana suka yi muna iya cewa, kwa]ayi na nufin yin sha'awa,
ko }awa na cin wani nau'in abinci wanda ba kullum akan same sa ba.
Misali, kamar abinci mai da]i ko za}i kamar nama ko zuma ko rake da
Dubi Hausa-English Dictionary and English-Hausa Vocabulary na Bargery, G. P. (1993) Ahmadu
Bello University Zaria. Shf1175
235
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sauransu. Bahaushe ya ba da wata ma'anar ga kwa]ayi, a nan yana nufin
dabba ko tsuntsu mai son cin nama. Wannan ne ma yasa ake cewa kura
tana da kwa]ayi. Idan kura ta ga wata }aramar dabba ko mutum to ta ga
abinci, shi ya sa ake cewa kura uwar kwa]ayi.
Bahaushe na ala}anta ]abi’ar kwa]ayi ga wasu dabbobi. Musamman
kura, da muzuru. Bisa wannan tsari Bahaushe ya jingina kwa]ayi ga kura
fiye da duk wata dabba ta gida ko ta daji. Duk da yake an san cewa nama
ne abincin dabbobi masu dagi da fi}a. To amma babu wanda ake kusanta
shi da kwa]ayi ko }ulafuci kamar kura. Bisa wannan dalili ne ma ya haifar
da wasu sunaye, ko kirari da aka yiwa kura, masu bayyana ]abi’ar kwa]ayi,
da ha]ama, da babakere kamar haka: karyar dawa, ko gurgu daguyau, ko
kya-ci-da-gashi.
Akwai karin maganganu da suka shafi kwa]ayin kura: Ribar }afa wai
kura ta taka kwa]o. Abu namu kura da kallabin kitse. Sa a baka ya fi a
rataya. Ba girin-girin ba kai ka yi mai kura ta tsinci kalangu. Masu abu da
rana suke ci, kura ta ga saniya tana lashe ]anta.
Tatsuniya
Ko a tatsuniya a matsayin makwa]aiciya kura kan fito. Kamar tatsuniyar
gizo da namun daji, a nan ma an nuna cewa:
“wai namun daji ne suka yo }aura za su sake wurin zama. Kowace
dabba akwai irin kayan da ta ]auka, ita kura sai ta ]auki tandu man
shanu. To ashe ]aukar tandun mai da kura ta yi, wai wayo ta yi, don
ta sha mai ne. Domin a }arshe ta kauce ta shiga daji da nufin zata
tsuguna, ashe dai duk dabara ne don ta sha mai”.
Wa}o}in baka
Mawa}an baka su ma sun yi amfani da salon siffatawa, wajen tabbatar da
kwa]ayin kura a wa}o}insu daban-daban. Misali: A wata wa}a Alhaji
Musa [an }wairo a wa}ar Sani Bello kuwa sai yace:
Jagora: Kura mai ba}in kwa]ai
:Ta shiga tarko saboda ]an rago,
:Saboda kwa]anki kura,
:Ga ‘yan yara na ta jifanki,
:Da kuwwa suna ta suwwarki.
Gindi: Sani Bello shiryayye ka ke
ka wuce a fa]a ma.
Mazuru
Shi ma gwani ne kuma ya yi fice a fagen kwa]ayi, ko a maganganun yau da
kullum da akan ce: Mazuru cinye kaji. Tuban muzuru, amma ga kaza a
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baki. Alhaji Sani Aliyu [andawo a wa}ar Sarkin Yawuri Mamman Tukur
Mai martaba, cewa ya yi:
Jagora:Babban mazuru can haka,
Sai tunbi]ar kaji yakai,
Shi bashi jin tsoron ha}o.
Sarkin TukurBaaban Hassan
Gindi: Mamman Tukur Mai martaba,
Tsoro
Tsoro shi ne fitar hankali gare shi, da shiga cikin wani hali na firgita
da ]imauta, da rikicewar tunani, da hankali. Idan tsoro ya kai matu}a, akan
mutu farat ]aya.237 Bahaushe na ala}anta tsoro ga wasu dabbobi irin su
kura, da barewa, da sauransu.
i. Kura: Bisa ga yadda Bahaushe ke danganta ]abi’ar tsoro ga kura,
musamman farar kura. Ana iya cewa shi ne ya haifar da wata karin
magana mai cewa: “tsoro kamar farar kura” ko kuma “kura ga
tsoro ga ban tsoro. Bahaushe na yin amfani da wannan dalilin na
tsoro da kura ke da shi, ya }waci kansa idan kura ta rutsa shi a daji.
A inda akan buga ganga, ko dai wani abu wanda zai firgita ta.
ii. Barewa: Ana ala}anta tsoro a gareta. Wannan a bayyane yake,
saboda barewa na da matu}ar rashin yarda ko kuma ace ba ta
amincewa kowa ba. A tunanin wasu mutane suna jingina wannan
da tsoro babban dalilin da yasa ke nan barewa ba ta sakewa a duk
inda take, ko da kiwo take yi da zarar ta ji wani sauti, ko motsi, sai
ta fita da gudu, hatta gudu da sbarewa ke da shi wasu na jinginashi
da tsoro.
Fa]a
Wasu dabbobi kuwa ana iya cewa fa]a ]abi’ar su ce, saboda su irin
wa]annan dabbobi da tsuntsaye ba ruwansu, ko da dalili ko babu, su a cikin
fa]a ko shirinsa suke. Misali; Bahaushe na danganta dage da fa]a, saboda
har kirari yake yi masa, yana cewa; “dage na Halima fa]a ranarka” ko
“Ayagi mai fa]a ko daga kwance a ta~a”.
Haka damusa mata fa]a a inda har kirari ake mata kamar haka:
“damisa kin }i kallo biyu’’ko ‘’damusa ba ki son kallon
raini’’ko’’damusa }i sabo’’.
237
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Kyarkeci ana ala}antashi da fa]a har kirari ake masa; “kyarkeci mai wawar
kora’’.
Kammalawa
A wannan Mu}ala mun ga wasu bayanai, a kan irin yadda Bahaushe ke
kallo ko matsayin da yake ]aukar dabbobi a tunaninsa. Wannan irin
matsayi ne har ya haifar da Bahaushe ke ala}anta wasu ]abi’u ko
halayen ]an Adam ga dabbobi da tsuntsaye. Kamar wayo, da ilmi,
da }arfi, da kwaikwayo, da ~arna, da wauta, kwa]ayi, da fa]a da sauransu.
An dubi wannan tunanin ne, ta mahanga al’adar. Wannan mahanga ta
al’ada watau wasu hujjoji da aka samu ta fuskar duba wasu rassa na
adabinsa (Karin Magana, da wa}ar baka, tatsuniya, da take da kirari, da
almara da sauransu).
Babu shakka, an fito da wasu abubuwa a wannan mu}ala an gano
wasu abubuwa kamar irin sha}uwar da ke tsakanin Bahaushe da dabbobi
tun daga na gida, har zuwa ga na daji. Haka kuma, an }ara fito da
bambancin da ke tsakanin dabbobin su kansu, musamman ta fuskar ]abi’a.
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Abstract
In 1996, French was declared second official language in Nigeria by the
then Nigerian Head of State, Gen. Sani Abacha. However, today, about 20
years after this declaration, the teaching and learning of French language
in Nigeria has not quite improved despite the fact that the country could
derive a lot of benefit from its adoption of French as the second official
language. This paper is an attempt to re-sensitize Nigerians on the
importance of French language and particularly the role it can play in the
development of Nigeria’s economy as well as the search of a lasting
solution to Nigeria’s security challenges. Using the Language Planning
Theory, this paper seeks to address some obstacles and challenges facing
the teaching and learning of French in Nigeria and makes
recommendations for a brighter future as regards French in Nigeria.
Introduction
French is a romance language derived from popular Latin language. French
language progressively got refined to become this international language
widely used among learned people in Europe in the eighteenth century, and
in the world at large, with the success of colonialism. It is worthy of
mentioning that the propagation of French language took another
dimension with the establishment in 1883 of the Alliance Française across
the world. In 1960, with the establishment of CREDIF (Centre de
Recherches et Etudes pour la Diffusion du Français) and BELC (Bureau
d’Etudes pour la Langue et la Civilisation Françaises) French language
continued to spread. These agencies put in place innovative teaching aids
and revolutionary methods of teaching.
Despite such a commitment on the part of the French government,
French language finds it difficult to be accepted in Anglophone areas of
West Africa, particularly in Nigeria. Let us take a look back at the several
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years of French language presence in Nigeria, the most populous black
nation, with the aim to assess the level of learning and its impact on the
society. Afterwards we will make the necessary recommendations for a
better teaching and learning of French language in Nigeria because, as
some people say, in this twenty-first century, not only those who cannot
read or write will be considered illiterate but also those who cannot speak
at least two international languages. It is necessary to first and foremost
briefly talk about how important it is for Nigerians to be able to
communicate in French language.
Importance of the ability to communicate in French language
French is a language of diplomacy and one of the official languages of
communication at international meetings. It is used by more than 120
million people and is present in all the continents. In the African continent,
in many countries, French, by virtue of certain colonial constraints, enjoys
the privileges of second language and sometimes, those of an official
language. For example, out of the fifteen countries found in the West
African sub-region, eight are francophone countries. The fact that almost
all West African Anglophone countries are surrounded mostly by
francophone nations is an indication of a high presence of these
francophone nations in West Africa. Nigeria is also surrounded by
francophone countries. The use of French language as a means of
communication by West African Anglophone nations therefore has
unimaginable advantages capable of fostering commercial relationship and
strengthening the ties of solidarity within the francophone geographical
belt in which many West African Anglophone nations like Ghana and
Nigeria find themselves.
Having realized that not being part of the francophone zone is a great
handicap to her, Nigeria, the giant of West Africa, decided to adopt French
as a second official language after English. The declaration was made by
the then Head of State Gen. Sani Abacha during the 1996 French-African
summit in Ouagadougou, Burkina-Faso. Agreements in the area of
linguistic cooperation were therefore signed between Nigeria, France and
the Republic of Benin. Unfortunately, with the sudden end of the Sani
Abacha regime, the set objectives were not achieved and it is obvious today
that the project is far from becoming a reality. This is so because,
according to Adjeran (2014), ‘‘a timid collaboration of Nigerian authorities
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with their counterparts in the sub-region on the issue of the reinforcement
of the potentials of their French language teachers”. Besides, that
declaration, in the words of Owoeye, “seems to have become extinct, just
like the person who made it”.
Despite the fact that the first contact of Nigeria with the French people
took place in the 17th century even before the coming of the British, it
should be noted, according to Okoli, that the teaching of French language
in Nigeria is dated as far back as 1956 (Assobele, n.d., p. 32). Today, after
more than half a century, the teaching and learning of French language in
Nigeria has not experienced any drastic improvement despite the fact that
the Ministry of Education has apparently been encouraging its learning. For
example, the 3rd edition of the National Policy on Education, stipulates that:
“For a good relationship with our neighbours, it is desirable for all
Nigerians to speak French language. French language will therefore be a
second official language in Nigeria and it will be made compulsory in
school”. In the Minimum Standard for languages, reference material for
lecturers in Colleges of Education, the government’s objectives about
French language are expressed in these words: “the main objective of the
learning of French language in Nigeria is to make communication and
bilateral understanding easy for our francophone neighbours”
These objectives of a more vigorous bilateral cooperation between
Nigeria and her francophone neighbours will be better achieved with the
adoption of French as an official language in Nigeria. For example, in the
area of security, strategizing for the fight against the Boko Haram terrorist
group which sometimes finds refuge in the neighbouring francophone
countries will be a lot easier for the Nigerian Army.
Nigeria is the first business partner of France in sub-Saharan Africa.
The presence of many French companies in Nigeria testifies to the good
state of the French-Nigerian economic cooperation. This opinion is also
shared by the former French Prime Minister Mr. Francois Fillon who,
during an official visit to Nigeria in 2009, declared: “Nigeria is today the
first business partner of France in sub-Saharan Africa. More than 120
French companies are present here in Nigeria, in key sectors like
infrastructure, electricity, services; and a good number of those companies
are world leaders” (http://www.ambafrance-ng.org).
The bilateral relations between Nigeria and France have known
unprecedented development, relating in particular to the fight against the
Boko Haram terrorist threat. Following the kidnapping of more than 200
schoolgirls in Chibok in April 2014 by the terrorist group, a Summit for
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Security in Nigeria was held on 17th May 2014 in Paris and brought
together the Heads of State of Nigeria, Benin, Cameroon, Niger and Chad,
and representatives of the United States, the United Kingdom and the
European Union. The relationship between Nigeria and France have since
intensified, as demonstrated by the signing of new agreements in areas
including culture, education and security (www.diplomatie.gouv.fr).
Despite these, the weak status of French in Nigeria hinders the prompt
realization of her bilateral potentials and prospects. Some factors have been
militating against the development of French in Nigeria. Let us take a look
at some of the obstacles which slow down the growth of French language
in Nigeria.
Reasons for a slow growth
If French language is still used by a very small fraction of the Nigerian
population today, it is due to many factors. Among those factors are, on the
one hand, the influence of the family and teachers on the choice of the
students’ course of study and on the other hand the government policy; a
policy which, instead of making the learning of French language
compulsory for students at the secondary school level, rather gives the
students the possibility of choosing if they want to continue the learning of
French or drop it depending on their choice of discipline. The situation
becomes worse as family members and other teachers (other than French
language teachers) constitute another obstacle to the very few students who
dare continue the learning of French. The point is that, many parents
ignorantly believe that only science or technology oriented subjects can
fetch the students well paid jobs while French can only land them in the
teaching profession.
In the area of French language pedagogy, we can say that the teaching
methodologies used by most French teachers do not encourage the
acquisition of communication skills by students. This brings about the
uncomfortable situation of realizing that students have been trained to
accumulate knowledge rather than developing performance. Therefore the
end products are students who have a good understanding of the
grammatical structure, of conjugation of verbs and who, unfortunately,
cannot translate this knowledge into oral and written production that is into
real life communication skills.
Most often, it is noticed that many teachers do more of interpretation
rather than teaching. Instead of focusing on real life communication
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situations, such teachers are contented with making students repeat the
translation in French of expressions to be learnt. It is most likely for
instance to hear such learners say “Bon après midi” (have a nice day) when
they mean to say “Bonjour” or “Bonsoir” (Good morning or Good
evening).
As much as we admit that the knowledge of basic grammar is vital to
the learning of French we must also admit that this traditional method of
teaching French with focus on the explanation of the grammatical
structures, of the conjugation of verbs, on the study of literature texts, is
obviously not the best. This is because Nigeria, like any other geographical
setting, has some peculiarities by virtue of the spread of her various ethnic
groups. It should be understood by a French teacher that, the Nigerian kid
who discovers French in the primary or secondary school has, in most
cases, already been in contact with his mother tongue and English language.
In some cases, in addition to the mother tongue comes a communal
language such as Hausa, Igbo or Yoruba language before English language.
It is within this group of languages that French will try and pave way for
itself. That is the reason why the teaching of French in Nigeria cannot and
should not be the same as what is obtainable in francophone countries
where French is used as a national or an official language. It is therefore
necessary to adopt the methodology of French as a foreign language in
Nigerian schools but to achieve this goal, a rigorous language planning
policy relating to French must first and foremost be put in place by the
government. This position is motivated by Nekvapil’s opinion on language
planning: “Classic language planning is based on the premise that language
planning takes place at the level of the state and the plans come into
existence in the interest of the development of the entire society. The state
(or government) is essentially the only actor determining the goals to be
achieved.
Jernudd & Gupta go further to explain that language planning is not
“an idealistic and exclusively linguistic activity but [...] a political and
administrative activity for solving language problems in society. [it is]
orderly decision-making about language on a national level [and] is
motivated by public effects of some language problems and by the social
context” (cf. Orisawayi, 2005, p.30). It should be noted that the adoption
of a particular language by a country is a well-thought decision which
should align with national vision. Therefore, it should be carefully planned
and backed up with actions and not mere declaration as in the case of the
French language policy in Nigeria. It is on this note that Haugen, quoted by
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Nekvapil, defines language planning as: the activity of preparing a
normative orthography, grammar, and a dictionary for the guidance of
writers and speakers in a non-homogeneous speech community. Planning
implies an attempt to guide the development of a language in a direction
desired by the planners. It means not only predicting the future on the basis
of available knowledge concerning the past, but a deliberate effort to
influence it. The lack of such language planning policy right from
inception is the main reason why the policy of French as a second official
language in Nigeria is still a dream.
This is in a nutshell the pitiful condition in which French language
finds itself in the Nigerian system of learning. These challenges shouldn’t
however dissipate all hopes for a brighter future as far as the teaching and
learning of French in Nigeria is concerned.
A glimmer of hope
Nowadays in the teaching of French, instructional materials, succumbing to
this era of technology, are highly dominated by the presence of audiovisual materials. For example, talking about the learning and teaching of
English language in Nigeria, Orisawayi opines that: “There is the need for
a change or review particularly at the tertiary levels of our educational
system and practice to accommodate the new skills required for literacy
and survival in the 21st century” (Orisawayi, 2005, p.30).
Based on the targeted group, the teaching of French language varies
and is tagged: Français Langue Maternelle (French as mother tongue),
Français Langue Nationale (French as national language), Français
Langue Seconde (French as a second language), Français sur Objectif
Spécifique (French for specific purpose), Français Langue Etrangère
(French as a foreign language). As far as Nigeria is concerned, French has
the status of a foreign language. Thus, the methodology of teaching French
as a foreign language lays emphasis on acquisition of communication skills
through the “learn by practicing approach” and also through the use of
adequate instructional materials. This same teaching methodology is used
in the Alliances Françaises and Instituts Français (French language
learning centres) present in Nigeria and worldwide.
The methodology of French in Nigerian primary and secondary
schools does not encourage the practice of the language by learners.
Nevertheless, we must admit that the Alliances Françaises allow us to
heave a sigh of relief in the sense that they reinforce the work done by
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teachers and even lecturers. As proof, many undergraduates register in
Alliances Françaises during or after their university program to acquire
more oral skills. It is proven that students who attend the Alliances
Françaises programs as extra-mural classes are always more proficient in
the use of French than their colleagues who only content themselves with
the Colleges of Education or University lectures.
In this era of technology advancement, the use of audio-visual
materials is an imperative for the teacher who cares about making learners
acquire communication skills. It is on this note that, talking about
innovation as regards the learning and teaching of a language, Tswanya
stresses that: “one of the important uses of technology is its capacity to
create new opportunities for curriculum and instruction by bringing real
world problems into the classroom for teachers and students to explore and
solve” (Tswanya 2006, p.6). It is exactly those “real world problems” that
the adoption of the communicative approach in the teaching and learning of
French as a foreign language tries to solve by making learners face real life
situations such as role play, total immersion, the use of the social media as
well as the internet generally have contributed to the fast acquisition of
French by learners
It is true that the adoption of French in Nigeria is still faced with a lot
of challenges. However this reality should not make us ignore the effort put
in by French language study centers such as Institut Français, the various
Alliance Française, and the Nigerian French Language Village Badagry,
Lagos. These institutions have shown commensurable efforts in promoting
the status of French in Nigeria thereby signifying hope for the future.
Recommendations
 The government, through the Ministry of Education, must ensure that
French is taught at all levels of secondary education.
 The choice of subject and course of study should not discourage
students who intend to study French language in the higher institution.
Therefore, government should introduce the francophone system of
flexible credit load for both science and Arts students studying French.
 The various regulatory bodies of our institutions of higher learning
must ensure that French is listed and should be taught as a General
Studies course. By so doing, all students will have the opportunity to
learn French in their various field of study to give them better job
opportunities.
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Secondary schools and institutions of higher learning should be
adequately equipped with instructional materials and audio-visual
materials compatible with the exigencies of this era of technology
advancement.
The mass media should also participate in making French a real second
language in Nigeria with a daily broadcast for about half an hour of
programs in French on television and radio.

Conclusion
This paper assesses and reveals the status of French in Nigeria and proffers
solution for a way forward in Nigeria’s linguistic and cultural relationship
with neighboring countries. It also shows how French can contribute
immensely to a better growth of the Nigerian economy through bilateral
cooperation with France and francophone countries. It is a fact that no
economy can thrive where there is no security. That is why this paper also
seems to appeal to the security agencies and the military to bear in mind
the fact that French can play a tremendous role in the mapping out of
strategies through which their task of protecting lives and properties of the
citizens can be more effective. Sadly, most of the issues raised here can’t
be solved within the twinkle of an eye. It is therefore of great importance
that Nigeria promotes the teaching of French at all levels of her
educational system through a good language planning policy and also a
review of the curriculum as it relates to French as a subject.
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Résumé
Le phénomène d’emprunt linguistique représente un des facteurs pour la
difficulté d’acquisition d’une langue seconde dans un système
d’apprentissage. Les apprenants de la langue française rencontrent des
problèmes quand ils se trouvent dans des situations d’emprunt. Les
interférences lexicales sont des transpositions des éléments d’un système à
l’autre. Ces transpositions sont fréquentes pour toutes les langues et à
toutes les époques au sein desquelles on distingue l’emprunt simple et le
calque. L’emprunt linguistique est un phénomène universel auquel toutes
les langues sont soumises à un moment donné de leur histoire, car chaque
langue est obligée d’emprunter à une autre afin d’assurer son
développement. Notre analyse se porte sur le système naturel de
cohabitation et d’emprunt entre la langue française, anglaise et hausa.
Nous avons distingué les emprunts pris avec ou sans modification des
termes ainsi que ceux appelés les ‘’faux amis’’.Nous avons dans chaque
cas précisé l’origine et le problème pédagogique que ces emprunts
pourraient engendrer dans l’enseignement et l’apprentissage de la langue
française.
Introduction
L’interférence lexicale est l’emploi des éléments lexicaux n’appartenant
pas à la langue première du bilingue. Il faut distinguer, néanmoins, entre
les formes lexicales bien intégrées dans le parler du bilingue (emprunts) et
celles qu’on trouve dans son énoncé.
Au niveau de l’interférence lexicale, on peut distinguer l’emprunt de
mot simple de l’interférence lexicale et également du calque. Le calque est
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une traduction qui se fait sur la base du mot type. Exemple : gratte ciel =
sky craper. En quelque sorte, il s’agit d’un emprunt, puis d’une
modification du mot emprunté. L’interférence lexicale est une conséquence
quasi inévitable des vocabulaires de deux langues en contact C’est une
influence mutuelle des langues qui se fait de plusieurs manières.
Exemples : fin de semaine = weekend
Gardien de but =goal keeper
On remarque que les francophones préfèrent utiliser le terme anglais
‘’weekend’’ que ‘’fin de la semaine’’
On peut avoir :
a) le simple emprunt de mots qui élargit le lexique de la langue qui
emprunte.
b) un emprunt sémantique qui suppose que la langue a abandonné le
sens initial du mot pour un sens nouveau par influence de l’autre
lexique. Par exemple la langue hausa va laisser le sens du mot A
pour adopter le sens de A’. Exemple : le lexique buta =gourde (en
hausa) ; bouilloire (en zerma). Mais la langue hausa a abandonné le
sens premier du mot (gourde) pour adopter le second sens (bouilloire)
utilisé par les zermaphones.
c) La traduction du mot. Elle se fait selon le modèle de la langue
étrangère, ou selon les morphèmes exacts. Les modèles de la langue
sont l’organisation des éléments de cette langue. Donc, la traduction
va se faire par exemple selon le modèle de B ou selon le modèle des
morphèmes de A. Par exemple : maigari = chef du village (en hausa) ;
kwara koy = chef du village (en zarma). Les morphèmes hausa mai =
(possesseur de) et gari= village. En langue zarma, kwara = village et
koy = (possesseur de).
La traduction selon les morphèmes exactes de L1, ne donne pas le sens
escompté, car maigari = possesseur du village, est différent du sens de
‘‘chef du village’’. Donc, pour avoir le sens définitif de chef du village,
l’on a recours au modèle de la langue étrangère (le français).
L’interférence lexicale se subdivise en interférence lexicale collective
et en interférence lexicale personnelle.
L’interférence lexicale collective est appelée emprunt ou intégration
d’après son caractère de pénétration dans la langue où elle est transposée.
L’interférence lexicale personnelle est le mot interféré dans le message.
Mais généralement l’introduction des mots dans le code passe pour
l’interférence dans le message. Cela veut dire que l’interférence collective
passe pour l’interférence personnelle.
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Les interférences lexicales constituent un phénomène provenant des
pratiques linguistiques du bilingue par rapport à l’oral et à l’écrit.
Lorsqu’un bilingue parle ou écrit, il peut utiliser des mots ou expressions
provenant de l’autre langue. Mais, on ne peut pas savoir si ces mots ou
expressions relèvent de l’emprunt ou bien d’un phénomène d’interférence.
Mackey, dans son raisonnement essaie de le confirmer en arguant qu’
‘’il n’est pas aisément possible de savoir si le mot est une intégration dans
le message ou le résultat d’une intégration dans le code’’. Il argumente en
donnant un exemple d’un bilingue francophone qui emploie dans un
énoncé, le mot anglais ‘’sweater’’ dont l’équivalent en français est
‘‘chandail’’. Alors, de ce point de vue, deux tendances se dégagent :
- si le bilingue ne connaît pas l’équivalent de ‘’sweater’’ dans sa première
langue, et qu’il l’utilise comme étant un mot français, il s’agit dans ce cas
d’un d’emprunt linguistique.
- si le bilingue ne connaît pas comment dire ‘’chandail’’ en français, et
qu’il le qualifie de ‘’sweater’’, alors ceci peut être un cas du phénomène
d’interférence.
Pour diverses raisons, des cultures différentes entrent en contact.
Leurs interactions sont souvent étudiées en termes de diffusion culturelle,
d’acculturations ou d’échange culturels. Au niveau abstrait, une culture
peut subir l’influence d’une autre dans certains domaines comme la
religion, la philosophie et l’idéologie politique. Au niveau concret, une
culture peut apprendre certaines choses de l’autre culture à propos de la
cuisine, de vêtements, de moyens techniques et beaucoup d’autres aspects
de la vie courante.
La standardisation, l’autonomie, l’historicité et la vitalité sont les
attributs qui caractérisent les langues :
-la standardisation est la codification de la langue en termes de
normes.
-l’autonomie est un attribut relatif à la parenté génétique des
langues.
-la vitalité est un attribut qui spécifie les langues maternelles.
Sapir, E. (1921), définit l’emprunt linguistique comme ‘’un phénomène
universel auquel toutes les langues sont soumises à un moment donné de
leur histoire’’.
Selon le dictionnaire de la linguistique (1974), ‘’l’emprunt se définit
comme l’intégration à une langue d’un élément d’une langue étrangère.
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D’après cette définition, une langue peut élargir son lexique en prenant
certains mots d’une autre langue. En fait, le locuteur a tendance à copier
certains éléments linguistiques provenant d’un autre parler qui lui est
différent, et à travers cette différence, il est plus facile de circonscrire
l’origine d’un parler quelconque.
Lyon (1981, p. 309) affirme que ‘’borrowing is another way of
extending the language system itself’’. Cette phrase se traduit par : ‘’
l’emprunt est un autre moyen d’étendre le système du langage’’. Il essaie
de donner quelques exemples. Lyon (1981, p. 317)’’en français
‘’vous’’,’’tu’’; en Russe ‘’VY’’, ‘’TY’’; en allemand ‘’sie’’, ‘’tu’’; en
italien ‘’lei’’, ‘’tu’’; etc.’’. En fait, pour lui, l’origine de l’emprunt se
résume sur deux aspects:
- lorsque les mots ont été empruntés pendant une période assez longue ou
lorsque ces mots ont été empruntés dans une situation du contact
plurilingue où plusieurs langues sont en cohabitation perpétuelle.
-lorsqu’il y a diffusion de deux cultures ou plus. Ceci est vrai, car il est
très difficile qu’une langue emprunte un mot ou une expression à une autre
langue s’il n’y a pas de contact interculturel. Pour qu’une langue emprunte
des termes à une autre, il faut que les deux langues cohabitent pendant une
longue période.
L’emprunt c’est là où on emploie un mot ou une expression d’une
langue dans une autre, mais de manière naturelle. C'est-à-dire que cela est
fait de manière à se conformer aux règles de grammaire ou de
prononciation de la langue seconde. L’emprunt linguistique est subdivisé
en :
-emprunt direct : lorsque le mot emprunté est pris sous sa forme entière.
Par exemples la langue hausa a emprunté certains lexiques du français
comme :
Radiyo = radio
Lakol = l’école
talabijin = télévision
La langue hausa a pris ces lexiques français dans toutes leurs formes
phonologiques.
-emprunt indirect : lorsque le mot emprunté est utilisé dans la langue
seconde dans sa forme littérale. Toutes les langues empruntent les unes aux
autres. Ainsi la langue hausa a pris beaucoup de termes de la langue
française, anglaise et vice versa.
Les raisons de l’emprunt linguistique sont diverses :
-le désir d’imiter
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-l’acquisition d’un statut jugé supérieur au sien, c'est-à-dire la
considération du prestige de la langue cible.
-la volonté de combler le vide lexical de sa langue première, etc.
Dans toutes les langues, les noms sont plus nombreux dans l’emprunt,
suivis des verbes, des adjectifs et des adverbes. Les pronoms sont peu
nombreux.
En général, il y a quatre grandes raisons qui poussent à l’emprunt. Ce
sont :
- le prestige relatif des langues en contact où les langues les moins
prestigieuses empruntent auprès des plus prestigieuses.
-le nombre relatif des usagers des différentes langues en contact.
Dans ce cas, si les usagers de la langue A sont plus nombreux que ceux de
la langue B, alors les usagers de la langue B probablement vont emprunter
des mots ou expressions de la langue A, à cause de son caractère dominant
dans leur société.
-la fixation des anciennes attitudes des usages dans la nouvelle
langue
- les nouvelles technologies et leurs produits que l’autre langue
amène avec elle.
La cohabitation entre les langues favorise un certain nombre
d’emprunts que les langues font entre elles pour combler un vide lexical.
Voici quelques exemples d’emprunts entre le hausa, le française et
l’anglais.
1. Hausa
Radiyo
Tebir
Talabijan
Muche
Lakol
Matala
Hoto
Banki
Siminti
Layi
Bila
Pampo/Famfo

Français
Radio
Table
Télévision
Monsieur
L’école
Matelas
Photo
Banque
Ciment
Ligne
Bleu
Pompe
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2. Hausa
Mota
Dam
Bokiti
Birki
Radyo
Titi
Roba
Pampo /Famfo
Biredi
Waya
Taya
Kalanzir
Dala
Pan/Fan
Sule

Anglais
Motor
Dam
Bucket
Brake
Radio
Street
Rubber
Pump
Bread
Wire
Tyre
Kerosene
Dolar
Pound
Shiling

Dans le système d’emprunt linguistique, le français et l’anglais se sont
empruntés des lexèmes selon les conditions suivantes:
1. Emprunt sans modification du terme
1.1 Du français à l’anglais
Fiancée
S’il vous plait
Rendez-vous
Nescafé
Bureau
Fatigue
Boutique
Cheque
Unique
1.2. De l’anglais au français
Bulldozer
Bazooka
Internet
Marketing
Gentleman
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Parking
Stop
Jogging
Tee short
2. Emprunt avec modification du terme :
Anglais
Français
Person
la personne
Part
la partie
Effect
l’effet
Connection
la connexion
Adult
l’adulte
Object
l’objet
Contract
le contrat
Environment
l’environnement
To Correct (verbe)
corriger (verbe)
Syntax
la syntaxe
Syntactic
syntaxique (adj.)
Phonetic
la phonétique
Linguistic
la linguistique
Error
l’erreur
Group
le groupe
Example
l’exemple
Context
le contexte
Organ
l’organe
Period
la période
Second language
la langue seconde
Existance
l’existence
Exercise
l’exercice
En général, les emprunts avec ou sans modification des termes,
renvoient au même sens dans l’une ou l’autre langue. La plupart des
apprenants font des erreurs orthographiques lors d’une dictée, en écrivant
les mots anglais à cause de leur ressemblance avec ceux de la langue
française. Mais fort heureusement ces mots à ressemblance
presqu’identique, ont le même sens dans les deux langues. L’origine des
emprunts avec modification du terme est plus difficile à déterminer que
celle sans modification du terme.
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Cependant, le problème se pose pour certains mots qui ont presque la
même graphie mais n’ayant pas le même sens. C‘est le cas des mots
communément appelés ‘‘faux amis’’ dont nous vous donnons ci-dessous
quelques exemples:
Anglais
Sens en français
Français
Sens
eanglais
Character
personnage
caractère
temper
Deputy
adjoint
député
member of
parlement
Editor
rédacteur en chef
éditeur
publisher
Dot
point
dot
dowry
Evidence
témoignage
évidence
patent, fact
Fabric
étoffe
fabrique
factory
Furniture
meubles
fournitures
supplies
Habit
habitude
habit
clothes
To injure
blesser
injurier
to abuse
Lecture
conférence, cours
lecture
reading
Library
bibliothèque
librairie
bookshop
Major
commandant
major
medical officer
Novel
roman
nouvelle
short story
Pain
douleur
peine
grief
Patron
client
patron
boss, employer
To realise se rendre compte
réaliser
to achieve
To regard considérer
regarder
to look at
To report to se présenter à
reporter
to postpone
Rest
repos
reste
remainder, rest
To resume reprendre
résumer
to sum up, to
summarize
Sable
noir
sable
sand
Suite
appartement
suite
continuation
To supply fournir
supplier
to implore
Surname nom de famille
surnom
nickname
To survey mettre à l’étude
surveiller
to watch, to look
after
Ces ‘‘faux amis’’ comme leur nom l’indique, se présentent comme un
piège pour les apprenants de la langue française, et même pour les plus
avertis. Ils constituent un grand problème pour la compréhension, puisqu’il
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n’existe aucun rapport entre les signifiants identiques des deux langues et
leurs signifiés respectifs. Prenons par exemple le mot anglais ‘‘dot’’ qui
signifie ‘’ point’’ en anglais, mais le sens de ‘‘dowry’’ en français. De
même ‘’ lecture’’ en anglais signifie ‘’ conférence ou cours’’, mais en
français, ce monème a le sens de ‘’reading’’. En anglais, le mot ‘’ sable ‘’
représente la couleur ‘’noire’’, mais en français, il prend le sens de
‘’sand’’.Ce phénomène interférentiel, constitue un blocage dans
l’enseignement de la langue française, car le remplacement de l’un ou
l’autre terme dans la langue française ou anglaise, modifie absolument le
sens de l’énoncé. Cependant, tous les mots empruntés avec ou sans
modification des termes, ne posent pas un grand problème aux apprenants,
ceci à cause de leur proximité lexicale et sémantique (transfert positif).
L’apprenti arrive à surmonter les difficultés pour la mémorisation de ces
lexèmes dans un système d’apprentissage. Il est évident que si les
enseignants et les enseignés ont la même L1, alors cela pourrait aider
l’enseignant à résoudre les problèmes, surtout ceux d’ordre sémantique.
Donc, L1 est très importante dans une approche didactique dans
l’enseignement d’une langue seconde. Pour résoudre ce problème,
l’apprenant doit lire quotidiennement des passages écrits en langue cible
afin de se familiariser de la vraie orthographe des différents mots qui
risquent de lui causer d’ennui dans la progression de son apprentissage.
Conclusion
A travers cette analyse, nous avons constaté que l’anglais, le français et la
langue Hausa se sont empruntés des termes grâce à la cohabitation
entretenue par ces trois langues dans un système socio-éducatif. Cet
emprunt se fait avec ou sans modification des termes. Mais lorsque
l’emprunt s’effectue sans modification, le terme emprunté garde dans
certains cas le même sens dans les deux langues. Par exemple le mot
Fiancée que l’anglais a pris du français, doit s’écrire avec les deux voyelles
en final dont l’une est neutre et l’autre est accentuée. Les expressions, s’il
vous plait ; Rendez-vous ; etc. ; reflétant la syntaxe française, sont
acceptées en anglais sans aucune modification du terme. Il est donc évident
que les lexèmes empruntés sans aucun changement au niveau du contenu et
de sens, favorisent l’apprentissage de la langue seconde, tandis que ceux
ayant subit des transformations morphologiques et/ou sémantiques sont de
nature à compliquer cet apprentissage. Ils constituent alors dans ce cas, un
phénomène de transfert négatif.
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Résumé
Généralement, l’œuvre littéraire a deux sens ; elle est une histoire et en
même temps un discours. Comme histoire elle fait sortir une certaine
réalité sur les événements et les personnages. Il y a un narrateur qui
raconte l’histoire et en racontant son histoire, il communique avec le
lecteur. Dans L’étranger, le fait d’être en même temps personnage et
narrateur affecte Meursault tel qu’il soit subjectif par rapport aux autres
personnages. Tout est centré sur Meursault qui refuse de jouer le jeu de la
société qui le considère comme étrange par conséquent. Meursault se
trouve dans cette situation d’étranger dans la société par volition de
l’auteur, Camus. Dans cette recherche nous allons utiliser l’approche
psycho-analytique freudienne pour faire une analyse du contenu afin de
montrer que Camus a utilisé le style narrateur-personnage pour raconter
l’histoire de sa propre existence et que Meursault c’est lui-même.
Introduction
Le style c’est le moyen par lequel un auteur adresse et fait entrer ses
lecteurs dans l’univers des personnages dans une œuvre littéraire, qu’elle
soit un roman, une pièce de théâtre ou un poème. Le style c’est l’utilisation
de l’ensemble des techniques d’écriture ou d’outils de langage par un
écrivain pour se façonner et se distinguer des autres écrivains. Chaque
auteur possède sa propre manière de présenter ses textes, de les rendre
uniques selon ses propres goûts et intérêts. Les auteurs utilisent le style soit
pour frapper l’imagination du lecteur, soit pour illustrer une idée ou piquer
la curiosité de ce dernier. Le narrateur est le véhicule qu’un auteur utilise
pour livrer son message. Il existe différents types de narrateurs tel le
personnage- narrateur, qui est à l’intérieur du récit, et alors le texte s’écrit à
la première personne (je). Selon Julie Dubé, si le narrateur est le
personnage principal, on parle alors de narrateur sujet ou acteur. S’il est
un personnage secondaire, il assiste à l’événement qu’il raconte, mais ce
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n’est pas à lui que les aventures arrivent, on l’appelle narrateur témoin. Si
au contraire, c’est un narrateur extérieur à l’histoire, absent du récit et
qu’il raconte le tout à la 3e personne (il/ils), il n’est pas un personnage, car
il ne participe pas à l’action. Bref, le narrateur extérieur est un observateur
neutre ignorant la vie intime des personnages, ou un narrateur omniscient,
connaissant tous les personnages. Les auteurs créent leurs narrateurs pour
achever chacun son but donné.
Pour Gérard Genette, le narrateur c’est celui qui raconte l’histoire
qu’un auteur a décidé d’écrire. Dans sa théorie du narrateur, il voit le
narrateur comme, « celui qui est responsable de l'acte de production du
récit, et qui est par conséquent responsable de tous les choix techniques
impliqués: ordre des événements et le choix du point de vue. (…) on peut
distinguer différents types de narrateurs en fonction de leur relation à
l'histoire racontée » (Figures IV p : 25). Pour montrer cette relation entre
un narrateur et l’histoire qu’il raconte, Genette évoque deux oppositions:
extra diégétique, c’est ici la situation où le narrateur ne fait pas partie de
l’histoire qu’il raconte et intra diégétique, la situation où le narrateur
participe dans l’histoire qu’il raconte. Cette variation du point de vue est ce
qu’on appelle “La Focalisation”, celle-ci étant la marque de la présence du
narrateur. Genette distingue la focalisation interne où le narrateur épouse le
point de vue d'un personnage, la focalisation externe, où le narrateur est un
simple observateur des faits et gestes des personnages et la focalisation
zéro, où le narrateur est omniscient.
La psychanalyse freudienne
Il n’existe pas de définition toute prête de la psychanalyse freudienne, mais
selon Isabel Martin Kamieniak, Freud a découvert au cœur de la vie
psychique deux types de processus. Les processus primaires, qui visent à
permettre aux contenus fantasmatiques inconscients de contourner la
censure et de trouver une issue dans la vie représentative, celle du rêve en
particulier mais aussi celle des productions artistiques. Ce travail psychique
est essentiel en ce qu’il permet de soulager la pression de nos conflits
inconscients anciens, réactivés par ce que la réalité actuelle nous apporte,
mais
aussi
d’en
poursuivre
inlassablementl’élaboration
(http://www.cndp.fr/magphilo/index.php?id=21).
Pour Jacobson, « …Freud believes that although we are not
consciously aware of what is in our mind at all times, we can retrieve
information and memories from it if prompted. He also believes that the
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mind is responsible for both conscious and subconscious actions based on
drives and forces » (https://www.simplypsychology.org/unconsciousmind.html). D’après cette dernière citation, Jacobson est d’avis que face à
certaines situations données, l’homme a la capacité de se refouler
inconsciemment sur son monde intérieur et faire sortir de sa mémoire ce
qu’il ne veut pas conserver à la conscience. En nous basant sur ce, nous
allons par l’analyse du comportement de Meursault soutenir notre opinion
que L’étranger est une autobiographie que Camus a refusé de nommer
ainsi et qu’il a utilisé Meursault comme un masque derrière lequel il s’est
caché.
Le Style de Camus
Le style a déjà été défini comme une création écrite ou orale et la narration
des faits réels ou inventés par un auteur. Selon Laurent Jenny, le style,
c’est «une manière d’utiliser les moyens d’expression du langage et la
manière caractéristique d’une forme » (https://www.unige.ch/lettres/
franco). Ce que l’auteur invente, c’est un récit qui peut être du roman, de la
poésie ou du théâtre. Pour raconter son histoire, l’auteur invente un conteur
et il crée aussi une personne imaginaire qui vit et accomplit les actions de
l’histoire; c’est le personnage. D’après Sabo (2015 : 55), « le style c’est
l’utilisation de l’ensemble des techniques d’écriture ou d’outils de langage
par un écrivain pour se façonner et se distinguer des autres écrivains, par sa
propre focalisation». Selon (espace français), pour s’acquérir un style,
l’écrivain « s’autorise des licences poétiques, des digressions et des
néologismes de manière ả appuyer son discours et ả rendre esthétique sa
prose » (www.espacefrancais.com/albert-camus/).
En voici un exemple de ce que Camus s’était autorisé : « Le jour de
l’enterrement de sa mère, Meursault au lieu d’être en deuil a trouvé
l’occasion de décrire le paysage, le ciel ainsi que le comportement de M.
Perez l’amant de sa maman à l’asile »:
Le ciel était déjà plein de soleil (L’étranger, p : 26), …Je
regardais la campagne autour de moi. A travers les lignes de
cyprès qui menaient aux collines près du ciel (p : 27), … j’ai
compris que c’était M. Perez. Il avait un feutre mou à la
calotte ronde aux ailes larges (p : 26), … C’est à ce moment
que je me suis aperçus que M. Perez claudiquait légèrement
(p : 27).
Les techniques diffèrent selon les auteurs, comme le dit Kamdem, qui
croit que la manière dont un écrivain met en texte ses idées, est un art et
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comme tel, elle obéit aux techniques choisis. On ne peut pas ignorer
l’importance du style dans une œuvre car il est bien immense et reflète
souvent l’auteur. Le style utilisé par un écrivain rend son œuvre facile à lire
et à comprendre ou difficile et incompréhensible. Voilà pourquoi Tordorov
dit que « style is as important as theme, if not more » (89). Dans L’étranger
il s’agit d’un style sec où les choses sont minutieusement décrites d’une
manière détaillée mais sans assez d’explication. Selon Mohammed-Salah
Zeliche dans son article, L’Ecart auteur/narrateur dans L’étranger
d’Albert Camus, le style de Camus est simple et sait faire sortir de la
monotonie le sens du beau. Brunet partage cette opinion quand elle
dit « C’est ce qui rend ce style différent des autres. Le récit et les phrases
sont courts ou coupés par une ponctuation étudiée qui maintient le même
rythme »https://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr/halshs-01275533/file/brunet3h
_ponctuation.pdf.
En référence ả L’étranger, Zeliche dit que ceci produit des effets
spéciaux et physiques au début du livre et psychologiques à la fin.
Monsieur Zeliche croit que Camus par son style, « cherche à peindre une
ambiance absurde et marquer la monotonie de l'existence »(15). Dans
L’étranger, Camus emploie le style neutre ou la focalisation interne où le
message vient aux lecteurs par l’intermédiaire d’un personnage-narrateur
témoin. La narration est à la première personne qui elle-même est le
narrateur. Le narrateur de L’étranger dit :« Aujourd’hui maman est morte.
Ou peut-être hier, je ne sais pas… »(1). C’est sa propre mère qu’on adresse
comme «maman ». C’est ici une preuve que L’étranger est écrit dans la
première personne. Camus utilise aussi le minimaliste dans L’étranger car
les phrases sont courtes et le vocabulaire restreint et ordinaire. Il utilise les
termes comme;[le tram(35), la dactylo(34), l’auto(55), etc. Camus utilise
aussi des clichés ; être plein à craquer (28), être de trop (130), jouer un sale
tour (103).
A cause de sa syntaxe courte, dans sa narration, les faits sont entassés
les uns sur les autres. Selon Kamdem « … la narration dans L’étranger est
surtout cousue de compilation et de récits itératifs…le bon nombre
d’événements y sont simplement empilés, rangés suivant le hasard de leur
déroulement » (77). D’après cette citation, nous croyons que Meursault
avait beaucoup ả dire mais que le temps lui manquait et il se hâtait ả tout
dire. Mari Lehtinin partage notre position dans son article, « Les signes de
ponctuation et la prosodie dans la lecture radiophonique de L’étranger par
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Albert Camus » où il postule que « la mélodie de la parole, les pauses ainsi
que les changements de l’intensité, du débit et du rythme servent pour
indiquer
comment ce qui est dit devrait être interprété »
(http://www.etudes-camusiennes.fr/wordpress/wp-content). La description
que fait Meursault du trajet entre l’asile et le cimetière est un autre exemple
de ceci:
Il y eu encore l’église et les villageois sur les trottoirs, les
géraniums rouges sur les tombes du cimetière,
l’évanouissement de Perez (on eut dit un pantin disloqué), la
terre couleur de sang qui roulait sur la bière de maman. La
chair blanche des racines qui s’y mêlaient, encore du monde,
des voix, le village, l’attente dans un café, l’incessant
ronflement du moteur, et ma joie quand l’auto bus est entré
dans le nid de lumière d’Alger (L’étranger, 30-31).
Notons, comme nous l’avons mentionné plus tôt, qu’au lieu d’être
triste puisqu’il est en deuil, Meursault s’occupe de l’environnement et de la
joie d’être rentré en ville. La description qu’il fait ici est si détaillée qu’il
mentionne même les passagers que le cortège rencontre, les fleurs, la
couleur de la terre et les voix qu’il a entendues. Naturellement, Meursault
ne devait pas se soucier de tous ces détails parce qu’ils ne sont pas
importants par rapport au processus de l’enterrement de sa mère.
Pour nous, le comportement de Meursault montre l’effort que fait
l’auteur pour se rattacher du récit, il veut se masquer et cacher derrière ces
détails, mais malgré ses efforts, des fois il se dévoile à son insu, par
exemple; « Le ciel était pur mais sans éclats au-dessus, des ficus qui
bordent la route … sur le trottoir d’en face … le marchand de tabac a sorti
une chaise … les trams tout à l’heure bondés étaient presque vides »
(L’étranger p :36). Il est à remarquer que dans la dernière phrase de la
citation immédiate, l’auteur s’implique, s’il n’est pas le narrateur comment
a-t-il pu savoir la capacité des trams ?
Le personnage – narrateur sur Meursault
Dans la littérature le mot personnage désigne chacune des personnes
fictives d'une œuvre littéraire. C’est par voie du personnage qu’un auteur
montre le lien entre la réalité et la fiction. Le personnage est une création
concertée par l’auteur, dans la logique de l'univers qu'il fait naître et du
regard qu'il est décidé à porter sur le monde. C’est à ceci que se réfère
Albert Thibaudet quand il dit:
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Le romancier authentique crée ses personnages avec les directions
infinies de sa vie possible, le romancier factice les crée avec la ligne unique
de sa vie réelle. Le vrai roman est comme une autobiographie du possible,
[...] le génie du roman nous fait vivre le possible, il ne fait pas revivre le
réel." (Réflexions sur le roman, 1938 : 57).
La notion que tient Thibaudet est ce qui s’obtient traditionnellement
mais dans L’étranger nous sommes face à un personnage atypique rendu
opaque par le style que choisit l’auteur où il nous raconte l’histoire au
présent de l’indicatif, par des phrases courtes et sèches, par des notations
brèves, succédées par des actes où le « Je » du narrateur prédomine. Selon
Pierre-Louis Rey, “Meursault ne répond guère aux caractéristiques du
« personnage » tel qu’on le sait traditionnellement”. Rey poursuit que, si
Meursault est une sorte de marginal, qui semble vivre en dehors des codes
qui régissent le monde et les institutions, son attitude est très bien rendue
par l’écriture de Camus, dont la distance consacre l’inadéquation entre le
héros et l’environnement social.
Inadéquation à l’environnement social parce que Meursault ne semble
pas avoir d’identité ou de fonction sociale clairement marquée ; et tandis
que les autres sont conformistes, il reste anticonformiste comme on peut le
voir par ses réponses, déroutantes les unes que les autres. L’étranger
s’ouvre avec la mort de la mère de Meursault : « Aujourd’hui maman est
morte. Ou peut-être hier, je ne sais pas » (L’étranger, 1). Comment peut-on
oublier la date de la mort de sa propre mère ? De même, la toute dernière
phrase dont le roman se ferme et déroutante; « Il me restait à souhaiter
qu’il y ait beaucoup de spectateurs le jour de mon exécution et qu’ils
m’accueillent avec des cris de haine » (L’étranger, 186). Au moment de la
mort, c’est la sympathie qui est souhaité des spectateurs, mais voilà que
Meursault veut la haine. Ces réponses déroutantes confèrent à Meursault
un sort d’hermétisme. Parmi les philosophes français de son époque,
Camus a été des fois un Hermite.
Selon Sabo, un des moments d’hermétisme par Camus c’est après sa
publication de L’homme révolte quand certains critiques l’ont mal jugé.
Elle dit que ces derniers ont mis l’accent sur la classe sociale ả laquelle
Camus appartenait, caractérisée par la pauvreté, la maladie et surtout la
tuberculose dont il a souffert dans sa jeunesse sans dégager suffisamment
d’autres aspects essentiels de son œuvre. Sabo cite pour exemple, les
Parisiens qui ont critiqué Camus jusqu'à un niveau inimaginable et que
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parmi eux se trouvait Sartre son ancien ami qui en particulier est allé
jusqu'à un niveau ridicule en l’appelant un voyou. Selon Jacomino, « …la
pauvreté dans laquelle il est né continue de le marquer. Jusqu'à la fin de sa
vie, il est souvent regardé avec mépris dans le petit monde intellectuel
parisien. Sartre le voit comme un petit ‘voyou d’Alger’ » (Sabo, 2015 : 86).
C’est aussi devenir hermite selon Mattei et Conreur lorsque lors de la
guerre de l’indépendance algérienne en 1953 Camus a suggéré une trêve
entre la France et l’Algérie et les Français l’ont accusé de compromis
tandis que les Algériens l’accusaient de trahison. Mattéi dit que Camus a
vécu doublement la révolte, « …il l’a vécue doublement en Algérie, d’une
part en exprimant son soutien ả la misère d’une grande partie de la
population indigène, d’autre part en éprouvant les critiques des intellectuels
français qui lui reprochaient sa position sur la question algérienne.» (Mattéi
p: 88). Pour Gérard Conreur, Camus était deux fois étranger : « … Mais
Camus n’est-il pas un étranger à Paris? … il ne soit devenu doublement
étranger pour une communauté pied-noir qui l’exclue, pour nombre
d’Algériens qui ne le reconnaissent pas. Enfin, Camus c’est l’étranger aux
idées
admises
et
aux
chapelles
établies
»
(http://sites.radiofrance.fr/chaines/france-culture). Nous croyons que le
souhait de Meursault qu’on l’accueille par les cris de haine le jour de son
exécution, est une référence à la situation où Camus s’est trouvé et que
Conreur vient de nous décrire plus haut.
Meursault c’est Camus
Selon Herbert Lottman, la famille de Camus vient de Bordeaux et que le
premier parmi les Camus d’être venu en Algérie était l’arrière - grand père d’Albert Camus qui s’y était installé au début du dix-neuvième siècle
(littérature.savoir.fr/albert-camus-biographie).
Dans
son
article
« L’Algérianiste » No. 86 de 1999, le camarade de classe de Camus,
Fernand Destaing, dit que ; « Lucien Camus, père d’Albert Camus, est né ả
Ouled-Fayet en 1885 et que tout comme son fils, il était orphelin dès l’âge
d’un an » (Destaing, 1999, p : 5). Curieusement, un cycle semble se
reproduire ici. Destaing parle du père d’Albert, précisant qu’il était
bouleversé par la condamnation ả mort d’un ouvrier agricole comme lui et
qu’il a vomi après avoir assisté ả l’exécution de son ancien camarade.
Albert Camus a repris cette histoire dans L’étranger quand Meursault était
en prison et voici une preuve que L’étranger c’est une autobiographie.
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Nous nous appuyons aussi sur l’opinion de Julie Dube sur la narration
comme preuve que L’étranger c’est l’autobiographie d’Albert Camus.
Dube postule que:
Si un narrateur est l’un des personnages (principaux ou
secondaires) de l’histoire et s’il participe à l’action, on dit
qu’il est un narrateur à l’intérieur du récit et que le texte sera
écrit à la première personne (je). Dube poursuit que s’il est le
personnage principal c’est à dire le héros, on parle alors de
narrateur sujet ou acteur (https://lacroiseefr.wordpress.com
/2010/04/07/le-style-decriture-de-lauteur/).
Un autre indice que Meursault c’est Camus se voit dans la manière
dont Camus a mené ses liaisons avec les femmes ; il traitait celles-ci avec
peu d’égard et nous croyons que ce comportement vient de son désire
psychologique pour remplir le vide qu’il a senti à cause de la situation de
sa naissance car il avait une mère belle mais infirme et illettrée qui peutêtre ne pouvait pas exprimer librement son amour pour lui et vice versa à
cause de ce manque physique et social. Dans son analyse de Premier
homme de Camus, Guillaume-Lorrain fait savoir que:
Puis Camus dresse l'icône de sa mère, Catherine née Sintès.
Dès les premières pages, il met en scène sa propre naissance
dérisoire. L'accouchement, dans le dénuement, de sa mère.
Camus l'aime à la folie d'autant que cette femme sait dès le
début que les jeux sont faits. Belle avec un petit nez droit
qu'on retrouvera plus tard chez les maîtresses de son fils,
absente au monde, elle a le regard bon et résigné. Presque
sourde et illettrée, elle a la parole difficile. Drapée dans une
éternelle blouse grise ou noire, elle montre un visage avenant.
Camus décrit cette femme de ménage, courbée sur son baquet
et ses parquets. A-t-elle ployé sous la pauvreté? Pire, elle est
née pauvre. Mektoub! C'est écrit et depuis longtemps. Et
Camus de décrire toute la famille: "Oh! Oui, c'était ainsi, la
vie de cet enfant avait été ainsi dans l'île pauvre du quartier,
liée par la nécessité toute nue, au milieu d'une famille infirme
et ignorante…", écrit-il dans Le premier homme…”
(http://www.lepoint.fr/culture/2010-01-12/camus-l-hommequi-aimait-les-femmes/249/0/412497).
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Il existe une évidence pour indiquer que Camus s’est caché derrière
Meursault pour narrer ses propres expériences dans L’étranger. Comme
Camus dont la famille ne pouvait pas payer les frais de scolarité, Meursault
ne pouvait pas subvenir aux besoins de sa mère comme nous le fait voir le
directeur de l’asile à Marengo ; « Vous n’avez pas à vous justifier, mon
cher enfant. J’ai lu le dossier de votre mère. Vous ne pouviez subvenir à
ses besoins. Il lui fallait une garde. Vos salaires sont modestes … »
(L’étranger p: 11). Au Lycée la grand-mère de Camus devait chercher de
l’assistance avant qu’il n’ait pu continuer ses études. Cette demande
d’assistance a peut-être contribué à fortifier le lien entre Camus et
Germain Bree:
Germain wanted Albert to continue his studies into high
school, seeing that his student was happy in class, but did not
realize how poor he was. He would tell Albert later, "Your
pleasure at being in class was always apparent, and your face
was so optimistic that looking at it, I never guessed your
family's real situation. I only had a clue when your grandmother came to see me about entering your name on the list of
scholarship
candidates
(http://www.factbites.com/topics/Albert-Camus).
Toujours selon Guillaume, en s’ouvrant au monde, Camus a découvert
la femme et cela est devenu la splendeur de sa jeune existence où l'amour
et la sensualité s’étaient réunis dans sa terre algérienne tel que, dans Le
premier homme Camus lui-même avoue : « …Je ne pouvais donc vivre, de
mon aveu même, qu'à la condition que, sur toute la terre, tous les êtres, ou
le plus grand nombre possible, fussent tournés vers moi, éternellement
vacants, privés de vie indépendante ... » (p:20)
Pour nous, le désire de Camus que tous les êtres se tournent vers lui,
qu’ils soient vacants et privés de la vie indépendante explique sa création
de l’attitude de Meursault envers Marie quand la dernière lui demande s’il
l’aimait et s’il voulait l’épouser, et voilà pourquoi nous disons que
Meursault c’est Camus. Son attitude vers Marie signifie aussi le manque de
respect que Camus avait pour les femmes. Pour nous ce manque de respect
pour les femmes semble une protestation contre la dominance de celles-ci,
donc une vengeance. Rappelons que la grande- mère chez qui Camus a
grandi, était autoritaire et sa propre mère était incapacitée comme
mentionné plus tôt. D’habitude c’est l’homme qui donne la proposition de
mariage mais dans L’étranger c’est Marie qui l’a fait : « Le soir, Marie est
venue me chercher et m’a demandé si je voulais me marier avec elle. J’ai
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répondu que cela m’était égal et que nous pourrions le faire si elle le
voulait » (L’étranger, 69).
La réponse de Meursault à la proposition de Marie ne serait-il pas une
évocation du comportement de Camus « le Don Juan », selon Rubens qui
s’est trois fois marié et qui avait une marée de liaisons en cachette?
« Grand amoureux, Albert Camus a eu de nombreuses liaisons… Camus
fut-il un homme à femmes, un don Juan à rallonge, un simple cavaleur, un
collectionneur
impénitent,
bref
un
séducteur
(https://www.lemonde.fr/livres/article/2007/08/28/catherine-camusprofession-fille-d-albert_948398_3260.html). François Guillaume-Lorrain
fait savoir encore que « Camus cultive aussi l'amitié féminine. Il ne néglige
ni Jeanne Sicard ni Marguerite Dobrenn, bonnes camarades du Parti,
comédiennes, confidentes. Mais il n'échappera jamais au jeu dangereux de
la double vie, des liaisons croisées, des intrigues multiples pas plus qu'il ne
se résoudra à la séparation franche », http://www.lepoint.fr/culture/201001-12/camus-l-homme-qui-aimait-les-femmes/249/0/412497. Avec une
double vie comme telle, Camus ne pouvait pas se dévouer à une seule
femme et c’est cela qu’il montre à travers Meursault, son prototype.
Conclusion
Pour conclure, le fait que Meursault refuse de mentir et de prier montre
qu’il est un personnage indépendant et résolu qui a décidé de rester seul
sur son opinion. Voilà pourquoi nous sommes d’avis que Meursault c’est
Camus qui avait une opinion toute différente des autres écrivains de son
époque sur l’existence de leur jour surtout après la deuxième guerre
mondiale.
Une autre raison pour cette opinion que Meursault c’est Camus vient
du fait que le roman est ouvert d’une façon neutre et calme alors que
l’événement raconté est bouleversant, mais Meursault semble
perpétuellement distant, non seulement par rapport à l’événement raconté,
mais plus fondamentalement par rapport à lui-même. Meursault agit ainsi
parce qu’il est une création de Camus pour qui la seule vraie connaissance
de soi est celle qui se fait en se détournant du monde de la fausseté et de la
lâcheté
qui
accablent
la
vie
en
acceptant
la
mort.
(www.etudier.com/sujets/l-etranger-l-indifference-de-meursault/0).
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